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TRUSTEES OF THE NORTH PACIFIC FRUIT DISTRIBUTORS
From left to right: J. H. Robbins, North Yakima, general manager; Harry Huber, Walla Walla; W. M. Sackett,
Corvallis, Montana; H. C. Sampson, secretary, Spokane; W. T. Clark, president, Wenatchee; N. C. Richards,
attorney. North Yakima; P. J. Neff, Medford; H. S. Davidson, secretary. Hood River; W. S. Thornber, Lewiston,

Idaho; W. N. Yost, Meridian, Idaho.

The North Pacific Fruit Distributors was organized at Spokane December 10, 1912, for the purpose of creating
a central selling agency for Washington, Oregon, Idaho and Montana. The second meeting of the trustees was
held in North Yakima, Washington, on March 21, 1913, to perfect the organization. The directorship is com-

posed of men of experience and ability who are well known to the fruit growers of the Northwest.

THE fruit industry has pronounced March and April issues com-
prehensive and instructive on marketing and cold storage. This
edition on by-products will be found interesting. Future editions

of "Better Fruit" during the year 1913 will continue to give practical
information on these subjects as well as on general features of fruit

growing. We ask our subscribers to show these editions to their
fellow fruitgrowers and urge them to subscribe, beginning their sub-
scription with the March issue.

BETTER FRUIT PUBLISHING COMPANY, PUBLISHERS, HOOD RIVER, OREGON

Subscription $1.00 per Year in the United States; Canada and Foreign, Including Postage, 11.50 Single Copy 10 Cents



WHITMAN'S
SULTAN
ENGINE

YES, WE ARE BUILDING
GASOLINE ENGINES

WHY?
THE STEEL QUEEN GASOLINE
ENGINE HAY PRESS CAUSED IT

HAY BALING IS HARD WORK FOR ANY ENGINE

C Let us tell you about this little Sultan engine, that

will operate a hay press when others fail. Its con-

struction is difTerent than all others and it does its

work with perfect ease, so we have decided to build

more of them to let you use them on other kinds of

machinery besides hay presses. We make Sultan in

seven different sizes, from 1% horse to 6y2 horse

power, and a better engine for contractors, manu-
facturers of concrete mixers, implement manufac-

turers and spraying concerns was never built. Write

for special catalogue and see this great little engine

before purchasing any.

MANUFACTURED BY

WHITMAN AGRICULTURAL COMPANY
ST. LOUIS, MISSOURI, U. S. A.

BlueRibbon
(EXTRA RAIMCV)

Red Ribbon
(
RAISICY)

FAMOUS BRANDS OF
YAKIMA APPLES

Our entire holdings will be closed this month.
Only a few cars Extra Fancy and Fancy Wine-
saps and Ben Davis left. Cold storage stock;

finest of condition. If you want them wire at

once for lowest quotations.

YAKIMA COUNTY
HORTICULTURAL

UNION
E. E. SAMSON, Manager

NORTH YAKIMA, WASHINGTON

Plowing
Harrowing
Seeding

Cultivating

Harvesting

Threshing

30 H P.
ORCHARD SIZE

Clearing Land
Reclaiming Land

Logging

Freighting

Rail Road Work
Building County

Highways

60 H.P.
STANDARD SIZE

THE HOLT CATERPILUiK mi TRACTOR
IS THE BEST TRACTOR IN THE WORLD BECAUSE IT

HAS NO WHEELS TO SLIP
The Caterpillar Track can and does work with success in hilly, soft and wet ground It is

doing so every day. The Caterpillar is economical in tirst cost and operation. The Caterpillar

is reliable and can work steadily night and day because it is not made of flesh and blood.

The Holt Manufacturing Company
(INCORPORATED)

Stockton, Cal.
San Francisco, Cal.
Spokane, Wash.

J. W. HILL, Agent
617 Lumbermens Building, Portland, Oregon

New York, N. Y.
Peoria, 111.

Calgary, Alta.

WHEN WRITING ADVERTISERS MENTION BETTER FRUIT
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SIMONS, SHUTTLEWORTH & CO., Liverpool and Manchester

SIMONS, JACOBS & CO., Glasgow GARCIA, JACOBS & CO., London

J. H. LUTTEN & SON, Hamburg OMER DECUGIS ET FILS, Paris

European Receivers of American Fruits
FOR MARKET INFORMATION ADDRESS

Simons, Shuttleworth & French Co. Walter Webling Ira B. Solomon Simons Fruit Co. (D. L. Dick, Manager)

204 Franklin Street, New York 46 Clinton St., Boston Canning, N. S. 27 Church Street, Toronto, Ontario

OUR SPECIALTIES ARE APPLES AND PEARS

IF YOU WANT TO MARKET
YOUR

FRUIT
RIGHT

ALWAYS SHI? TO

W. B. Glafke Co.

WHOLESALE FRUITS

AND PRODUCE

108-110 Front Street

PORTLAND, OREGON

W. H. DRYER W. W. BOLLAM

DRYER, BOLLAM & CO.
GENERAL

COMMISSION MERCHANTS
128 FRONT STREET

PHONES, MAIN
|»| PORTLAND, OREGON

LEVY & SPIEGL
Y/HOLESALE

FRUITS AND PRODUCE

Commission Merchants

SOLICIT YOUR CONSIGNMENTS

Top Prices and Prompt Returns

PORTLAND, OREGON

STORAGE
Ship your Furniture to us

to be stored

until you are located

Transfer & Livery Co.
Hood River, Oregon

The Old Reliable

BELL & CO.
Incorporated

WHOLESALE

Fruits and Produce
112-114 Front Street

PORTLAND, OREGON

Richey & Gilbert Co.
H. M. Gilbert, President and Manager

Growers and Shippers of

YAKIMA VALLEY FRUITS
AND PRODUCE

Specialties: Apples, Peaches,

Pears and Cantaloupes

TOPPENISH, WASHINGTON

W. F. LARAWAY
DOCTOR OF OPTHALMOLOGY

^YES LENSES
TESTED GROUND

Over 30 Years' Experience

Telescopes, Field Glasses

Magnifiers to. examine scale

Hood River and Glenwood
Oregon Iowa

Mark Levy & Co.
COMMISSION
MERCHANTS

Wholesale Fruits

121-123 FRONT AND
200 WASHINGTON ST.

PORTLAND, OREGON

You Can Get Maximum
Fruit Crops

If you keep a few bees to pollinate your
blossoms, and keep them right.

First Lessons in Bee-Keeping tells how
to do this. Price 50c by mail.
The American Bee Journal is a monthly

magazine devoted to the interests of bees
and their products. Price §1.00 a year.
Sample copy free.
We club the book and magazine to-

gether, both for only $1.00. Write at
once to

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL
Hamilton, Illinois

IF YOU WANT TO KNOW ABOUT

OREGON
SUBSCBIBE FOR

THE CHAMBER OF COMMERCE BULLETIN
The largest commercial magazine in

the West.
Devoted to upbuilding Oregon and

the Pacific Northwest.
SUBSCRIBE NOW, $1.50 PER YEAR

ADDRESS

THE CHAMBER OF COMMERCE BULLETIN
David N. Mosessohn, Publisher

Suite 716 Chamber of Commerce Building
PORTLAND, OREGON

WHEN WRITING ADVERTISERS MENTION BETTER FRUIT
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Paste for Labeling
—

"Palo Alto" Paste Powder
added to cold water, instantly
makes a beautiful, smooth,
white paste. Ready for imme-
diate use at a cost of ten cents
a gallon. No labor. No muss.
No spoiled paste.

Paste Specialists

Robinson Chemical Works
349-351 Eighth Street

San Francisco, California

The Irrigation Age
The pioneer journal of its kind and the leading repre-

sentative of the Irrigation and Drainage industries,

V Western resources, agricultural, mineral and industrial

Gr development. The only distinct Irrigation and Drain-

age publication in the world.

"Better Fruit" $1.50 per year

HOOD RIVER VALLEY NURSERY COMPANY
Phone 5634 Route No. 3, Box 227 HOOD RIVER, OREGON

Plantation four miles southwest of station, Belmont Road
We will be pleased to show you trees, apple trees that have a heritage, a quality that

should be considered by everyone who plants a tree. Our trees are grown in clean hillside
virgin red shot soil with clay subsoil, producing the most vigorous root system. Our buds are
selected from the best bearing healthy Hood River trees that make the Hood River apple
famous throughout the world. Our trees will give you satisfactory results in vigor, fruit and
quality. Ask for catalog. We guarantee our products. Apples, pears, peaches, apricots,
almonds and walnuts. H. S. BUTTERFIELD, President

When you get to Hood
River, stop at the

Mt Hood
Hotel

Occupyiiig one-half block; with
a new brick annex.

Kooms single or in suites.

20 rooms with bath.

Special rates to families.

Trains stop daily in front of Hotel.

Bus meets all boats.

IF
You like this publication;

You find it helpful;

You are in earnest about

"Better Fruit"
Tell your fruit-growing neighbors

about it. Help us in this way to

help you.

Hood River Nurseries
Have for the coming season a very complete line of

Nursery Stock
Newtown and Spitzenberg propagated from
selected bearing trees. Make no mistake,
but start your orchard right. Plant gen-
eration trees. Hood River (Clark Seed-
ling) strawberry plants in quantities to suit

SEND FOR PRICES

RAWSON & STANTON, Hood River, Oregon

we: make

cms
Ihat print

HICKS -CHATTEL
ENGRAVING CO.
607 BLAKE-M'^FALL BLDG., PORTLAND. OREGON

WHEN WRITING ADVERTISERS MENTION BETTER FRUIT
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Stanley-SmithLumber Co,
HOOD RIVER, OREGON

WHOLESALE AND RETAIL

Lath, Shingles, Moulding and Slab Wood

Berry Crates and Fruit Packages of all kinds

Apple Boxes—California and Oregon sizes

SEEDS
THE KIND YOU CAN'T KEEP IN THE GROUND

They grow, and are true to name
Write for prices on your wants

188 Front Street J. J. BUTZER Portland, Oregon
Poultry Supplies, Spray, Spray Materials, Fruit Trees, Etc.

New Residents
We are always pleased to extend cour-
teous assistance to new residents of Hood
River and the Hood River Valley by

advising them regarding any local conditions within our knowledge, and we
afford every convenience for the transaction of their financial matters. New
accounts are respectfully and cordially invited, and we gnarantee satisfaction.

Savings department in connection.

Hood River Banking and Trust Company
HOOD RIVER, OREGON

We are now selling tracts of 5 acres or
more in our final and greatest planting at
Dufur, Wasco County, Oregon.

5,000 ACRES
All in Apples

Over 3,000 acres of it has gone, mostly
to Eastern people. The remainder will be
gone by spring.
We plant and develop for five years,

guaranteeing to turn over to you a full
set, perfectly conditioned commercial
orchard. At the expiration of the five
years we will continue the care of your
orchard for you, if desired, for actual
cost, plus 10 per cent.

Planting and care is under
supervision of the

Churchill-Matthews Company
Spalding Building, Portland, Oregon

The largest and most experienced planters

in the Pacific Northwest

We will be glad to meet personally, or
to hear by mail from, anyone considering
the purchase of an apple orchard or
apple land. On account of the bigness
of the project, everything is done on a
wholesale basis and prices for our tracts
are proportionately lower. Reasonable
terms. All our purchasers are high class
people. No others wanted.

Write for booklet, or call on

DUFUR ORCHARD COMPANY
Suite 510 Spalding Building

Portland, Oregon

629 Citizens Building, Cleveland, Ohio

The

First

National

Bank
Hood River, Oregon

F. S. Stanley, President

J. W. HiNRiCHS, Vice President

E. 0. Blanchab, Cashier

V. C. Brock, Assistant Cashier

Savings Department

Safety Deposit Boxes

Careful attention given to business
of non-resident clients

Capital and Surplus, $130,000

Total Assets over $600,000

LESLIE BUTLER, President
TRUMAN BUTLER, Vice President
C. H. VAUGHAN, Cashier

Established 1900

Butler Banking Company
HOOD RIVER, OREGON

Capital fully paid - - - $100,000

INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

We give special attention to Good Farm Loans

If you have money to loan we will find you good real estate security, or if

you want to borrow we can place your application in good hands, and we
make no charge for this service.

THE OLDEST BANK IN HOOD RIVER VALLEY

LADD & TILTON BANK
Established 1859 Oldest bank on the Pacific Coast

PORTLAND, OREGON

Capital fully paid

Surplus and undivided profits

$1,000,000

1,000,000

Officers

W. M. Ladd, President R. S. Howard, Jr., Assistant Cashier
Edward Cooklnghani, Vice President J. W. Ladd, Assistant Cashier
W. H. Dunckley, Cashier Walter M. Cook, Assistant Cashier

INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS AND SAVINGS ACCOUNTS

Accounts of banks, firms, corporations and individuals solicited. Travelers* checks for

sale, and drafts issued available in all countries of Europe.

WHEN WRITING ADVERTISERS MENTION BETTER FRUIT
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Nine Kimball Cultivators in operation on property of Dufur Orchard Company, Dufur, Oi'egon, owned by the
Churchill-Matthews Company, 510 Spalding- Building, Portland, Oregon. This company is using at this time
thirty-five Kimball Cultivators on their Dufur, Sheridan, Drain and Cottage Grove properties. This speaks

volumes for home-produced machinery.

The Kimball Cultivator
GREAT WEEDS AND FERN EXTERMINATOR

How to Use the Kimball Cultivator

to Keep Your Orchard in Perfect Condition

The first thing in the spring, as soon as the

ground is dry enough, it should be well plowed or

disced both ways, or diagonal if the trees are

planted in that manner.

The rest of the season nothing is needed but the

KIMBALL, which should be run over the ground

at least twice each month during the
summer, or as soon as the ground is

dry enough after a hard rain, or after
irrigation.

This will break up the crust and stop
evaporation, for when the soil bakes and
opens in cracks is the time of the great-
est evaporation.
More cultivation and less irrigation

will produce better fruit, and it will keep
longer than where too much water is

used.

RETAIL PRICE SCHEDULE
No. 4—41/2 feet, 6 blades, weight complete, 70 lbs $13.50 No. 10—12 feet, 10 blades, open center, weight com-
No. 5—51/2 feet, 7 blades, weight complete, 85 lbs 15.00 P'ete, 140 lbs $22.50

No. 6—6 feet, 8 blades, weight complete, 100 lbs 17.50 ^o. 11-12 feet, 15 blades, weight complete, 185 lbs.
.
30.00

Ki -7-7x<.niij -li li -inn lu io=n No. 13—One 8/2 and one 9 feet, 23 blades, gang, fully
No. 7—7 feet, 9 blades, weight complete, 100 lbs 18.50 rigged, weight 250 lbs.. ! 47.50
No. 8—SJ/o feet, 11 blades, weight complete, 115 lbs 20.00 Extra blades, $1.50 each; weight 5 lbs. each.
No. 9—10 feet, 13 blades, weight complete, 140 lbs 25.00 Extra frames, $1.00 per foot; weight 10 lbs. per foot.

TERMS : Cash with order, except to dealers with established credit. All quotations f.o.b. The Dalles, Oregon

W. A. JOHNSTON, Manufacturer
Long Distance Phone, Red 991 Office and Factory, 422 East Third Street, The Dalles, Oregon

WHEN WRITING ADVERTISERS MENTION BETTER FRUIT



BETTER FRUIT
AN ILLUSTRATED MAGAZINE PUBLISHED MONTHLY IN THE INTEREST OF MODERN, PROGRESSIVE FRUIT GROWING AND MARKETING

Home Manufacture of Cider Vinegar

NEW YORK STATE has been
identified in a prominent way
with apple growing and with

apple products for a longer period of

time, probably, than any other state.

In the portion of the state in which I

live apple orchards were flourishing

over a century ago under the cultiva-

vation of the Indians. In the orchard
of one of our most prominent apple
growers the owner pointed out to me
last year a still vigorous tree in his

orchard which was known to be more
than 100 years old.

As an essential part of the apple-
growing industry, there has grown up
the home-making of cider and cider

vinegar. For this product there has
always been, and there will always be,

a demand which will outrun the avail-

able supply. This demand can be sup-
plied only in part by the product of
commercial vinegar factories, con-
ducted on a large scale. The rest must
come from the farmer. Vinegar fac-

tories are of comparatively recent
origin, while apple growers have al-

ways been vinegar makers. Unfor-
tunately, they have made vinegar too
much after the manner in which dairy-
men have made butter, in a haphazard
way, without knowing just what they
were doing or why they did it, and
never knowing just how they were
coming out. When they made a good
product they called it good luck, which
it really was, and were properly thank-
ful. When they had bad luck they at-

tributed it to an unkind providence.
The old way was "hit or miss," "going
it blind," with absolutely no knowledge
in regard to the "what's" or the
"why's" of the process, and conse-
quently with frequent failure.

Owing to the frequent lack of suc-
cess in making vinegar among our
apple growers there arose a desire that
a study should be made of the methods
of cider-vinegar making under farm
conditions, with the special object of
learning why failures occur and how
they may be obviated; in other words,
how farmers could make good cider
vinegar. An investigation was under-
taken at the New York Experiment
Station at Geneva covering a period of
seven or eight years. Some of the re-
sults of this work as well as of work
done elsewhere it is proposed to sub-
mit to your consideration at this time.
The process of vinegar making is not
one of extreme simplicity; it is really
somewhat complicated and involves
several agencies, which must be con-
trolled with considerable care if a good
product is to be obtained. It would be
possible to give in a few minutes a

By Dr. L. L. Van Slyke, Geneva, New York

recipe for making cider vinegar, v ' 'ch

would tell simply what to do and with-
out why; but it is desirable to know
something more than mere method if

one is to have a really intelligent un-
derstanding of the process. A satis-

factoi^y knowledge of making cider

vinegar involves the following points:

(1) The composition of apple juice; (2)

the changes that take place in convert-

Features of this Issue

HOME MANUFACTURE OF CIDER
VINEGAR

FRUIT CANNING—METHODS FOLLOWED
IN COMMERCIAL CANNING

ORCHARD BY-PRODUCTS—CONDITIONS
AND POSSIBILITIES

CIDER AND VINEGAR PLANTS, CAN-
NERIES AND EVAPORATORS

HORTICULTURAL BY-PRODUCTS

HOW A FRUIT CANNERY IS SUCCESS-
FULLY OPERATED

A CO-OPERATIVE CANNERY—WHAT
IT IS DOING

COMMERCIAL VALUE OF UNFERMENTED
FRUIT JUICES

ing apple juice into vinegar; (3) the
agents that produce these changes and
the conditions most suitable for their

normal working; (4) abnormal agents
and conditions that interfere with the
making of vinegar from apple juice,

and (5) practical home-making of cider
vinegar. There are several interesting

points connected with the general
subject of vinegar which we might dis-

cuss, but which are of minor interest in

their bearing on the home-making of

vinegar, such as the uses of vinegar, its

adulterations with methods of detec-
tion, different kinds of commercial vin-
egars, commercial methods of manu-
facture, characteristics of commercial
vinegars, statistics, etc.

Before taking up the composition of

apple juice we will touch briefly upon
the general relation of apple growing to

vinegar making.
There is always a considerable per-

centage of the apple crop that cannot
be disposed of in the form of market-
able apples, or even as dried apples,

though I have seen dried products
which looked as if nothing in the whole
apple orchard had been omitted—skins,

cores, stems, leaves and dirt. The
amount of such apples depends on a
variety of conditions, but mostly upon
the yield of apples. The larger the
yield the larger the amount of poor
apples. It comes practically to a ques-

tion of letting the apples rot on the
ground at a total loss, except for their

slight fertilizing value, or of making
them into cider or cider vinegar.

Stated in the briefest possible form,
the process of vinegar making from
apple juice or "sweet cider" consists
of two distinct changes or stages. In
the first change the sugars of the apple
juice are converted into alcohol, and
the product at this stage is commonly
known as "hard" cider or simply cider.

In the second stage of vinegar making
the alcohol of the cider is changed into

acetic acid, the product then being
known as vinegar. Three substances,
therefore, are prominent in the process
of vinegar making: (1) Apple-juice
sugar, (2) alcohol and (3) acetic acid;

and it is about these three materials
that our discussion must largely center.

Before considering the changes pro-
duced in apple juice during its con-
version into vinegar it is desirable to

know something of the composition of

the juice as it comes freshly prepared
from apples. Apple juice contains a

good many different constituents, but
they are not all of equal interest to a

vinegar maker; in fact there is only
one class of compounds of pre-eminent
importance in this connection, the
sugars, and they are so because they
really constitute the raw material from
which the acid or vinegar is produced,
as well as other desirable flavors. I

have used the words "sugars," and not
sugar, for a good reason, as there are
at least three different substances in

apple juice, each of which is chem-
ically known as a sugar. One of these
is known as sucrose or saccharose, and
is simply the kind of sugar that is most
familiar to us in our daily diet, the
sugar that comes from sugar cane or
from sugar beets. The chemical names
for the two other sugars are dextrose
or dextro-glucose and levulose. Dex-
tro-glucose is familiar to us under the
more common name of grape-sugar,
while we often speak of levulose under
the more familiar name of fruit-sugar.

It is not necessary to consider on this

occasion the chemical differences of

these three kinds of sugars. For our
purpose it is sufficient to consider the
amounts of sugars in apple juice and
some of the conditions under which the
amounts vary. The cane-sugar in apple
juice is less in amount than the grape
and fruit-sugar, varying all the way
from 1 to 7 per cent and averaging
about 3.50 per cent. The two other
sugars run from about 4.50 to 10.50 per
cent and average about 7.50 per cent.

Or, taking all the sugars of apple juice,

the amount varies generally from 7 to
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15 per cent and averages about 10

per cent.

One is at once struck with these wide
variations and tlie question suggests

itself, why do such large differences

exist? The observed variations in the

amount of sugar are dependent upon
a variety of conditions, among which
the following may be mentioned as the

most prominent: (1) Variety of apples;

(2) stage of ripeness; (3) soil; (4)

climate; (5) culture, and (0) extent of

pressing. We will stop to consider in

further detail only the first two of these

influences. In the case of our 100

analyses of apple juices from apples
grown in the Eastern States the small-

est amount of sugars (6.74 per cent)

was found in Ben Davis juice and the

largest amount in Baldwin (15.39). In

general, it may be said that early apples

average somewhat less in sugars than
do winter apples. Crabapples and
cider apples usually run lower in

sugars than the standard varieties most
commonly grown. It was a distinct

disappointment that the Ben Davis
juice made such a disreputable show-
ing in sugars, because in New York this

apple has no other quality to redeem
it, whatever you may succeed in doing
in Missouri to give it a good name and
character.

In very unripe apples we have little

sugar but much starch, the starch

changing into sugars as the fruit I'ipens.

For example, a Baldwin on August 7,

when very green, contained 8 per cent

of sugar; five weeks later (September
13), when still quite green, it contained

10.72 per cent. Two months later

(November 15), when ripe, it con-

tained 14.87 per cent. The sugars are

present in largest amounts only when
apples are ripe, and it is important to

know that the amount decreases when
apples are allowed to become overripe,

and, of course, much more so when
apples rot. Therefore, green apples

and partly decayed apples contain

smaller amounts of sugars and produce
less acid in being made into vinegars

than apples that are at the proper stage

of ripeness. It is a matter of interest

to notice, in passing, that sweet apples

are not necessarily richer in sugars

than sour apples. The increase of

sweetness that is apparent to the sense

of taste is due more to the fact that

sweet apples contain less acid than sour

apples. The acid that is characteristic

of apples is known as malic acid. To
illustrate the preceding statement, a

sample of Red Astrachan juice was
found to contain 10.16 per cent of

sugars and 1.15 per cent of malic acid;

while Tolman Sweet and Sweet Bough
contain about the same amount of

sugar, but only 0.10 or 0.20 per cent of

malic acid, that is about one-sixth to

one-twelfth the amount of acid con-

tained in the sour Red Astrachan.
The statement was made a moment

ago that green apples contain consider-

able amounts of starch. This has a

practical bearing on vinegar making
for this reason: the presence of starch

in apple juice, as in the case of green
apple juice, is apt to cause it to be
turbid and slimy, and makes the juice

very unsatisfactory for vinegar mak-
ing. In the case of really ripe apples
the starch has all disappeared, having
been converted into sugars. There is

one other point of practical interest in

connection with the composition of

apple juice and its relation to vinegar
making—the constituents that are re-

sponsible for the color of vinegar. It

it the tannin or tannic acid of apples
which is largely the factor or substance
whose presence affects the color of vin-

egar. This is the substance which
n . r's a puckering sensation in the

mouth with a more or less pronounced
bitter taste. It is strongly noticeable
in unripe apples, also in crabapples.

"When we cut an apple the cut surface

more or less quickly darkens in color,

varying in time and intensity accord-
ing to the amount of tannin present in

the apple, that is, according to the

variety of apple, stage of ripeness, etc.

Apples, as well as many other fruits,

contain a peculiar ferment, which acts

upon tannin in the presence of the

oxygen of the air, changing the tannin
into a dark-colored compound. Right
in this connection there is another in-

teresting fact, that in apple juice con-
taining considerable proportions of

malic acid the tannic acid does not

darken as much as in the case of juice

containing less acid. This may often

be observed in case of sweet apples.

In the case of too much tannin, as in

unripe apples, the juice becomes too

dark in spite of the malic acid and pro-
duces a vinegar with unattractive color.

Before taking up the study of the fer-

mentation processes by which apple
juice is changed into vinegar we will

briefly consider the conditions that

affect the yield of apple juice. They
are: (1) Variety of apples; (2) ripe-

ness; (3) degree of pressure applied.

In the French cider industry they ex-

pect that an apple shall yield 55 per
cent of its own weight in juice. In

experiments at the Virginia Experi-
ment Station the highest amount of

juice obtained with an eighty-ton hy-
draulic press was 70 per cent of the

weight of the apples. Ripe apples con-
tain from 82 to 88 per cent of water,
and a larger proportion of this is ob-
tainable as juice in the ordinary meth-
ods of pressing used. We can put the
yield of apple juice as three to four
gallons for a bushel of apples. There
has been a more or less extensive prac-
tice in treating pressed pomace with
some cold or warm water, allowing it

to stand some hours and pressing a

second time. Such "second pressings"
give, of course, a juice much less rich

in solids than the first juice.

According to the United States gov-
ernment definition of cider vinegar that

made from juice by such treatment is

not regarded as coming under the head
of pure cider vinegar. While some-
thing may be said in favor of such a

practice, it would hardly be safe to

allow unlimited use of "second press-

ings." It is true that a considerable
proportion of sugar is not extracted
with one pressing, and that under care-

fully controlled treatment a second
juice might be obtained which, mixed

with the first juice, would give a vin-

egar well above legal requirements in

acid and other constituents. In gen-
eral, we cannot advise the use of "sec-

ond pressings" for the reason that in

nearly all cases too much water is

added to the pomace in actual practice.

Proper control could be possible only
in the case of factories employing
trained experts. So far as the home
manufacturer of vinegar is concerned
conditions are best left as they are,

which permits the use only of the juice

pressed out without water treatment.

When apple juice is left exposed to

the air it is gradually changed, losing

its sweet taste and giving off bubbles of

gas more or less vigorously. The most
prominent change is the conversion of

the sugars into alcohol and carbon
dioxid gas. This change is known as

an alcoholic fermentation and is caused
by a vegetable ferment or an enzyme
which is produced by ordinary yeasts.

Cells of the yeast plant are so widely
distributed that they get into apple
juice abundantly under ordinary con-
ditions. Theoretically, we should be
able to get from 100 parts of apple juice

about 51 parts of alcohol. In actual

practice we are not able to obtain this

amount of alcohol because some of the

alcohol is lost by evaporation and some
is lost by certain chemical changes that

take place along with the alcoholic fer-

mentation. In general, we may expect

that in the usual fermentation of apple
juice 45 to 47 parts of alcohol will be
obtained from 100 parts of the sugars

of apple juice. In passing, it may be
mentioned that in freshly expressed
apple juice prepared from sound fruit

1 have never been able to find any alco-

hol. Sweet cider is, therefore, a strictly

temperance beverage, but perhaps not

everyone could be trusted to tell just

where the dividing line is between
"sweet" and "hard" cider. Happily,

we are not called upon to settle this

question at this time.

The rapidity of alcoholc fermenta-
tion depends largely upon temperature.
In ordinary cellar storage, at a tem-
perature of about 50 degrees Fahren-
heit, it takes about six months to con-

vert the apple-juice sugars entirely into

alcohol. At a temperature of 75 to 85

degrees Fahrenheit this time can be
reduced one-half or more. The higher

the temperature the more rapidly the

yeast plant grows and the more rapid

is the fermentation. There is one
serious objection, however, to temper-
atures above 75 degrees Fahrenheit,

and that is the loss of alcohol by evap-

oration. This is favored also by the

rapid escape of gas when the fermenta-

tion is very vigorous. We have found

that the alcohol in fermentation may
be started more promptly and pushed
along more rapidly by adding yeast to

fresh-apple juice, especially when the

temperature is between 65 and 75 de-

grees Fahrenheit. The use of any form

of commercial yeast, if sufficiently

fresh, will probably be found to give

good results. I have actually used only

Fleischmann's compressed yeast. The
completion of alcoholic fermentation is
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generally indicated when bubbles of

gas cease to come off vigorously.

After alcoholic fermentation is com-
pleted another change takes place—the

alcohol is converted into acetic acid,

and the final object of the vinegar

maker is the production of acetic acid.

This change is brought about through

the agency or micro-organisms called

acetic bacteria, these being entirely dif-

ferent from those that change sugars

into alcohol. For the effective conver-

sion of alcohol into acetic acid or of

cider into vinegar there are needed:

(1) Acetic bacteria; (2) an abundant
supply of air, and (3) a temperature of

between 65 and 85 degrees Fahrenheit.

There is commonly noticed in vinegar

a very elastic, slimy, tough, transparent

skin of a yellowish-white color; this

skin is commonly known as "mother"
of vinegar. This appears to be formed
by the growth of the acetic bacteria on
the surface of the liquid. When one
skin has formed it settles sooner or

later and in its place another is formed,
and this formation and replacement
continue as long as air is supplied un-
der favorable temperature conditions

and as long as unchanged alcohol

remains.
Theoretically, we should obtain from

100 parts of alcohol 130 parts of acetic

acid, but for various reasons the actual

yield is usually below 120. The chief

change that takes place in the acetic

fermentation of alcohol is the taking

up of oxygen by alcohol, which is thus
changed into acetic acid. Hence air is

an absolute essential. Acetic fementa-
tion as usually conducted by farmers
takes place much more slowly than the

alcoholic, often requiring eighteen
months and in some cases two or three

years.

The most satisfactory results of

acetic fermentation have been obtained
by us at temperatures between 65 and
75 degrees Fahrenheit. The rapidity of

acetic fermentation can be greatly in-

creased by introducing into the alco-

holic cider acetic acid organisms in

the form of "mother" of vinegar. In

a cool cellar cider that has been thus
inoculated by the addition of cider vin-

egar or of "mother" reached market-
able condition a year sooner than
where nothing was added. This pre-
caution must be borne in mind:
Never add vinegar to cider in which
the alcohol fermentation is not com-
pleted, since the presence of acetic acid
greatly delays the alcoholic fermenta-
tion. Many farmers and vinegar mak-
ers make an unwise practice of adding
fresh apple juice to old vinegar, expect-
ing to secure a more rapid formation
of acid, and then they complain that

the cider won't work. The apple-juice

sugars must first undergo alcoholic

fermentation before the acetic fer-

mentation can begin. Therefore, by
adding apple juice to old vinegar the

alcohilc fermentation may not be only
delayed but absolutely prevented.
The following is a practical method

of inoculating cider with acetic bac-

teria: "When the alcoholic fermenta-
tion has stopped, which, under favor-

able conditions, should be in one to

three months, the cider is placed in

barrels, filling half full and then add-
ing one-fourth volume of old vinegar.

"Mother" of vinegar is then prepared
as follows, and added: Expose in a

shallow, uncovered crock or wooden
pail a mixture of one-half old vinegar
and one-half hard cider at 80 degrees
Fahrenheit. In three or four days the

surface should be covered with a gel-

atinous coating, which is "mother" of

vinegar. A little of this carefully re-

moved with a wooden spoon or flat

stick should be laid gently on the sur-

face of the mixture of cider and vine-

gar prepared as described above. Do
not stir it in, because the acetic fer-

ment grows only on the surface where
it can have an abundant air supply.

In three or four days the coating

should spread itself over the entire

surface. This coating should not be
broken or disturbed as long as the

acetic fermentation is going along sat-

isfactorily. When this method is fol-

lowed the vinegar should be complete
and marketable in one to three
months after the alcohol fermentation
is finished.

In vinegar factories the fermentation
of acetic acid is greatly hastened by
the use of "generators," in which the
alcoholic liquid is brought into inti-

mate contact with a larger supply of

air. The "generator" is a cask three
to six feet in diameter and six to twelve
feet high. It is loosely filled with
beechwood shavings, which have been
especially prepared and then soaked
thoroughly in old vinegar. The cider
trickles over these shavings in thin

films at a rather high temperature
(about 95 degrees Fahrenheit). The
operation is completed in a few days.
While vinegar thus made is likely to be
more uniform than that made in

casks, generator vinegar is inferior in

aroma and taste. The longer process
is necessary for the development of the
delicate flavor, characteristic of high-
grade cider vinegar. In the hands of

the average farmer, who has not large
amounts of cider to make into vinegar,
these generators can hardly be re-

garded OS entirely satisfactory in every
way.
We will now turn to the details con-

nected with the making of cider vine-
gar and consider these under two gen-
eral heads: (1) Conditions commonlv
producing cider vinegar below stand-
ard, and (2) directions for home-
manufacture of cider vinegar. Several
conditions may cause the production of
cider vinegar low in acetic acid, that is,

below 4 or 4.5 per cent. Among the
more common of these conditions we
mention the following: (1) Poor apple
juice; (2) cultivation unfavorable to

the necessary fermentation processes;

(3) lack of proper care after vinegar is

miade.

Poor Apple .luice as a Source of Poor
Vinegar.—By poor apple juice we mean
one containing less than a normal
amount of sugars, that is, less sugars

than would be sufficient under normal
conditions of fermentation to produce

vinegar containing less than 4 to 4.5

per cent of acetic acid. We should
ordinarily be able to produce about 50

to 55 parts by weight of acetic acid for

each 100 parts of sugar present in the
fresh juice. Hence to produce vinegar
containing 4 per cent of acetic acid we
should need to use apple juice contain-
ing 7.3 to 8 per cent of sugars; and to

produce 4.5 per cent of acetic acid

would require 8.25 to 9 per cent of
sugars. We here mention five condi-
tions under which apple juice may con-
tain less than the amounts of sugars
indicated: (1) The fruit may be un-
ripe, in which case the vinegar is not
only low in acid but poor in color and
flavor; (2) the apple juice normal at the
start may be watered; (3) the juice

may be made by treating pomace with
water, allowing it to stand and press-
ing a second time; (4) the apples may
be badly decayed, injuring also the
flavor of the vinegar; (5) apples may be
used which normally contain, even
when ripe, an insufficient amount of

sugars. Among such apples that have
been reported are Ben Davis, Fanny,
Gano, Loy and Montreal Beauty Crab.
Of course we do not mean to say that

the varieties mentioned never contain
enough sugar for vinegar making, but
simply the samples analyzed did not.

The following are the ones that most
unfavorably affect the processes of

fermentation: (1) Unripe fruit; (2)

dirty or decayed fruit; (3) unclean bar-
rels; (4) too low temperature; (5) in-

sufficient amount of alcoholic or acetic

ferment, and (6) lack of air, due to fill-

ing the barrel too full or stopping the
bunghole.

(1) Unripe Fruit.—We have already
noticed the effect of the starch of un-
ripe apples upon the fermentation
processes, resulting in a slimy, abnor-
mally dark mixture and an undesirable
product.

(2) Dirty Fruit.—It is quite common
that the apples used for vinegar mak-
ing are refuse left lying on the ground
until they become covered with soil

and are more or less decayed. Under
such conditions there is serious danger
of getting into the apple-juice organ-
isms that will interfere with the
regular alcoholic and acetic fermenta-
tions, particularly the latter, either by
lessening the amount of the products of

those fermentations or by producing
undesirable flavors.

(3) Unclean Barrels. —^ Barrels or
casks are frequently used for vinegar
making which are not previously
cleaned, no matter what their previous
condition or use. Undesirable organ-
isms may be brought into contact with
the apple juice in this way.

(4) Storing Apple Juice at Too Low
Temperature.—Many, if not most, farm-
ers place their barrels of apple juice

at once in the cool temperature of a

cellar, where it will usually require six

months or more to complete the alco-

holic fermentation. The material is left

at the same temperature for the acetic

fermentation, which takes place with
extreme slowness. In some cases it

may require three years or more before
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the acetic fermentation is completed
under these conditions, and ordinarily

the time is two years or more.
(5) Insuflicicnt Amount of Alcoholic

or Acetic Ferments.—In some cases it

may happen that there is an absence of

organisms sullicient to start the work
of fermentation in the right direction;

or, as may more often happen, the fer-

ments are not sufficient to make desired

speed. Such a condition can, as we
have seen, be easily overcome by addi-

tion of yeast and "mother" at proper
stages.

(6) Lack of Air.—The acetic fer-

mentation requires the presence of air,

and this may be excluded by tilling the

barrel too full or putting the bung in

tight, or by doing both at once. It often

happens that the conditions have all

been favorable, and that the vinegar is

apparently sour enough; the bung is

then tightly stoppered, when an anal-

ysis would show less than 4 per cent of

acid. Before closing the barrel it would
be well to have the amount of acid

determined as soon as the vinegar
seems sufficiently sour. "When the bar-

rel is thus tightly stoppered before the

formation of acid is completed the fer-

mentation soon ceases and the amount
of acid does not increase further.

Samples have frequently been sent or

brought to me for examination under
such conditions, and a low percentage
of acetic acid was usualy found. The
vinegars generally gained in acid rap-

idly after they were supplied with air.

(7) Lack of Proper Care After Acid is

Formed.—When the alcoholic fermenta-
tion is complete and the cider has be-

come commercial cider vinegar of good
quality (lestructive fermentation of the

acid may be encouraged by leaving the

bunghole open and the barrel only par-

tially full. In this connection we may
also mention vinegar eels, which are

so unpleasantly common in many
home-made vinegars. They are pro-

duced by the small flies that infest ex-

posed or decaying fruits. One method
of keeping them out is to keep the apple
juice from continued exposure; the

placing of a loose cotton plug in the

bunghole of the barrel in which fer-

mentation takes place effectively keeps
out the flies after the juice is barreled.

When vinegar is found to be badly in-

fested with eels the only safe remedy
is to heat the vinegar to 185 degrees
Fahrenheit, but not above this, and
then strain, afterward cleaning and
steaming the barrel before replacing

the vinegar and then keeping the bung-
hole closed. Vinegar eels, besides being
offensive to consumers, cause the vine-

gar to deteriorate sooner or later.

Directions for Home Manu-
facture of Cider Vinegar

Kind of Apples to Use.—Only ripe

apples should be used, possessing a

sugar content of not less than 7.5 to 8.5

per cent. Most varieties of apples com-
monly available possess the requisite

amount of sugar when ripe, but not
when green. The apples should not
be decayed or overripe, because the
amount of sugar is lessened in such

apples. The apples should be clean

when gathered, and if not they should
be made so by washing. The objection

to dirt in the apple juice is the danger
of introducing forms of fermentation
that will interfere with the normal
alcoholic and acetic fermentations
which are desired. One objection

raised to washing apples is the liability

to remove the germs that cause the de-

sired forms of fermentation. While in

our own practice we have not met with
such difficulty it is preferable that the

apples shall, if possible, be clean when
gathered.

Preparation of Apple Juice.—In the

grinding and pressing of the apples
care should be taken to observe ordi-

nary precautions of cleanliness. In

many cases it is the practice to add
water to the apple pomace after press-

ing, let it stand a while and press again.

This treatment yields an additional

amount of juice, which, however,
does not usually contain the requisite

amount of sugar to make good vinegar,

provided the first pressing has been
efficient. Avoid the use of juice made
from second pressing if you wish to

make high-grade vinegar.

Putting Apple Juice in Barrels.

—

When practicable it is a good plan to

store the freshly pressed apple juice in

some large covered receptacle and al-

low it to stand a few days before put-

ting it into barrels. In this way con-
siderable solid matter held in suspen-
sion will settle before the liquid is

placed in casks. The casks used should
be well cleaned, thoroughly treated

with live steam or boiling water, and
should not be over two-thirds or three-

fourths filled with apple juice. The
bungs should be left out, but a loose

plug of cotton may be placed in the

hole to decrease evaporation and pre-

vent dirt and flies getting in. The bung
should be left out until the vinegar
making is completed.
Management of Alcoholic Fermenta-

tion.—When the freshly pressed apple
juice is at once placed in ordinary cel-

lars, where the temperature during the

winter does not go below 44 to 50 de-

grees Fahrenheit, the alcoholic fer-

mentation is complete in about six

months, assuming that the work is be-

gun in October or November, though
80 to 90 per cent of the alcohol is

formed in half this time or less. By
having the fermentation take place at a

temperature of 65 to 76 degrees Fahren-
heit the time can be considerably re-

duced; however, it is not desirable to

have the alcoholic fermentation take

place much above 76 degrees Fahren-
heit, since the loss of alcohol by evap-
oration is increased. By the addition

of yeast to the fresh apple juice the

fermentation can be completed in three

months or less, especially if the tem-

perature is 65 to 75 degrees Fahrenheit.

It is suggested that one Fleischmann's
compressed yeast cake or an equivalent

be used for each five gallons of apple

juice, if one desires to use yeast. The
yeast cake is stirred in a cup of water
and after complete disintegration is

mixed with the juice. Whatever form

of yeast is used it should be fresh. Vin-
egar or "mother" should never be added
to fresh apple juice or before the
alcoholic fermentation is practically

completed.
Management of Acetic Fermentation.

When the alcoholic fermentation is

completed it is well to draw off the
clear portion of liquid, rinse out the
cask, replace the clear liquid, filling

barrel half full and then adding one-
fourth volume of old vinegar. On the
surface of this is carefully placed some
"mother," prepared in the manner pre-

viously described. The acetic fermen-
tation occupies from three to eighteen
months or more, according to the con-
ditions vmder which the fermentation
is carried on. When the apple juice is

stored in cool cellars and left there
until it becomes vinegar of legal stand-
ard it requires from twenty-one to

twenty-four months, or even more.
When the alcoholic fermentation is

allowed to take place in a cool cellar

and the casks then removed to a

warmer place the time of vinegar for-

mation may be reduced from that given
above to fifteen to eighteen months.
Where the alcoholic fermentation is

hastened by the use of yeast and the

acetic fermentation favored by the

jjroper temperature and addition of

vinegar "starter" it is possible to pro-
duce good merchantable vinegar in

casks six to twelve months.
Care of Cider Vinegar.—When the

acetic fermentation has gone far enough
to produce 4.5 to 5 per cent of acetic

acid, then the barrels should be made as

full as possible with vinegar and tightly

corked, in order to prevent destructive
fermentation of acetic acid and conse-
quent deterioration of the vinegar. Do
not try to place vinegar on the market
until the standard amount of acid has
been reached, which can be ascertained
by sending samples by prepaid express
to one of your state departments, either

the experiment station or the pure food
commission.

Missouri Grower Gets Fancy Prices

An Eastern publication states that an
apple grower in Lebanon, Missouri,

packed 6,000 apples for the trade this

year, for which he received fifteen

cents per apple. These apples will be
listed on the menu cards of some of the

large hotels at forty cents each. In

conection with this deal it is stated that

the apples were not only perfect but
were picked with a couple of leaves

attached, and were submerged in a

solution to close the pores of the apple
and thus retain the original flavor, also

the fresh color of the leaves. Each
apple was wrapped in tissue paper.

Twelve sealed boxes, each containing
one apple, made up a carton, with six

cartons in a shipping case. One can-

not help but wonder what the solution

was. It is something we have not heard

of in the West.

Editor Better Fruit:
I wish to say that I look forward to the

an ival of your paper with a great deal of

pleasure. Yours very truly, Henry Haile Dole,

Alstead, New Hampshire.
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Fruit Canning—Methods Followed in Commercial Canning
By A. Bitting, Food Teclmologist, Bureau of Chemistry, Department of Agriculture, Washington, D. C.

AMODERN cannery is no longer the

rough, crude shed that once was
thought to be sufTicient for this

purpose. First of all the location must
be sanitary, away from manufacturing
processes which of themselves are ob-

jectionable, such as soap making, tan-

ning, rendering fats, etc., or any other

processes which may give rise to nox-
ious odors or be productive of organ-

isms of decomposition. The yards and
drives about the factory should be
cleaned daily, and in summer dust

should be prevented by frequent
sprinkling or by the application of

crude or specially prepared oil to the

drives. The application of oil is espe-

cially to be recommended where there

is much hauling and there is no pave-
ment, or the factory is to be run for a

short season only, as in the case of to-

matoes. A single application made a

couple of weeks before the season
opens will sufTice for several weeks; by
putting the oil on early it will become
incorporated in the earth and not be
tracked into the factory to any great

extent. The drainage must be such as

to prevent any surface overflow from
adjoining property, and also be ample
to keep the stock in good condition at

all times. It should be ample to care
for the waste, as this is sometimes a

serious problem. If the natural body
of water available is not sufTicient set-

tling tanks or filters may be necessary.
Fermenting material, such as tomato
trimmings or corn refuse, should not be
tolerated within or near the factory.

The supply of water should be suffi-

cient for all purposes and of good qual-

ity; that used in washing, blanching
and brining should be free from ex-

cessive hardness or iron, otherwise the

finished products may be damaged. If

the water for this purpose is not nat-

urally of the right quality artificial

treatment will be necessary. The water
used for washing about the factory
should have a good pressure for clean-
ing. A factory with a poor location, or
an insufficient or poor water supply,
has a handicap which is difTicult to

overcome. The facilities for bringing
in or sending out of stock should be
ample, so that materials used need not
be delayed, especially when it may
mean deterioration.

The buildings should be designed
with reference to the special products
to be packed, but there are some fea-

tures which should be common to all.

The ceilings of all rooms should be
high, with ample provision for light

and ventilation. The light should come
from numerous side windows, or, if the

rooms are large, from turrets or a saw-
tooth roof construction. Either of

these arrangements can be made to give

a flood of light and at the same time
provide good ventilation. An advan-
tage in the saw-tooth construction
arises from the cooling and drying
effect. When the straight section, or

windows, are turned toward the north

the sun beating upon the southern in-

cline will heat the layer of air under-
neath, causing it to rise. This creates

a circulation within the room which
tends to dry floors and tables and to

lower the temperature. Tests made in

factories so constructed have shown
several degrees lower temperature on
hot days than was recorded in fac-

tories having the usual form of roof.

One of the marked contrasts between
the newer and older construction is the

provision for plenty of light. Light has
a beneficial effect upon employes, con-
tributes to cleanliness and is an active,

constant disinfectant. High ceilings

and proper roof construction usually

render artificial ventilation unneces-
sary, but if mechanical measures are

employed a blower system, with pro-
vision for cleaning the air, is to be pre-
ferred to suction. An abundance of

light and air is a combination which
will contribute to the maximum of

labor and efTiciency.

A tight, hard floor is a necessity, and
in all rooms where manufacturing
processes are conducted it should be
pitched about one and one-half inches
for each ten feet. The pitching should
have special reference to the position
of machines and tables where there
will be more or less water or waste,
so that this may be confined and the
floors be flushed clean and kept reason-
ably dry with the minimum of labor.

There should be frequent trap connec-
tions with the sewer. The kind of
material best adapted for a floor will

depend in a measure upon whether it

is to be used for dry work and storage
or whether water is employed more or
less freely. Factories having a short
packing season, as in the case of tomato
canning, find concrete to be the best.

Wood shrinks, swells and cracks with
changes of moisture; the cracks are
hard to clean, leakage is almost certain
to occur, and these conditions become
aggravated in factories which are idle

a part of the time. Wood with a smooth
covering, such as sheet roofing, makes
a good floor, but will not last long.

Concrete is more or less porous, wears
rough and is not an ideal floor, but is

the best for certain conditions. Asphalt
wears away and crumbles too easily.

Upper floors should not be chosen for

food preparation if plenty of ground
space is available, for the reason that

it is difficult to keep them tight. Fur-
thermore, the work can be supervised
to better advantage on one floor than
on many, unless the departments are so

large as to demand a superintendent in

each. Conveyers can be obtained to

handle products from one machine to

another, and these are more easily kept
clean than are floors. Conveyers and
overhead tracks should be used in han-
dling the product as far as is possible

in preference to trucks, as the latter

are destructive of floors and are not

so clean.

The use of slat gratings to cover the
floor about the kettles or other places
where there is a splashing or overflow
of water is especially to be commended.
These may be made in sections about
two by four feet, and can be taken up
for cleaning. There is no excuse for
floors being so wet or sloppy that the
workers must wear rubbers, which is

sometimes the case. All side walls,
partitions, ceilings and supports should
be smooth to admit of easy cleaning.
Preferably they should be light colored
and, as far as possible, of such material
as can be washed with a hose, as this

is the easiest method of cleaning or of
applying whitewash. Some factories
need to be divided by partitions to
prevent unnecessary heating by steam
from the cookers. In other cases the
room where the material ready for the
can is kept should be separated from
the rooms in which the preparation is

going on, in order to protect it from
dust. That part of the factory in

which prepared material is in any way
exposed should be screened to keep out
flies and dust. The latter precaution
is often of greater importance than the
former, for during the working period
the moving of machinery and escaping
steam will drive away insects.

The tables used in the preparation of
foods should be plain and of a mate-
rial that is easily cleaned. There should
be no sharp angles or grooves where
waste can accumulate, nor any places
beneath where material can be stored.
Hardwood, such as maple or ash, is

probably the best material for the
majority of factories. These woods
will abosrb little water or juices, they
show soil quickly and clean easily with
soap, water and scrubbing brush. Opal
glass or porcelain makes excellent table
tops, but is expensive. Enamel-coated
metal has come into use, and under
certain conditions gives excellent re-
sults. The important point is that the
tables may be cleaned easily, and that
it be done often. The machinery used
should be of the most sanitary type
and set in such a manner as to be
accessible from all sides for cleaning.
Conveyers for fruits, tomatoes and all

other products should have automatic
washers and brushes in their course to
keep them clean. The amount and
kind of equipment varies greatly, de-
pending upon the product. Peas, corn
and beans require the most, fruits the
least. The details of the special re-

quirements will be considered under
each product. Water and steam pipes,
with hose attachment, should be con-
veniently placed about the factory for
cleaning tables, machines, floors, walls
and ceilings. This is a necessary part
of a modern equipment.

Provision should also be made for
the cleanliness and comfort of the em-
ployes. Water should be placed at con-
venient places that the workers may
wash their hands often, and sanitary
drinking fountains installed to take the
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place of the common cup. A factory is

not complete without proper toilet and
clothes rooms. The toilet should have
facilities for washing the hands with
soap and water, and hand brushes
should be provided. There should be
lockers for storing the outer clothes, as

wearing apparel should not be hung
about the factory. Providing special

suits and a manicurist are refinements
which are found at some factories and
are not so much of an extravagance as

less progressive firms would argue.

For factories running continuously and
employing the same help, there is no
question but that uniforms are advan-
tageous. For such operations as pick-

ing, peeling and pitting fruits, etc.,

which can be done as well sitting as

standing, stools should be provided.
Standing all day at tables is more than
tiring—it is exhausting and decreases
efliciency. This is clearly evident to

every factory inspector, especially after

the season has advanced. The stool is

to be preferred to the common bench,
so that the individual may stand or sit

as may be most comfortable. If stand-

ing in one place over cement floors is

necessary wooden springboards should
be provided for the restful effect upon
the feet. The various states provide
the general conditions under which
labor can be performed, age limit, num-
ber of working hours in the day or

week, physical condition, etc. No per-

son affected with communicable disease

should be employed in a food factory.

The steps in canning will vary with
the product, but in general there are

certain processes which are common to

all and may be described in this out-

line, as receiving the product, grading,

washing, preparing for the can, filling,

exhausting, capping, processing and
cooling. The first reciuisite in all can-

ning is that the product be delivered in

first-class condition, fresh from the

fields or orchard, and in a manner to

prevent injury. Fruits, such as berries,

must be handled in boxes as for the

market, tomatoes in shallow crates:

corn, peas and beans in such ([uantities

that they will not heat, and marine
products cold or chilled, and in com-
partments to avoid bruising. The con-
dition of the material on delivery is of

the greatest importance, and for that

reason the factory should be located

near the point of production, or, if

shipment be made, the distance sliould

be short and direct. A cannery which
depends upon long-distance shipments
or purchasing the supplies on a city

market will generally be found to put
out an inferior article. In any delivery

the seller should be held responsible
for the condition of the material; the

grower has no more right to deliver

decayed tomatoes than the canner has
to use and ship them. The first case is

usually a violation of a state law and
should be dealt with accordingly; the

second may be reached by federal

statute if the shipment becomes in-

terstate.

The second step, that of grading or

sorting for quality, is one of great im-
portance. A general inspection ' or

classification of all products is made
by the foreman at the time of receipt,

but this is insufficient. The real grade
of any product depends upon the qual-
ity of the original stock rather than
upon the syrup or brine added, or any
subsequent operation, and the best
time to make a separation is before the
work of preparation is begun. A large

part of the sorting can be done better

by a few especially trained helpers,

although some of it may be continued
in subsequent operations. The hard
and faulty ears of corn can be picked
out more easily while it is being con-
veyed to the silker than by the cutter

feeders. These men have enough to do
to keep the machines busy and cannot
take the time to sort properly. A few
persons can pick out green, defective

and wrinkled tomatoes which will not
peel economically and do a better job
before the fruit reaches the scalder

than can be done by the peelers. The
same principle holds true for peaches
and many other products. Those who
peel or fill the cans should have the

minimum of grading to do. The sort-

ing is usually done upon belts or
special table tops to expedite the work.
Berries are picked, stemmed and de-
fects picked out when graded to save
handling.

The next operation is generally that

of washing, the method depending upon
the material canned. In general, most
products are placed in a tank of water
to loosen adherent dust and dirt, are

gently rolled over by the agitation of

the water and sprayed as they emerge.
The spraying is the important step,

therefore it is desirable that the water
have force rather than a large volume.
A small spray with force will cut off

dirt and adherent mold very success-

fully. The principle is the same as

cleaning a floor with a hose having a

nozzle, or with one having an open
end; the former will use less water but
will clean better. Some hard-coated
products, as peas, are washed in revolv-
ing wire cylinders known as "squirrel

cages." Soft fruit, such as raspberries,

reauire very gentle washing, and if the

fruit appears clean some packers object

to washing it at all, claiming that it

causes injury and loss of flavor. What-
ever method is used, the cleaning
should be thorough.
Many of the fruits need no special

preparation other than cleaning and
sorting, after which they are placed
directly in the cans. Peaches, apples,

pears, etc., must be peeled and cut into

pieces of the proper size. Nearly all

vegetables require more or less treat-

ment; peas are shelled, graded for size

and quality, and washed and blanched
by automatic machinery; corn is cut,

silked, brined and cooked; beans are

snipped and strung, graded for size and
blanched; asparagus is cut into lengths

and blanched; sweet potatoes and
beets are peeled and graded, and so on.

The operation of blanching is in reality

parboiling. Vegetables are dropped
into boiling water for from one to five

minutes, as a rule, to cause softening

and at the same time to remove some

of the mucous substances which form
upon the surface. The effect produced
by a short boiling in the open as com-
pared with boiling in the closed can is

surprising. Peas or beans which are
a little aged and hard will soften
quickly in the blanch, but retain their

condition in the caii. In almost any
case of very cheap peas some may be
picked out which, if thrown upon a

table or floor, will bounce a couple of

feet or more. This is evidence that

they were not properly blanched and
that softening did not take place in the
can. The operation of blanching is of

much importance in putting up good
vegetables. It is not a matter of

whitening, as the name might seem to

indicate, though it does have the effect

of producing a much clearer liquor
than would otherwise be present.
The cans should be washed just

prior to being used. In the shipping
and storing more or less dirt and dust
find lodgement on the inside, and wash-
ing is the only method of removing it.

The quantity of dirt which can be ob-
tained from a thousand cans is usually
a matter of surprise. The work is done
very effectively at the present time by
machines. The filling may be done by
hand or machine. There are many
products, especially fruits, which can-
not be successfully filled by machine
because of crushing or otherwise in-

juring them. When filled by hand the
contents should be regulated by weight
rather than by volume, so that the fin-

ished product will be uniform. If the
filling be done by machine care should
be taken to get the best results possible.

It is illogical to use care in peeling a

three-inch tomato and then have it

squezed through a two-inch opening in

front of a crude plunger; or that great
care should be exercised in washing
and blanching peas which are to be
run through a filler that will cut or

crush enough to make a muddy liquor.

Machines should be designed to fill

with reference to the nature of the

product and not to be merely "can
stuffers." Vast improvements have
been made in filling machines in the

past few years, so that most of the

work can be done with nicety and pre-

cision. All filling machines operate

upon the principle of delivering a cer-

tain volume rather than a given weight,

and for most products this method is

very satisfactory. In all cases, whether
the can be filled by weight or volume,
the amount of material used should be
all that can be put in the can in first-

class condition. Brining and syruping
have also been improved, the old-

fashioned unsanitary dip box giving

way to a sanitary filler.

After the can is filled, the next step

is exhausting. This is best for all

articles packed cold, but is unneces-
sary for corn, peas or products which
enter the can hot or are covered with

a hot syrup. Exhausting consists in

passing the filled can through a steam
box and heating the contents to 160

degrees Fahrenheit or above, the

preference being for 180 degrees. The
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time required for exhausting will vary
from one to three minutes.
Capping and Testing for Leaks.

—

Open-top cans are sealed by a special

machine known as a double seamer.
The lid is pressed into place and steel

rollers crimp it on without acid or
solder. This action is automatic, a

single can at a time, but at the rate of

30 per minute, or 1,800 per hour. Cans
with solder tops are sealed by auto-
matic machinery, 12 at a time, 85 per
minute, or 5,000 per hour. The top is

wiped, the cap placed on, acid applied,

the hot soldering irons drop into place,

and the vent is afterward closed, all

in one series of operations, without
touching by hand. As the cans pass
from the capping machine they may be
submerged in a bath of boiling water
to test for leaks. Any imperfection in

the can or defect in sealing will be
shown by a series of air bubbles issu-

ing from the opening, and the can is at

once taken out by the inspector for
repairs.

After capping the cans are processed
according to the nature of the contents.
The cans are collected in large iron
baskets, which usually hold 270 No. 2

or 180 No. 3 cans, and three baskets
fill a retort. If the processing is con-
ducted at boiling temperature the re-

tort is not closed, but steam is turned
into the water which covers the cans.
If the temperature is to be above the
boiling point the retort is closed and
either the steam is turned into the
retort until the proper pressure and
temperature has been reached or water
is first turned in to cover the cans and
the steam is admitted until the temper-
ature has been attained. In processing
fruits it is customary to use long vats
containing boiling water and equipped
with automatic conveyers, which carry
the cans or crates through at such a
speed as will process them for the nec-
essary length of time. This period
varies with the product. Sterilization
depends on administering the proper
amount of heat, and heating above the
required temperature or for longer
than is necessary only cooks the mate-
rial to no purpose.
As soon as the processing is com-

pleted the cans should be cooled with
water. Unless this is done the heat
will be held so long that the contents
become over-cooked—fruits are soft-
ened and tomatoes become liquid, even
blacken; peas break and make muddy
liquor, while corn acquires a brown
color and a scorched taste. The cool-
ing may be done by turning cold water
into the retort, by removing the basket
of cans to a cooling tank or by spray-
ing with water in the air. There is

less difference in the results obtained
by different methods of applying either
heat or cold than some claim; the im-
portant point is to accomplish these
steps quickly.

In canning operations the product,
salt, sugar or other seasoning and
water are the only materials used. No
hardener, bleach or preservative is

employed, and in commercial canning
there never was as much preservative

used as is common in the household
operation. Saccharin and sulphites

were formerly used in corn and peas,

but their use has now been practically

discontinued; on the other hand, the

practice of selling a "canning com-
pound" to housewives still continues,

and will only cease when the nature
and effects of such chemical preserva-
tives are known and the lack of neces-
sity for their use is appreciated.

The first container used was the ordi-

nary glass bottle with a comparatively
small mouth, and was closed with a

cork. The next step was the use of a

resinous wax to cover the cork. The
bottle was modified to the more con-
venient or jar form and a groove run
around the top so that a tin cap might
be sealed in place with wax. This
method of sealing was common in do-
mestic canning until about 1890. The
metal screw cap with the rubber ring

and various other devices, most of

which depend on a rubber or fiber joint

to exclude the air, have been intro-

duced since that date. The glass jar is

largely used in domestic canning, but
not commercially, as it is heavy, breaks
easily, cannot be handled by automatic
machinery, will not stand hard process-
ing without special precautions and in-

creases freight rates. Glass containers
are used for preserves, spiced and
pickled fruits and for the limited can-
ning for which the consumers are will-

ing to pay a fancy price. Very re-

cently improvements have been made
in glass jars and the methods of seal-

ing which may extend their usefulness,
especially to such products as cannot
be preserved to the best advantage
in tin.

The earthenware jar was brought out
to offset the high cost of the glass jar;

some of these were glazed inside, some
outside and some on both sides. They
were generally sealed with a tin cap
by means of wax, though a few had
earthen tops. Various forms were
given to these jars, and some may still

be found which have been in use for
many years in rural districts. The
earthenware jars had only one advan-
tage over glass, that is in cost, but they
had the disadvantage of having blow
or sand holes. The earthenware jar
is not used to any large extent in com-
mercial canning, though some are used
to pack bulk jams and stock for pre-
serves, etc.

The tin can is pre-eminently the con-
tainer used in commercial canning, and
it is also used to a very large extent in
home canning. Those used for the lat-

ter purpose retain the deep ring about
the opening for the insertion of caps
and sealing with wax; these are com-
mercially known as wax-top cans. In
commercial canning solder is used ex-
clusively for sealing stud-hole or cap
cans. The tin can has undergone a

number of changes. The first cans had
flush sides and ends, or plumb joints;

these gave way to the stamped over-
lapped ends, and all inside soldering
has been superseded by lock seams and
outside soldering. Most solder caps are
hemmed, so that only the amount nec-

essary to seal is used. The solder can
has been superseded in many cases by
the open top or so-called sanitary can,

no solder being used on the can except
in making the side seam. The former
objections to acid and solder, on the
ground that they contaminated the
foodstuffs, have thus been largely
overcome.
The most recent improvement in the

tin can is the inside coating or lacquer-
ing. This type of can is known to the
trade as the "enamel-lined" can. Vari-

ous coatings have been tried at differ-

ent times without entire success, and
while the present lining is not perfect
it does effect a marked improvement in

many lines of packing. There are fruits

and vegetables which attack the tin

coating with more or less vigor, result-

ing in a loss of color, flavor and qual-
ity, and at the same time form salts of
tin which are objectionable. The in-

side lacquered cans are especially
effective in holding such articles as

raspberries, cherries, plums, beets,

pumpkin, hominy, etc. They do not
add to such products as corn, peas,
beans, tomatoes, or those which have
little action upon the tin. Inside coat-
ing is accomplished in two ways—by
baking the lacquer on the sheet and by
spraying it on the inside of the finished
can; further improvement in the con-
tainer may be expected along these
lines. The tin can is made in a great
variety of sizes and shapes, but there
are certain forms known as standard.

SIZES OF STANDARD CANS
Diameter Height in Capacity

Si-e in inches inches in ounces
No. 1 211/16 4 11.6
No. 1 tall 2iVi6 4% 12..3

No. 2 3% 49/16 21.3
No. 2% 4 4% 31.2
No. 3 4%6 47/^ 35
No. 3 tall 4%6 5V, 39
No. 8 69'i6 6% 104
No. 10 6%2 6%e 107

The size of package used for certain

products is fixed by trade custom and
not by the needs of the consumer. For
example, corn, peas, beans and such
products are almost exclusively packed
in No. 2 cans, tomatoes in No. 3 and
California fruits in No. 2% cans. The
No. 2 can of high-grade peas or corn
contains about 22 ounces, or too much
for one service for a family of two,
three or four persons, and with peas
in particular the unused portion is not
so good when served a second time. A
can holding sixteen ounces would more
nearly meet the requirements. The
same is true for a No. 3 can of toma-
toes. The excess is waste in many
cases and represents not only good
material but the labor expended upon
it, a larger can than is necessary and
boxing and freight. These are all items
which contribute to cost and a conse-
quent lessening of the use of canned
foods. The No. 2V2 can was developed
as a short weight from the No. 3 and
does not adequately represent the in-

terval in size between the No. 2 and the
No. 3. The No. 2% sanitary can holds
only sightly less than the No. 3 in the
older style, as the latter cannot be
filled so nearly full and sealed. Re-
cently a new style of can has been
introduced for California fruits, espe-
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cially for peaches, known as the lunch-
eon size, which is one-half the height
of the No. 2%. These are desirable

because they will take in the large

pieces of fruits, and apparently are
meeting a demand. The same style in

the square can is being used for aspara-
gus tips.

At the present time some packers are
trying to meet certain demands by
varying the fill rather than the size of

the can. For example, a well-filled can
of tomatoes might retail at fifteen cents,

the packer may reduce the quantity,
add water and make the cans sell two
for a quarter, or carry it to an extreme
and sell for ten cents. A customer
finding that the ten-cent can will fur-
nish the amount of tomato wanted, and
without waste, will repeat the order.
The same methods are used more or
less in packing fruits, using a quantity
which will make the can sell for a cer-

tain price. This is a crude, un-
satisfactory and manifestly expensive
method, and also open to fraud by
those who are unscrupulous. It would
be far better for the packer to deter-
mine what size is wanted and use such
sizes, filling them properly.
The label should tell the truth in

terms which are direct and easily un-
derstood. It should give the name of
the article, the grade, by whom packed
and where packed, or the name of the
distributor. Neither the names nor the
illustrations used should be mislead-
ing. A picture of green peas in pods
in clear relief and subdued type stat-

ing that the contents are soaked is

hardly appropriate. If given a geo-
graphical name it must be the true one.
Corn grown in Iowa is not Maine corn,
though obtained from Maine seed. The
use of such terms as "Maine style" for
cream corn is in reality only an at-

tempt to circumvent the intent of a
true label.

There are no fixed standards for
canned goods, though the canner and
the trade do recognize and describe
certain qualities in jobbing, and prices
are made accordingly. The consumer
has not been educated to know these
differences. The labels usually carry
descriptive terms implying superlative
quality, as extra select, extra choice,
extra fancy, select, choice, fancy, extra
standard and, less commonly, stand-
ard. There are too many designations
for the same product, and furthermore
Mr. A's fancy may not be the same as
Mr. B's. The grade may not be the
same in two consecutive seasons, due
to drought, excess of rain, intense heat
or other cause; neither may it mean
the same in different sections of the
country in a normal year. In other
words, at the present time the grade
does not have a fixed character.

Again, when the syrup is one of the
factors in grading a product that fact
should be given, though it is not re-

quired. A consumer cannot go to the
grocery and buy peaches in a 40, 30 or
20-degree syrup, though the packers
use care in preparing such syrups to
use for their different grades. Such
designations as heavy, medium and

light syrup are also inadequate. A
heavy syrup may mean anything be-

tween 35 and 60 degrees, a medium
between 20 and 45 degrees and a light

between 10 and 30 degrees, depending
on who uses it. These variations are

too wide to be carried under such
elastic terms. There is no doubt that

some fruit packed in light or 20-degree
syrup is just as good as that put up in

medium or 30-degree syrup, but there
can be no harm done by giving the

exact facts. On general principles, if

it is worth while for the packer to

select his stock carefully and put up
different grades the consumer should
know how to select them.
A can of any food should be as full

as it can reasonably be packed and
processed without injuring either the

quality or appearance of the product.
There is such a thing as over-filling as

well as under-filling, and one is as

much a fault as the (tther. All foods
packed in a liquid or semi-liquid con-
dition, or as solids surrounded by
liquid, should fill to within one-half
inch of the top, and when free liquid

is present it should cover the solids.

Corn or peas an inch below the top
would be a slack fill, even though cov-
ered with liquid. The fruits present a

more perplexing ijroblem, depending
upon the size of the pieces and the
degree to which they shrink in the
syrup. The very choice large peaches,
having only five or six pieces to the
can, will weigh only 18 or 19 ounces
and be as full as they can be sealed.

A slightly smaller size, of seven to nine
pieces to the can, will weigh 20 ounces,
and for more than ten pieces the weight
will be from 21 to 22 ounces. After
they have been cooked in the syrup the

pieces will soften, the weight will

change and the fill will not be the same,
though in all the amount was as much
as could be sealed. If the cans be
judged upon weight of the solids alone
the highest grade would be short
weight; the quality must also be
considered. The presence of only
eighteen or nineteen ounces of low-
grade peaches would be manifestly
slack filled. Soft berries, like straw-
berries and raspberries, if filled as full

as the can will hold and syrup or water
added, will appear only one-third to

one-half full of solids upon opening
and considerable variation will occur,

depending upon their condition. Some
foods can be packed so as to give a

fairly uniform net weight upon open-
ing, but with others the volume of

solids and its own liquid is a fairer

measure. The buyer is entitled to a

full can and most packers try to fur-

nish it.

The term "canned" as applied to

food products put up in hermetically

sealed packages is capable of more
than one meaning. Originally it meant
any food put up in any container

which might be hermetically sealed

and the preservation accomplished
through sterilization by heat. In com-
mercial use the term "canned" applies

only to foods put up in tin containers

and sterilized by heat. Under that con-

struction any foods put up in glass or
other containers than tin are not rated

as canned foods, nor are foods put up
in tin in which preservation is accom-
plished by some means other than heat.

Fish cured in brine, pickled or spiced,

but packed in tin, is not canned within
this meaning of the term. Fruits pre-

served with sugar, placed in glass or
tin jars and sealed in vacuum are not
canned in the commercial sense. The
same is true of smoked meats, such as

dried beef, and fish, as smoked herring.

In domestic canning glass jars are gen-
erally used and the product is referred

to in the home as canned. It is unfor-
tunate that the term should have so

many meanings. In the trade it is now
common to refer to fruit in glass, sliced

bacon and chipped beef in glass or tins,

sliced or smoked fish in glass or sar-

dines in tins and candied fruits in glass.

Spoilage may result from insufficient

processing, defective containers or the

use of unfit material. These losses are

generally classed under the heads of

swells, flat sours and leaks. Formerly
losses were heavy at many factories,

but these are becoming less each year,

due to a better knowledge of what is

necessary in material, handling and
improved appliances. More attention

is paid to testing for bacteria, and
greater care is taken in obtaining accu-

rate thermometers and gauges, auto-

matic temperature regulating devices

and time recorders, so that little is left

to the judgment of the processor or

helper.

Spoilage due to insufficient process-

ing is generally divided into two
classes, swells and flat sours. In the

former there is generation of gas,

causing the ends of the can to become
distended; in the latter the content of

the can is sour, but there is nothing in

the appearance of the can to enable the

customer to determine the condition
until the can is opened. Swells are

generally due to under-processing good
material, while flat sours most often

result from giving the regular process

to material which has been allowed to

stand for some time, such as peas re-

maining in a load over night or corn
left in a car or in a pile until it begins

to heat. The raw material may show
no evidence of fermentation on super-

ficial examination, but this condition

frequently exists under the conditions

just cited. Swells are therefore more
likely to be associated with rush opera-

tions and flat sours with an over-

stock or delay in getting at the raw
material. It is not intended to give the

impression that swells and sours may
not occur under other conditions, such
as changes in the consistency of the

corn, nor that swells may not occur in

material which has stood, and sours

result from under-processing, but only

to state a general rule.

Swelling or souring may take place

shortly after processing or the spoilage

may be delayed for weeks or even

months. Swelling is more likely to

occur and be detected early, while

souring is apt to be delayed, though it

Continued on page 49
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The Orchard By-Products—Conditions and PossibiKties
By L. R. Alderson, Lewiston, Idaho, and Clarkston, Washington

CONSERVATION of our National
resources has been a popular sub-
ject of recent years and one of

justified importance for the public wel-
fare of the future. We are consider-
ing today, however, another feature of

the conservation problem, of perhaps
equal moment and certainly of trans-
cendent importance to the fruitgrower
of the present time—that of conserva-
tion of our domestic resources, or such
portion as may relate to the husbandry
of our section. The year 1912 is soon
to pass into history and will be remem-
bered as one of abundant harvests in
nearly all branches of agriculture and
horticulture. Mother earth has demon-
strated conclusively that her treasure
houses of wealth continue inexhaus-
tible, her versatility omniparient and
her generosity unlimited. Surely man
is blessed indeed; there is more air

than he can breath, more land than he
can cultivate, more water than he can
control and more fruit at times than he
knows what to do with, especially
when the peach trees work overtime
and King Pip Y, Brother Jonathan,
Maiden Blush and the little red apple
vie with each other in an effort to see
which can do the most for the country.
Bountiful crops, however, in times of
unpreparedness are not a good thing;
frequently reduced tree vitality fol-
lows, markets are flooded without dis-
crimination and orchard waste is enor-
mous. Some highly exaggerated re-
ports of orchard loss have appeared
this year, and others evidently fully
justified. Probably no systematic effort
has ever been made to compute crop
shrinkage, but the fact remains that
every year we see large quantities of
deciduous fruit and apples brought to
the point or harvest and lost. This
must not be confused with ordinary
windfalls or blighted fruit, nor is it

confined to years of large production.
Six years' observation of Northwest
conditions lead me to believe that this
loss is gradually on the increase, and
whether crops are large or small a
considerable quantity annually falls to
the ground. One cannot but reflect
upon the statement that whole nations
might live and profit upon the waste of
this country. Let us take heed; no one
wants to be considered a prodigal, even
if our m.ethods are wasteful.
The causes of this waste are multi-

form: Inadequate fresh marketing
facility is a prime factor. Labor
scarcity is a grievous source of diffi-
culty in handling the tonnage for fresh
shipment. The almost total absence of
by-product plants in many large dis-
tricts is a serious and starthng fact,
and there other causes, all of which
enter vitally into the result.

Credit must be accorded private en-
terprise for making some effort to cope
with these conditions; the vinegar
plants at Pullman, Walla Walla and
North Yakima and the present efforts

in evaporation at North Yakima and

Ellensburg deserve support and patron-
age. At Puyallup and Lewiston some
degree of success in the canning line

has been reached, the former making
a record on berries this year which
will stand alone for some time to come.
I believe that the Puyallup and Sum-
ner Fruitgrowers' Association is prob-
ably the most conspicuous example of

co-operative canning and preserving in

this country today. It should be borne
in mind, however, that the factory
problem of berry canning is much less

complicated than that of fruits which
have to be peeled, pitted and carefully

graded as to size and quality, such as

the peach and similar fruits.

The State of Oregon has long since

demonstrated that they could evaporate
their prunes and other fruits success-
fully, and sell them, too. Would you
believe that evaporated Irish potatoes
from Oregon have been commercialized
to some extent in the Alaska trade?
This is not generally known, however,
and the trade is, of course, limited;
but no one can say that our brothers
in Oregon overlook a good idea or fail

to put it in practice either. Idaho last

year sent a straight car of evaporated
apples to New York City and sold it

for twelve cents per pound, or slightly

over. I have within the past week re-

ceived a letter from Duluth stating that
the wholesale grocery trade considered
the quality of the evaporated apples of
Washington superior to the Eastern
stock they have so long been using.
The average price of evaporated apples
to producers, however, is approxi-
mately five to six cents per pound. But
in many points of the Northwest, and
particularly Washington, may be seen
today the rusting relics of past struggles
with by-products. Between Walla
Walla and Milton lie the remains of an
ancient evaporator. An old vinegar
plant at Genesee was recently dis-

mantled. At Yakima, Walla Walla,
Freewater, Spokane, Sumner, Clarkston
and many other places idle or dis-

mantled factories testify to an earnest
effort in the canning of fruits at these
points some five to seven years ago,
some of the embarrassments to which
I endeavored to bring before the Wash-
ington Horticultural Association in
convention last winter. Even before
coming to the state I formerly read of
the large evaporator at Elberton, only
sixty miles below Spokane, situated in
a fine prune district. The evaporator
has not been operated since 1905, so far
as I can learn. At Tekoa large Italian
prune orchards were at one time pro-
ducing, but are now almost gone, and
yet the evaporated Italian prune is the
superior of all and its profitable pro-
duction every year almost an absolute
certainty.

For comparison a moment, we have
the following: During 1911 California
produced 187,800 tons of dried fruit,

consisting of the following: Apples,
3,500 tons; apricots, 8,800 tons; figs,

5,250 tons; peaches, 13,000 tons; prunes,

88,000 tons; raisins, 67,500 tons; various
other, 1,750 tons; a total of 187,800 tons
dried fruit. The production of New
York State evaporated apples during
the years from 1902 to 1906, inclusive,

is as follows: 1902, 16,682; 1903, 18,016;

1904, 18,062; 1905, 8,430 and 1906, 18,000

tons dried; and continues to average
about 15,000 dried tons per year.

Washington has produced only a

negligible quantity up to this time,

aside from a few evaporated prunes in

Clark County. Last year California
produced 6,600,305 cases of canned
fruits and vegetable. Washington
about 100,000. California, however,
has about fifteen million dollars de-

voted to the canning business alone,

and almost every grower has his own
bleacher and equipped for either sun
drying or evaporating, or both. It must
therefore be apparent that the North-
west, and particularly Washington, is

deficient in attention to by-products,
and if the truth were known, actually

behind other states and sections at

similar periods of their history. At
the present time Washington is letting

her fruit waste and annually sending
thousands of dollars out of the state for

supplies of dried and canned fruits,

canned peas, canned tomatoes and
other itrnes, much of which can be
produced at home, thereby reducing
orchard and garden by-products from
perishable commodities into staple

articles and capitalizing at least a por-
tion of the present waste into added
wealth for our communities and our
producers.

In the contemplation of a by-product
program adequate to these conditions
we must be intensely practical. We
must stick to the rule of one, two, three
and keep things in proportion. We
must keep in mind that success is a

matter of growth and sometimes comes
after repeated failures. For instance,

as compared with California and East-
ern sections, we find new and unusual
conditions, which cannot be measured
by the same standards or handled in

the same manner. The failures of the
past have been necessary for the suc-
cess of the future—in order that condi-
tions and limitations may be estab-
lished anxl shed light on the effort

which may follow. Different climatic
conditions have made some difference
in the fruit itself. Time has been nec-
essary to demonstrate the particular
purpose for which a given variety may
be best adapted. Limited sun drying
must give way to artificial evaporation,
and as the first requisite in solving the
problem must be generally practiced
individually. These and other equa-
tions are necesary for success. There-
fore I submit for your consideration
two propositions as prime factors in

the solution of these problems: First,

individual evaporation and hog raising;

second, commercial evaporators, can-
ning factories, denatured alcohol and
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vinegar plants, and storage warehouses
to be owned and operated by fruit-

growers under a headquarters manage-
ment, located probably at Spokane,
with a million dollars capital, or more
if necessary. In other words, the indi-

vidual should do all he can to help
himself, and by co-operation he must
bring the cumulative force of a large

organization to accomplish what he
cannot hope to do individually.

Most individual growers can equip
their places with close wire fences,

and with a little start the good old

primitive hog will do the rest. They
require the minimum of attention, are

good foragers, consuming the lowest
form of orchard waste, worthless for

any other purpose, and the inherent
increment is rapid. In my childhood
in California I was impressed with the
fact that the most successful of our
neighboring fruitgrowers were those
who also raised hogs, and the same
condition is found in the Northwest
today. The fruitgrower who takes a

good crop of pork to market some time
each winter or spring has capitalized
his orchard waste and his own time
into dollars and cents that spell thrift,

prosperity and contentment.
Individual evaporation will also ac-

complish much, and it is encouraging
to note that considerable interest has
been manifest on the part of growers
the past season. I am convinced that
every grower should erect an evap-
orator of suitable capacity for a fair

portion of his surplus product. Indi-
vidual practice of evaporation is com-
mon in many New York and Michigan
sections and must become so in the
Northwest. The trade demand for
evaporated apples is as steady today as
ever—in fact the demand for all evap-
orated fruits is increasing from year to

year and their economic value estab-
lished throughout the known world.
Even during the past seven years Cali-
fornia dried fruits have had a remark-
able increase from 153,000 tons in 1905
to 230,000 tons in 1912, as follows:
1905, 120,700; 1906, 163,700; 1907,

.153.000; 1908, 144,750; 1909, 188,500;
1910, 151,275; 1911, 187,800, and 1912,
230,000 tons dried.

Exports of evaporated apples from
the United States for the past two years
are as follows: For vear ending June
30, 1912, 53.664,639 pounds, .$4,545,971;
June 30, 1911, 21,804,086 pounds, .$1,-

944,209. A striking proof of the in-

trinsic value of dried or evaporated
fruit for world-wide commerce is indi-
cated by the exports into Canada from
California of dried fruits as against
canned fruits. The clearance from
port of San Francisco for Canadian
points for year ending .lune, 30, 1911,
were as follows: Canned fruits,

-$64,000; dried fruits, $1,700,000.

The present customs duty is specific

on each of these items, amounting to

two and one-quarter cents per pound,
and naturally our Canadian cousins
appreciate the great advantage of add-
ing their own moisture. Like every-

thing else, however, artificial evapora-
tion requires application and skill in

operation, and the attention of the
Agricucultural Experiment Station is

called to the importance of rendering
growers as much aid as possible next
season. Most growers under our ob-
servation this summer made a total

failure of evaporation of the peach, and
bulletins should be prepared contain-
taining the elementary principles and
suggestions for practical operation of

home outfits. The marketing of home
evaporated fruits should be aided by
such an organization as herein sug-

gested. From the standpoint of com-
mercial evaporation it remains to be
determined whether artificial evapora-
tion of Northwest peaches is to be a

financial success or not. Some claims
are made that the shrinkage is fully

85 per cent and over. In our own
experience we have noted this tendency
to excessive shrinkage, although per-
haps not to such an extreme, yet

enough to raise the importance of a

careful technical investigation, looking
to improvement in the methods em-
ployed or selection of varieties best

adapted for practical results. It is un-
certain whether artificial evaporation
can successfully compete with the
drying, and this is a problem for the
future.

Turning our attention to co-operative
effort as the best solution of the com-
mercial features of the Northwest by-
product problem, we have before us
probably the most neglected oppor-
tunity remaining unexploited by capi-

tal in America today. And yet this may
not be singular, as capital is slow to

enthuse even with a plausible prospec-
tus. Again, private enterprises of small
capital have been unable to do justice

to the situation or make a satisfactory

showing financially. What is needed
are factories and storage plants actu-

ally capable of serving the various dis-

tricts and handling a large amount of

tonnage. This may sound like an idle

dream or an Utopian phantasmagoria,
but is nevertheless possible for realiza-

tion to a considerable degree. I am
confident, however, that it can only be
accomplished by a large organization
composed of growers in all the districts

to be served, aided by liberal subscrip-
tions of capital in exchange for bonds
or debentures by the business com-
munity as a whole. Therefore I be-
lieve that Northwest problems must be
worked out by Northwest growers for

themselves—that you cannot expect
outside capital or private interests to

voluntarily come in and do these things
for you, or at least not on sufficient a

scale to afford many districts the

needed relief or facility. For instance,

for several years I thought the Califor-

nia Fruit Canners' Association would
eventually occupy the Northwest field,

or at least serve some of the large

districts, but have about concluded that

California activities are all-absorbing

to them, and with the fruit industry of

that state now on the eve of consider-
able expansion it is but natural to be-

lieve that California operators will be
fully engaged with the increased devel-

opment in their own section. Repre-
sentatives of large California canning

interests have invariably expressed
preference for their own section, from
the standpoint of least resistance, and
expressed pessimistic views on the
Northwest field generally, with the
single exception of berries and cherries.

The California Fruit Canners' Asso-
ciation has interests in Oregon, and
operated for two or three weeks at

Sumner, Washington, this year, for the
particular object of supplying a tem-
porary shortage of berries, but they
have not operated other Northwest
plants a day since the lease was first

offered them several years ago, and I

do not believe they, or any California

company, are interested in Northwest
peaches or other Northwest deciduous.
Again, three years ago a large firm with
almost unlimited capital, looking for a

new field of operation in the canning
business, after operating the Yakima
factory for three weeks, withdrew
from the Northwest and has since built

two plants in California. I refer to

Libby, McNeil & Libby, and I warn
fruitgrowers now that if they expect
to have canning factories they will

have to support and patronize them
systematically with sufficient fruit to

keep under active operation, and not

wait until markets break and then ex-

pect a small plant, owned by private

capital, to successfully handle on a

moment's notice hundreds of tons of

fruit daily. Likewise the indifference

of the Spokane tomato growers to the

value of the Spokane Canning Com-
pany is reported to be one of the chief

causes of the retirement of the com-
pany from business last spring. There-
fore, in order to have these things I

insist that you must create them your-
selves in proportion as they may be
justified in the various districts, and
operate them for the benefit of the

growers who have the foresight and
courage to face the issue sc[uarely and
back it with their support. It is not

necessary here to discuss the theory of

co-operation or the method of applica-

tion to this particular feature of the

industry. This is secondary to the

great and fundamental principle that in

union there is strength, but under
present disorganized and heterogene-
ous conditions there is only loss and
disaster.

However, we have ample precedent
and conspicuous examples before us of

growers taking hold of large business

affairs of this nature and operating

them with signal success. Witness the

California and Hawaiian Sugar Refin-

ing Company today operating the old

Crockett sugar refinery at Benecia,

California, which had been previously

closed down by the sugar trust, and
sugar production in the islands be-

come unprofitable. Under the foresight

and able management of a young man
the growers of Hawaii were organized

into a large company, coming over

here and buying the refinery outright,

for the purpose of refining and selling

their sugar. The past eight years have
demonstrated the complete success of

the movement. Look also today at the

improved conditions in the rice fields

of Louisiana, since most of the rice
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growers and mills have worked to-

gether under the name of the Louisiana

State Rice Milling Company. A few
years ago rice production increased

considerably and became unprofitable

from the fact of inadequate facilities

for distribution, and a great many
weak factors competing against each

other and themselves. The trade were
afraid to buy rice for fear that the

next day the price would be still lower
and their neighbor's stock would be on
a less cost than their own. Today wit-

ness a steady market at good prices

and the rice grower again contented

with his vocation. And there are other

industries where the aggregate power
of the growers has had to step in and
assume the burden of capitalization

and management of manufacturing
their products, as well as their col-

lective distribution in raw state. Is

there any reason why this cannot be
accomplished with equal success with
the fruits of the Northwest?
What should be done with a million

dollars? Some folks would have a

jolly good time on that snug sum, and
it would not last a very long time
either. Seriously, however, in the near
future I would like to see substantial

brick and concrete warehouses in most
of our fruit districts, as evidence of

the substantial growth and prosperity

of the industry. In many of these

there should be cold storage compart-
ments having capacity for hundreds of

thousands of boxes of apples and other

fruits. In districts where justified

there should be vinegar distillation,

fruit evaporation and canning. I see

the strawberry of Spokane and Milton;

the cherries and peaches of Snake
River, Walla Walla, North Yakima and
Wenatchee; the blackberries and rasp-

berries of the Coast; apricots, apples,

pears, plums from other points, in fact

the entire line of fruits, combined and
offered to the trade the same as other
large organizations, that say, "Give us
your order; we can supply the entire

list." One trouble heretofore has been
that a small factory frequently could
not supply the requisite assortment for

the Northwest trade, nor could they
manufacture their goods cheap enough
to send them East to competitive mar-
kets. In fact inability to supply assort-

ment, inadequate capital, insufficient

volume of business, unsuitable location,

high cost of materials, inability to sell

goods at a profit and inexperience have
accounted for most of the failures of

the past, practically all of which can
be overcome by a large organization
rightly managed.

But this is not all. I shall be disap-

pointed if in the future large factories

for the canning of peas do not spring
up in the Yakima Valley and other
locations found to be favorable, and at

Toppenish or the lower Yakima I think
experiments should be made the com-
ing season to determine the profitable-

ness of raising peas for canning pur-
poses. The cannery at Payette, Idaho,
puts up something like thirty to forty
cars of canned peas annually, and has
done so for eight or ten years past.

Surely the conditions at Payette are no

better than we have in our own dis-

tricts. I shall be disappointed if we
do not can practically all the tomatoes
we consume. In spite of the theory
that north of a latitude running
through Indiana and Northern Mis-
souri it has been considered tomatoes
could not be produced profitably, sev-

eral locations have been found in the

Northwest where" good results are

being obtained, and where tomato
growing is steadily increasing and
growers are now dependent upon by-
product plants to take care of the sur-

plus. At these same points—in fact in

all of our districts—there are also de-

sirable fruits, and there is little doubt
of keeping the sales end of such a busi-

ness active the year round, to in-

crease and extend the market for these

products.
It should be thoroughly understood,

however, that these results cannot be
accomplished by small units working
at cross purposes, or by small factories

built by machine promoters and oper-

ated by inexperienced parties. The
weak holder generally sells his goods
at less than cost, and not only ruins

himself but ruins the market for every-

one else. More than this, his expenses
are disproportionate to the amount he
produces. The canning season is short,

and his fixed charges and depreciation

go on without cessation. It is for this

reason I believe the by-product and
warehouse business should be com-
bined, using, so far as possible, the

same building, the same power, the

same men and giving more active con-
tinuous employment for the same capi-

tal. Such a plan has the advantage of

holding the working organization to-

gether from year to year and yet the

force employed be kept busy in winter
as well as summer. The fixed charges
would be spread over a large business,

producing a revenue nearly every
month of the year. Still further, how-
ever, it will keep at home thousands of

dollars of cold storage money now
being paid to Eastern cold storage com-
panies, the amount of which will un-
doubtedly be ample, if saved for the
Northwest, to construct and maintain
cold storage and by-product plants lib-

erally wherever needed, and still make
a saving to the grower. Therefore, in

suggesting a line of action suited to the
present and rapidly increasing needs
of the Northwest, we should have in

mind that the industry will soon reach
proportions of the first magnitude, and
the solution of its problems call for

vast considerations. The greater the
problems the more herioc may be the
measures necessary to solve them. New
conditions point to new departures.
Capital must be forthcoming freely,

but above and beyond all unanimous
and continuous co-operation should be
the fundamental and organic principle
on which to build for future success.

I'.clilor Better Fruit:
My high regard for your splendid activities

goes without saying. Am simply repeating
myself to say that Hood River, Oregon, and
all the Northwest owes you a debt that It

will be a long time liquidating. Yours truly,
Wm. McMurray, General Passenger Agent O.-W
R. & N. Co., Portland, Oregon.

Gavel With Unique History

Mr. A. A. Quarenberg of Vancouver,
Washington, did a very nice and unique
deed by presenting the president of the

Washington Horticultural Society with
a gavel made from the wood of the

oldest apple tree in the Northwest.
One of the officers of the Hudson Bay
Company, while at a banquet in Lon-
don before sailing for the West, was
given some apple seed by a young lady

present, which he placed in his vest

pocket. These he brought with him
and planted at Vancouver, and the tree

mentioned is one grown from one of

the seeds. A picture of this tree ap-

peared in "Better Fruit" many months
ago. For many years the tree was
given no attention whatever, but re-

cently the officers at the barracks
erected a fence around it, so that it is

protected and is now being carefully

cared for. It is hoped it will live many
years longer. Apple trees are reported
to be living in New York which are 100

years old. It is stated that in the coun-
try of the Five Indian Tribes, known as

the Five Nations, there is an old apple
tree with a well authenticated history

handed down by the Indians, which in-

dicates that it is 200 years old. There
are a number of orchards in the North-
west planted by the early settlers for

family use, of which there are many
trees still standing in pretty good con-
dition, considering they have been
neglected for many years. Many of

these are from forty to sixty years
of age.

Yakima Valley Fruit Crop

Mr. F. Thompson, of the Thompson
Fruit Company, in January gave the
following figures in reference to the

Yakima Valley fruit crop, from July to

December, 1912. Yakima Valley shipped
7,175 cars of fruit in addition to the
express shipments, a few still remain-
ing in the valley. He figures his esti-

mate to about 8,000 cars. Detailed esti-

mate of the production is as follows:
Peaches, 1,500 cars; pears, 225 cars;

prunes, 200 cars; mixed, 200 cars; can-
taloupes, 200 cars; watermelons, 100

cars; late apples, 5,400 cars; berries and
miscellaneous, 185 carloads.

The Buster Brow^n Label

The Wenatchee Republic, some time
ago, published a very interesting article

about apples shipped by the Wenatchee
Columbia Fruit Company, upon which
they use the Buster Brown brand. The
label consisted of a likeness of Buster,

his dog Tige and a big red apple.

Almost the whole world knows of

Hood River as a place that produces
the best fruits, and all of Hood River
Valley should know, and could know,
that there is one place in Hood River,
under the firm name of R. B. Bragg &
Co., where the people can depend on
getting most reliable dry goods, cloth-

ing, shoes and groceries at the most
reasonable prices that are possible.
Try It. [Advertisement]
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A Co-Operative Cannery and What It Is Doing Successfully
By Walter S. Bro-\vn, President Benton County (Oregon) Growers' Association, Corvallis, Oregon

IT
seems often that grim necessity

must be at the helm before the ship
of industry can steer a successful

course. This was the case in Denmark,
especially, before the farmers there
organized their co-operative selling and
credit associations. Not until they were
fighting on the verge of the black abyss
of financial ruin and starvation did
they learn to stand shoulder to shoul-
der to beat down old customs and to

establish better conditions. This move-
ment spread through a large part of

Europe until today the country folk, in

their villages and on their farms, are
saving money and are happy and con-
tent. The European farmer has brought
about his success by means of co-oper-
ative buying in large quantities, by
allowing no waste, and by establishing

a system of credit based on the value
of his real estate which allows him to

borrow for development and improve-
ments on very easy terms. American
farmers have progressed far enough in

civilization to begin to realize that

there are other countries on the map
besides their own, and during the past
few years, driven by higher land
values, keener competition and in-

creased cost of living, have organized
in isolated groups, more or less suc-

cessfully, to better their conditions. So
far their efforts have been along the

lines of buying and selling. The
utilization of by-products and elimina-

tion of waste has hardly begun, espe-

cially in the West, and a system of

farmers' banks is still a matter of the

future—near, we hope.
At Corvallis, Oregon, the Benton

County Fruitgrowers' Association was
organized to accomplish two results

primarily: first, to market the product
of our apple, pear, peach and prune
orchards, and, second, to stimulate the

growth of a larger acreage of small
fruits and to market them profitably.

Like many other sections of the Wil-
lamette Valley we have a diversity of

soil types and a climate which enables
us to grow more economically and suc-

cessfully than our brothers of the
Eastern States all the small fruits of

the temperate zone. The question
comes up, how are we to meet the con-
ditions of great distance from large

markets, of expensive freight rates and
of proper distribution of our products.
The problem of marketing the tree

fruits of the Northwest is now coiu-

manding the attention of some of our
brainiest men, but has certainly not
reached the stage of quid erat demon-
strandum. With the small fruits the
problem is different. Provided you can
raise a good product economically, can
can this product well and distribute it

through the proper channels you have
almost an unlimited field for your
operations.

Some five years ago a smooth-voiced
stranger came to Corvallis and induced
the farmers and townspeople to part
with their hard-earned "dough" to start

a cannery. He built and equipped a

plant entirely unsuited to the needs of

the community with the result that,

after the first season, the cannery had
a large amount of unsold goods on its

hands and suspended operations. This
failure made it much harder to finance

the new enterprise when we started it

last year. Not until we had operated
last summer successfully did we regain
the confidence of the community.
The impulse to operate the cannery

along new lines and the general scheme
of organization we owe to Senator
Paulhamus of Puyallup, Washington,
who for several years has managed
very successfully, along similar lines, a

growers' association at that place. For
the benefit of others who may be con-
sidering the organization of such an
association I will outline briefly the
scheme. In the first place the associa-

tion is co-operative in the highest de-
gree. One dollar is charged for a mem-
bership fee and one dollar per year
dues thereafter. We want every grower
in the community to become a member
to give us cohesive strength, and thus
to give us a large volume of business.

No cannery can run successfully for
any length of time without a large

amount of "stuff" to can. No divi-

dends, in the ordinary sense, are de-
clared, but the profits are divided
among the members in proportion to

the amount and grade of produce each
brings in. The only reserve made is

one per cent of the net profits held back
each year as a building and improve-
ment fund. To each member is issued
one share of stock and he has one vote,

and one only, in the conduction of the
business. Thus it is seen that the small
grower enjoys as much power as the
larger grower and each gets his full

share of the profits of the business. The
greatest disadvantage of this scheme of
organization is that it gives practically
no working capital to start with. The
cannery plant is an expensive one and
the running expenses are high. The
cannery has no assets upon which to

borrow money until part of the product
has been canned. The first year is al-

ways the hardest one to introduce your
product to the trade because the whole-
salers contract most of their supplies in

late winter or early spring, before a

new cannery has a line on what it can
supply, and because the wholesalers do
not know the quality of your pack.
We bargained for a one-fourth inter-

est in the old cannery plant at a very
reasonable figure. We made repairs
and additions to the building and used
all the old machinery we could. Much
of the machinery was out of date or
unsuited to our purpose. This we dis-

carded and installed in its place the
best improved machines we could buy.
An experience we had with a second-
hand sealing machine led us to the con-
clusion the best is much the cheapest in

the long run. To raise money, loan
certificates of ten dollars each, bearing
eight per cent interest, were issued.

These did not sell as rapidly as ex-

jiected at first, but as confidence in the

management increased they went more
quickly. As soon as we had canned
1 l oducts on hand in our warehouse we
could borrow money at the banks with
this as security. At the end of the sea-

son, in spite of these handicaps, we
were enabled to give the growers a

late of profit little below that of other
canneries in the Willamette Valley.

Let me say right here that a cannery
is not an institution to be put up at

every cross-roads. Many things must
be very carefully considered. The
plant with up-to-date machinery for

economically handling the product is

an expensive one, the manager must be

one carefully trained along business
lines with marked ability in mastering
details, there must be a good canner or

I recess man, and above all there must
be a large tonnage of "stuff" for oper-
ating economically. For example, last

year we put up and marketed thirteen

carloads of product. At this writing
(March 15) we have over sixty carloads
contracted to be grown by the growers,
with orders for a large part of it al-

ready placed. We have had to enlarge
our plant this year and have had to in-

stall some additional machinery, but
the cost of administration remains
nearly the same as last year, with the

result that the goods are put up much
more cheaply on account of increased
quantity. It is best to go slowly the

first season until it is found what the

needs of the community are and what
the trade demands. Many a dollar has
gone into machinery for canning prod-
ucts not economically grown in that

community, and many a dollar has been
lost by neglecting to find out what the

trade really wants instead of what it

ought to want.
Now as to the way the cannery is

managed during the active season: We
encourage every grower to become a

member and we obligate ourselves to

handle his product if he is growing the

kinds of vegetables and fruits advised
by the cannery. Uniformity of variety

of vegetables and fruits is absolutely
essential in putting up a good pack.

The trade does not want a mixed lot of

seedling cherries or a hodge-podge of

different varieties of vegetables with
which it is not acquainted. A few
standard sorts of each kind of fruit or

vegetable well put up is what the trade

demands. This often is one of the hard-
est things for a farmer to understand.
His wife has put up a certain fruit or

vegetable for years and found it de-

licious; why should not the consumer
of canned goods appreciate it? He does
not realize that it takes time and money
to introduce new things, however good.

When a cannery has worked up a big

business it may be able to introduce
something new and fancy on the side,

but until that time it is best to leave

innovations alone. During the coming
season we expect to have the co-ooera-

tion of the merchants of Corvallis in

Continued on page 39
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Watch These Things

The leading cars this year

have these features in them.

They are things you should

insist on.

Left Drive

Practically all the great cars

of 1913 have the left-side drive.

That means, of course, that others

must adopt it.

They don't have projecting side

lamps. They use electric set-in

dash lights, as used on Reo the

Fifth.

They are not under-tired.

Skimpy tires, which double one's

tire bills, are now much out-of-

date.

Better Parts

Then today's idea among lead-

ing makers is to build enduring

ears. To cut down cost of upkeep.

The best cars now, for years

and years, will run as well as new.

By B. E. Olds, Designer

But that isn't so with cars hurried

and skimped— cars merely made
to sell.

Note what it means to build a

really honest car.

Reo the Fifth is built of steel

made to formula— steel that we
analyze twice.

Its gears are tested in a crush-

ing machine of 50 tons' capacity.

Its springs are tested for 100,000

vibrations.

Each driving part, as a margin

of safety, is 50 per cent over-

capacity.

We use 15 roller bearings, cost-

ing five times as much as common
ball bearings. We use 190 drop

forgings, to avoid the risk of

flaws.

A $75 magneto— a doubly-

heated carburetor— tires 34 x 4.

Parts are ground over and over

to get utter exactness. Engines

are tested for 48 hours. Cars are

built slowly and carefully. There

are countless tests and inspections.

Every Reo the Fifth marks the

best I know after 26 years of car

building.

New Control
And it has the new control. All

the gear shifting is done by a

single rod between the two front

seats. It is done by moving this

rod only three inches in each of

four directions.

There are no levers, side or

center. Both brakes are operated

by foot pedals. So both front

doors are clear.

Men are coming to cars built

like this. Last year's demand
was twice our factory output.

Every man who buys a car for

keeps ought to know this car.

Write for our catalog and we
will direct you to the nearest

Reo showroom. They are every-

where.

R. M. Owen & Co., General Sales Agents for Reo Motor Car Co., Lansing, Mich.
NORTHWEST AUTO COMPANY, 615 Washington St., Portland, Ore., Distributors for_Oregon and Washington

CANADIAN FACTORY, ST. CATHARINES, ONTARIO

Reo the Fifth
The 1913 Series ^

30-35 Horsepower W^^^H ^—
I

$1,095
Wheel Base

—

112 Inches

Tires—34x4 Inches

Center Control

15 Roller Bearings

Demountable Rims

Three Electric
Lights

190 Drop Forgings

Made with 5 and 2
Passenger Bodies

Top and windshield not included in price. We equip this car with mohair top, side curtains and slip cover,
windshield, Prest-O-Lite gas tank for headlights, speedometer, self-starter, extra rim and brackets—all for $1CQ
extra (list price $170). (Gray & Davis Electric Lighting and Starting System at an extra price, if wanted.)
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Commercial Value of Unfermented Fruit Juices
By Carl J. Stackland, Cove, Oregon

THE process of manufacturing unfer-
mented fruit juices being a ques-

tion of technical details and equipment,
lately developed to a high degree of

manufacturing perfection, and involv-

ing somewhat the same line of expe-
rience as for canning and preserving
fruits, together with cider making. We
will not here enter into these details,

but merely consider this product as it

promises to aid in the solution of dis-

posing of the surplus fruit. As there

are now several firms manufacturing
grape juice and what is called "boiled

cider" it is not a new innovation, only
that what is now done with the grape
may also be done with the plum, prune,
peach and apple, and in the same man-
ner, not boil but treat to prevent fer-

mentation, and to be sold as "unfer-

mented" juices.

The present unfermented juices on
the market are retailing for such high
prices that general consumption is pre-

vented, as pints of grape juice sell for

forty cents each, or at the rate of over
$3 per gallon, and the Portland whole-
sale price is about $2.40 per dozen, or

twenty cents per pint. The "boiled

cider" wholesales for $2.60 per dozen
quarts and $9.70 per dozen gallon jugs,

but are being retailed on the principle

of "drugs" and not in general supply,

not even known to the average con-
sumer. With the above figures in mind,
and without attempt to a real working
accuracy, I will state, that with a large

modern plant for making such juices,

they can be put up in full quarts for

about $1 per dozen when allowing

$15 to $20 per ton for the fruit; cased,

f.o.b. cars for about $1.20; therefore

could and should be retailed every-

where for as low a price as a bottle of

beer; near the establishment, perhaps,

three bottles for fifty cents up to

twenty-five to forty cents, according to

distance.

It must be pertinent to all that if so

retailed there would hardly be an end
to the markets to be gained for these

juices, as when we contemplate the

temperance statistics of the enormous
amount of liquors consumed in the

United States, and believing that these

juices would come into general popu-
larity, there should be an excellent

place for all the "small apples" and
many of the large ones. It should not

be very difficult for all our Pacific

Coast fruit districts to establish large

modern plants for manufacturing all

kinds of these fruit juices, and in order
that every grower may have a direct

benefit they should be on a co-oper-

ative plan, on the basis of a certain

amount of stock per acre for the total

capital required, which at the start

would be considerable, in order to

guarantee a full success. A campaign
of advertising would be of first impor-
tance, and above all to secure the sale

of the product at the lowest possible

margins—at the level of staple goods
sold in large quantities, and the whole
thing would be one big success from
the start.

The eff"ect on the apple market may
well be imagined, with all the inferior

fruit eliminated, possibly half the total

crop, as with such a condition, in most
seasons, it might be found difficult to

supply the natural demand, for the two
products and prices would certainly

become remunerative, to say the least.

In connection with the manufacturing
of unfermented fruit juices there is a

large field for other products, such as

vinegar, jam, jelly, etc., and, if desired,

certain kinds of fruit waste could be
made into champagne, etc. Therefore
we ought to have at least a half dozen
plants in the Pacific Northwest with a

capacity of at least two carloads of

fruit per day, or twice that would be
better still, and with plans for early

enlargements. It should be easily

financed with the assistance of ad-

vances on the product. But with all

the difficulties of starting it should be
undertaken in a large measure in

order to help regain former confidence

in the production of certain fruits and
to guard against "overproduction" or

under-consumption of future crops.

I regret exceedingly that my time is

too limited for writing an article on
the preparation of fruit juices, as it

would require one of considerable

length to be of any value to the inex-

perienced operator. I fully realize that

the present time calls for the best mis-

sionary work among the fruitgrowers

in order to "save the day" and assist in

holding them to their best efforts,

otherwise great losses will be sustained

in every fruit-growing community. A
very large market can easily be devel-

oped for unfermented apple juice, as

by advertising it should sell as freely

as grape juice, and in much larger

quantities if placed to the consumer at

fair prices. The retail prices of unfer-

mented grape juice are so exorbitant

that no great consumption could be
expected, and it is a great wonder that

the quantity consumed is very large at

an average retail price of about four

dollars per gallon. Unfermented apple

juice could be made at a cost of only

about fifty cents per gallon, bottled in

"fives," apples at twenty dollars per

ton, and if retailed for alDout the same
as standard beers, twenty-five to thirty-

five cents per quart, or short quart,

should sell unlimited quantities.

RESULTS ARE BETTER THAN PROMISES
therefore, as CHAPTER ONE of its record of performances for 1912

TheNorthwesternFruitExchange
here submits a full statement of final results for the entire crop of Spitzenbergs and Yellow Newtowns (the main

crop of the Mosier district), shipped by the Hosier Fruit Growers' Association. There are no omissions.

THE FOLLOWING PRICES ARE F.O.B. CARS MOSIER, OREGON:

Spitzenberg Sizes: 64 72 80 88 96 100 104 113 125 138 150 163 175 188

Extra Fancy $1.90 $1.75 $1.65 $1.63 $1.47 $1.38 $1.26 $L19 $1.20 $L11 $1.12 $0.98 $0.95 $0.70

Fancy 1.00 1.62 1.46 1.25 1.17 1.22 1.24 1.14 1.12 1.01 .91 .94 .86 .44

C 1.27 1.21 1.06 1.00 .88 .79 .77 .79 .80 .78 .71 .70 .66 .35

Newtown
Extra Fancy 2.27 1.99 1.80 1.67 1.54 1.64 1.39 1.25 1.11 1.04 .92 .88 .69 .55

C 1.43 1.31 1.25 1.07 .95 1.00 .84 .76 .65 .59 .53 .49 .41 .65

200

.47

.67

.53

All averages announced by the Exchange arc triple checked and are subject to verification by anyone interested.

Send for Booklet, "A Way to Sell Apples." It tells HOW
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No'Ilim^Cut Tires

10% Oversize

Not a Petty Saving
Don't think that Goodyears won

their place through any petty savings.
They were once in bottom place.

Today they outsell, by long odds, all

other tires in the world.

They have leaped to leadership.

The Goodyear demand has come
like an avalanche.

Last year's sales by far exceeded

our previous 12 years put together.

It took a vast, compelling reason

to bring this change about.

Two Big^Savings
The No -Rim -Cut tire — which

we control— revohitionized condi-

tions.

About one in four of all old-

type tires were wrecked by rim-

cut ruin. The No -Rim -Cut tire

wiped out that loss completely.

Then the oversize we gave this

tire added 10 per cent to the air

capacity. And that, with the

average car, adds 25 per cent to

the tire mileage.

These two features alone vastly

altered the cost of tire iipkeep.

Other Savings
Then, year after year, we have

spent fortunes on re-

search and experi-

ment.

That department

now costs us $100,000

yearly. And there

scores of our experts

work all the time,

seeking ways to bet-

ter tires.

They test the tires

by metered mileage — test every

new idea. Night and day, four

tires at a time are being worn
out in our factory.

It was thus we learned, in the

course of years, how to give you

Good.year mileage.

The Meters Tell

Bear in mind that meters are

now used on countless cars. Men
knoAv which tire is best.

The time is past when users

depend on makers' claims.

They measure mileage, watch

their tire upkeep. And they tell

their results to others.

Over two million Goodyear tireS'

have gone out to meet these tests.

And Goodyear sales have doubled

over and over as men proved out

the tires.

Judge by This

Judge Goodyear tires by the

final verdict of the legions of men
who have used them.

You can see the No -Rim -Cut
feature— the oversize feature. But

the main fact lies in their records.

Motor car makers have con-

tracted for 890,680 Goodyears to

be used on new cars this year.

And our demand from users is

twice as large as last year.

The savings which

did that are bound
to win you when you

make one test.

AKRON, OHIO

No-Rim-Cut Tires
With or Without Non-Skid Treads

Write for the
Goodyear Tire Book
— 14th -year edition.

It tells all known
ways to economize

on tires.

The Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company, Akron, Ohio
Branches and Agencies in 103 Principal Cities More Service Stations Than Any Other Tire

We Make All Kinds of Rubber Tires, Tire Accessories and Repair Outfits

Main Canadian Office, Toronto, Ontario—Canadian Factory, Bowmanville, Ontario

(1088)
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How Eugene, Oregon, Operates A Cannery Successfully
By J. O. Holt, Manager Eugene Fruit Growers' Association

THE panic of 1907 was directly re-

sponsible for the organization of

the Eugene Fruitgrowers' Associa-
tion. The growers saw that it would
be impossible to dispose of the coming
crop of fruit at anything like satisfac-

tory prices. They met in January, 1908,

and organized the association with a

capital stock of $5,000. About $2,500 of

this was subscribed and twenty per
cent was paid up, giving us a capital of

$500 with which to do business. A
warehouse was rented at ten dollars a

month, thus we made our modest be-

ginning, not without many misgivings
as to the outcome but with a definite

idea of what we wanted to accomplish.
This plan has been followed consist-

ently up to the present time. Our aim
has been to advance the interests of

the whole membership at every point
possible. This policy has resulted in

the large number of activities carried

on at the present time. We will pass
briefly over the five years during
which the association developed into

its present form. Our membership has
increased from fifty to two hundred
and forty. We have had excellent sup-
port from our membership. We have
had strenuous opposition from outside

sources at times, but this has only
tended to strengthen the association in-

ternally. Two years after organization
the capital stock was increased to

$25,000; about $20,000 of this was sold

and paid up in full. The local cannery,
prune drier and packing house, with
trackage, was bought and we moved
into permanent quarters. Additions
have been made from time to time until

we now have about 30,000 square feet

of floor space. We are at present build-

ing a new preparation and canning
room 50x80 feet. This should give us
ample room for the present.

We are in position to handle any
kind or grade of fruit or vegetable
raised in this locality, and in a manner
suitable to the product. The green
fruit packing room is located in the

basement. The canning department
and prune packing is done on the main
floor. On the second floor is located

the prune grader and box machines.
One hundred feet from the main build-

ings is located the prune drier, which
has a capacity of 800 bushels per day.

We also have a plant for making lime-

sulphur spray. The whole plant is so

arranged that fruit may be transferred
easily from one department to another.
Apples rejected at the packing tables in

the green fruit department are weighed
up and transferred to the canning de-

partment or to the drier, the peelings

and cores being used for vinegar. Each
department is not only required to pay
its own expenses but its share of the

overhead expenses as well. We handle
all sorts of spray materials, box shooks
or finished boxes, sacks, nursery stock,

lime, etc. These, together with our
green fruit, canned and dried fruit, are

sold to our members at cost plus han-

dling and overhead charges. Non-mem-
bers buy at the market price.

We attempt to work in harmony with
the local retailers and are having good
support from them. Berries and other
fruits for sale in the city are delivered
to our warehouse and are receipted for

according to grade on delivery. An
expert salesman makes the rounds of

the retail trade once or twice each day,

keeping them well supplied without
overloading. We make the price and
notice is given a day in advance of any
change in price, allowing the retailer to

clean up without loss. As an instance

of our co-operation with the trade, at

the height of the strawberry season we
sometimes put a display ad in the local

papers for a day or two calling the

attention of the housewife to the fact

that strawberries are now at their best

and that it is time to do her canning,

and for her to call on her grocer for

them, naming the price at which she
can buy them by the crate. We sign

our own name and find results much
better than the same ad displayed by
the grocer. The housewife often puts

off her canning until the best of the

crop is gone, then rather than can in-

ferior fruit goes without. We believe

that fruit not eaten today is never
eaten. We do not sell direct to con-
sumers unless they are members. No
inducement is offered those not actively

engaged in fruit or truck growing to

take stock in the association. Practi-

cally none of it is owned by people
living in the city. The stock is now
selling about twenty-five per cent above
par. Only enough stock is sold to pay
for plant and improvements and to

cover the inventory carried over at the

end of the year. It is cheaper to bor-

row the money as needed to finance the

year's operations than to own it. The
growers' fruit, which is not paid for

until sold, together with the unincum-

bered property, is the best of security.

An extract from the annual report
for the season of 1912 will show the
scope of our operations. The total

cherry and prune pack of last season
is only about one-fourth of normal.
Fruit handled:

Pounds
Royal Ann cherries 106,959
W hite cherries 24.248
Pic cherries 7,755
Black cherries , 7,457

146,419

Gooseberries 39,110
Red raspberries 18,124
Loganberries 86,256
Blackberries 61.143
Strawberries 89,804

294,437

Plums 31,909
Prunes (green) 449,294

481,103

Peaches 15,966
Apples (canning) 212,113
Pears (canning) 84,506

312,585

Spinach 873
Asparagus 2,734
Beets 3,404
Rhubarb 14,228
String Beans 93,038
Tomatoes 17,495
Cabbage 3,992
Pumpkin and squash 375,000

510,744

The above totals about 1,000 tons of

green fruit and vegetables. We also

shipped several cars of boxed apples.

We canned 17,815 cases of fruit and
vegetables, put up five cars of pickled

cherries and made 646 barrels of lime-

sulphur spray. Perhaps one of the

most useful functions of the associa-

tion is to direct the growers' plantings.

Our policy is to urge the planting of

only such fruits and vegetables as are

especially adapted to this locality, and
if possible those which are not adapted

to a wide range of territory. In the

fruits prunes, cherries, pears and the

berries are our leaders. Large plant-

N.K.CLARKE. AssCMgi^.

N<?tcd for the Excellence^

[of it5 Gui^iac.European pla^

G.J.KAUFMANN.vY^^f^

Situated in the Hub of the Principal Theater and Shopping District

Recently Redecorated and Refurnished Throughout
And Better Equipped Today than Ever Before

EUROPEAN PLAN
Rooms without bath, $1.00 per day and up
Rooms with bath, $2.00 per day and up

G. J. KAUFMANN, Manager N. K. CLARKE, Assistant Manager
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Who Can Make
the Best Car forYou?

ings of apples and peaches are not

encouraged.
The Eugene Fruitgrowers' Associa-

tion is an ordinary corporation run

co-operatively. No individual is al-

lowed to hold more than 500 shares

of stock. Dividends are limited to ten

per cent; we have usually declared six

per cent dividends. Ten men, all fruit-

growers, own about fifty per cent of

the stock. This insures stability and
makes it possible to carry out a definite

policy. Our board of directors are all

up-to-date fruitgrowers. Not all of

them are large stockholders, however;
they represent the highest type of rural

business men. Some are university

graduates, and all have made a success

of their own business. They are

selected not only to represent the dif-

ferent localities but so far as possible

the different varieties handled. The
fact that although there are nine mem-
bers on the board and some of them
live ten miles away, we have only

lacked a quorum once in five years

shows their devotion to the association

and to the interests of the growers they

represent. We make good use of the

University of Oregon chemical depart-

ment in working out our problems.

We owe much to the professors in these

departments. Each year we carry on
experiments in a small way, adding

whatever looks promising to our scope

of operations. We expect to try put-

ting up pickles in a small way the

coming season. Auxiliary plants will

be established at nearby points as soon

as the volume of business warrants.

Thus we expect to continue to expand
just as fast it seems good business to

do so, making each new addition a self-

sustaining unit.

Wood Ashes for Trees

Save your wood ashes. If you are

burning oak wood your ashes will be
rich with potash, although the fir ashes

contain considerable potash. These
ashes should be kept so that they are

not leached out. When applied around
young trees early in the spring they

are found to be excellent fertilizers.

There is something about them that

seems to be especially suited to tree

growth and they often seem to stimu-

late a growth which is greater than the

food value of the ashes would seem to

indicate. The ashes can be applied

around the trees in the early spring.

A quart of them to a young tree would
be sufficient. It is much better than to

heap up large amounts around the

trees. It is even better to sow the

ashes broadcast. We are very waste-

ful of what fertilizing materials we
secure on our farms. All material

should be saved. It is better to haul

out the manure from the barns as soon
as it accumulates. Do not let it stand

around the barns where it becomes
leached. Hen manure is very rich in

nitrogen, and all of this should be re-

served for use on the strawberry bed,

vegetable garden or the old orchard.

It should be used in moderate amounts,
as it is a verv strong stimulant.

The Case "40" is madeby the J. I. Case T. M. Company,
Inc., at Racine, Wisconsin. You know what this company
stands for. For 70 years it has given thousands of customers
the finest machinery in its line. These same customers are

buying Case Motor Cars. The Case Reputation is at stake

in these cars, just as it is in all Case machinery. We can
and do make the best "40" that runs. Note the reasons:

We Know American Roads
For 70 years we have made

machinery to travel country roads
in every section of the American
Continent. No concern knows so

well what these roads demand.
No other car that we know is

equally fortified against all Amer-
ican road conditions.

How We Can Afford
Tliese Values

When we started making motor
cars we didn't create a new busi-

ness. We had 10,000 dealers and
65 branch houses before a car was
made. We saved that selling

expense.
We are capitalized at $40,000,-

000. We saved the salaries of

officers, sales and advertising de-
partments, rent and other over-

head charges. These costs are
added to the price of othei' cars
and are costs that the buyers pay.

We Put Them
Into tlie Car

We put all these savings mto
the car. You pay nothing extra
for them. We are able to give
them. You might as well have
them.
We could save on our motors

by using cheaper materials. We
could use cheaper clutches, drive
shafts, axles, wheels, and save in

other essential points. We could
cut our assembling cost in two,
and this isone of our largest costs.

Case extra values amount in

each car to several hundred dol-

lars.

CASE FORTY TheCarWiththe
Famous Engine

5-Passenger Touring, Fully Equipped, $2,200
Westinghouse Electric Starter: Westinghouse Electric Lighting System for nil
Lamps; Sitle nnd Tail Lamps. Combination Oil and Electric; Warner Aatometer;
Electric Horn: Eain Vision Ventilating Windshield: English Mohair Top, Side
Curtains and Cover: 37x4}<-inch Tires; Firestone Universal Quick-Detachable
Demountable Eims; 124-inchWheel Base; Three-QuarterElliptic Springs: 4!^ x5)^-
inch Cylinders; Brown-Lipe Transmission; TimkenEull Floating Axle: Eayfleld
Carburetor with Dash Adjustment; Bosch Magneto, Dual System Single ]?oint
Isjnition. The usual Tools, Tire Eepair Kit, Jack, etc. And in addition Extra
Tire and Tube on Riui, Extra Tube separate. Tire Cover, Tire Cliains and
Bandy Work Li^lit on long- wire.

Mail the Coupon-Have the Catalog
Cut out and mail it

now, while you think
of it. Don't buy a car
until you know what
the Case has done.
Note the equipment
that comes with each
car. Observe its style

and finish.

J. I. Case
T. M. Company, Inc.

Racine, Wis.
Case Cars are sold through

11,000 Dealers and
65 Branch Houses

Factory Branches at

J. I. Case T. M. Company, Inn.^ im)
671 State Street, Racine, Wis.

Send me Case Catalog der.orloing Case "40,"
$2,200. and Case "30," $1,500.

Town

Stale^

FACTORY BRANCHES AT
Portland, Oregon; Spokane, Washington; San Francisco, California

Denver, Colorado; Billings, Montana, and Salt Lake City, Utah
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BETTER FRUIT
HOOD RIVER, OREGON

Official Organ of
The Northwest Fruit Growers' Association

A Monthly Illustrated Magazine
Published in the Interest of Modern

Fruit Growing and Marketing
All Communications Should Be Addressed and

Remittances Made Payable to

Better Fruit Publishing Company
E. H. SHEPARD

Editor and Publisher
H. C. Ritz, Assistant Editor

H. E. Van Deman, Contributing Editor
State Associate Editors

OREGON
A. B. Cordley, Entomologist, Corvallis

C. I. Lewis, Horticulturist, Corvallis
P. J. O'Gara, Pathologist and Entomologist,

Medford
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A. L. Melander, Entomologist, Pullman
O. M. Morris, Horticulturist, Pullman

COLORADO
C. P. Gillette, Director and Entomologist,

Fort Collins
E. B. House, Chief of Department of Civil and

Irrigation Engineering, State Agricultural
College, Fort Collins

E. P. Taylor, Horticulturist, Grand Junction
IDAHO

\V. H. Wicks, Horticulturist, Moscow
W. S. Thornber, Horticulturist, Lewiston

UTAH
Dr. E. D. Ball, Director and Entomologist,

Logan
Leon D. Batchelor, Horticulturist, Logan

MONTANA
O. B. Whipple, Horticulturist, Bozeman

CALIFORNIA
C. W. WooDWORTH, Entomologist, Berkeley
W. H. VoLCK, E/!/o;no;ogisf, Watsonville

BRITISH COLUMBIA
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SUBSCRIPTION PRICE:

In the United States, ?1.00 per year in advance
Canada and foreign, including postage, $1.50

Advertising Rates on Application
Entered as second-class matter December 27.
1906, at the PostoffLce at Hood River, Oregon,

under Act of Congress of March 3, 1879.

The Necessity of Saving the Surplus
and Waste.—The editor of "Better
Fruit" was invited to address the Spo-
kane conference and the horticultural
societies of the Northwestern States in

November, December and January.
After attending all of these meetings it

was very evident to us that two prob-
lems were of vital interest to every
fruitgrower in every section of the
Northwest. These two problems were
marketing and by-products. Realizing
the desire of the fruitgrowers of the
Northwest for more information about
the marketing problem and with a

view to assisting them to intelligently

figure out ways and means of disposing
of their product in a businesslike way,
to create a wider distribution and
greater consumption so as to bring bet-
ter returns and put the business on a

more profitable basis, we have decided
to devote the necessary space in the
editions of "Better Fruit" during the
year 1913 to a complete and thorough
discussion of these subjects, giving the
views of the many able and broad-
minded men of the country who have
had experience in marketing, by-prod-
ucts, cold storage and transportation.
The editor devoted most of his time

in December and January preparing
the March issue of "Better Fruit,"
which was called "The Marketing Edi-
tion," and it is our pleasure to say that
no issue of "Better Fruit" has ever
brought forth so many complimentary
letters. Hundreds of letters have been

received expressing appreciation of

that issue. In fact every letter has, and
many individuals have personally stated

that the March issue of "Better Fruit"
was the most valuable edition ever pub-
lished on this subject. Hundreds of

fruitgrowers have written and person-
ally told the editor that the leading
article, "1912 Apple Market—Evils

Shown and Remedies Proposed," was
the most comprehensive article on the

subject that had ever appeared in any
publication. The April number dealt

with the marketing problem more ex-

tensively than the March issue and also

included cold storage. The apprecia-
tion of that issue even surpassed the

compliments in reference to the March
issue.

The May edition of "Better Fruit,"

devoted to by-products and marketing,
will prove of equal if not greater value
to the fruit industry of the Northwest.
Experiences of 1912 afford us con-
clusive evidence that we are not justi-

fied in shipping our ordinary varieties

or poor grades to the East. We cannot
afford to allow them to waste. The
solution is canneries, evaporators and
by-products. The May edition and
future editions will contain practical

information on these subjects and will

endeavor to assist the fruitgrower in

solving these problems. Future num-
bers of "Better Fruit" will contain the
usual number of articles on general
subjects of interest to the fruitgrower
in advance of each particular season,
and in addition will follow out the in-

tention conceived in December of de-

voting the necessary space to the prob-
lems of marketing, by-products, can-
neries and evaporators, and in every
way will endeavor to render service

and information of value to all districts

with fair and general representation,
with the hope of bettering the condi-
tion of every fruitgrower in every fruit-

growing section.

The general discussion of fruitgrow-
ers at the various horticultural meet-
ings of the Northwest during the past
winter showed conclusively that they
realized the necessity of canneries,
evaporators, cider and vinegar and by-
product plants. Up to the year 1912 the
green fruit market practically con-
sumed all grades and varieties of

Northwestern fruits. With the in-

creased crop of 1912 and the increasing
crop in future years, it is now evident
to all growers that means must be pro-
vided for canning and evaporating and
converting into by-products the surplus
fruit too ripe for shipment, varieties

and grades that will not justify pack-
ing and freight charges. Necessity
compelled the Puyallup Berry Growers'
Association to take this step, and we
point with pride to their success.

Puyallup ships large quantities of rasp-
berries and blackberries, which are
very perishable. In harvesting many
of these fruits are found to be too ripe

for shipment and some means had to be
found for caring for such berries to

save the waste and make the business
profitable. The cannery afforded the

proper solution, and has been operating
with phenomenal success during the

past several years. The Eugene Fruit-

growers' Association has been success-

ful in operating a co-operative cannery
and evaporator, which takes care of the

surplus, eliminating all waste. A can-
nery has been operated successfully for

soine seasons in the Lewiston-Clarkston
district. Corvallis, with strong opposi-
tion and little support, succeeded in

establishing a small cannery and the

first year the output was eighteen car-

loads, notwithstanding the opposition
and lack of support. The success was
so phenomenal that this year the output
will be increased to seventy-five car-

loads, or nearly 400 per cent. For
many years the prune growers in vari-

ous sections of the Willamette Valley
have successfully operated evaporators
which takes care of the surplus, en-

abling the fruitgrowers to supply the

green market in accordance with mar-
ket conditions, thus obtaining a fair

price for both green and evaporated
fruit. In reality the evaporator has
solved the problem and has resulted in

assisting the prune industry to a profit-

able business, which is now paying
from -$200 to $300 per acre, whereas a

few years ago the business was so un-
profitable that many prune orchards
were dug up.

Canneries in California have paid as

high as $60 per ton for Bartlett pears.

Growers in California make good
money in supplying peaches to the can-
nery at $20 per ton. These few in-

stances, it would seem, ought to suffice

in proving both the necessity of the

cannery and evaporator and by-product
factory and also be sufficient evidence
to indicate that they can be operated
successfully and be of great benefit to

the industry. It is a well-known fact

that California has supplied nearly all

of the Northwest with canned fruits,

evaporated fruits, jellies and jams. The
output of canned fruits and vegetables

in California in 1912 was over six mil-

lion cases, whereas the output in the

Northwest probably did not exceed
one hundred thousand cases. The out-

put of dried fruits in California has
approximately doubled in the last few
years. This indicates an increasing
demand for dried fruits. Mr. Fruit-

grower, are you going to allow and
compel consumers to go to California

for these supplies and allow your own
fruit to rot on the ground?

In many lines of business it is the

saving of the waste or the surplus that

makes the business pay a profit. It is

stated that the big meat packers make
absolutely no profit on the meat but

they declare big dividends on the

savings. Not a single ounce of a car-

cass is wasted. The hides are made
into leather, the horns and hoofs into

glue and the entrails into fertilizer.

The pineapple growers found it neces-

sary to establish canneries. At first, in

canning, the juice was wasted. Some
enterprising individual began to bottle

the juice and quickly ascertained that

the deinand for the juice brought in

a bigger amount of money than the

canned output. The cores were thrown
away. Then some enterprising indi-

vidual discovered a use for the cores,
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COMPLETE
SYSTEM

MYERS
PUMPS

LIFE
IS TOO SHORT

To spend in discomfort. Running water in the home brings many
conveniences and comforts—theBath—Sanitary Toilets—the Wash Room-

Hot and Cold Water, Etc., Etc. Citypeople Wouldn't be without them e^nd they
are now within the reach of all rural or

suburban residents. Evei*y dollar
invested in a

fEADER
Water
System

will remrn you eventually $10 worth of comfort— to say nothing of fire protec^n.
The Mitchell-Leader System furnishes you cool water anywhere you want it, under

any pressure you want, up to 125 lbs. Hundreds of home owners right here
have found the solution of their water supply problem in this system.
Let us send you our Book, ''The Question of Water" with circular

containiiig cuts of homes and letters of Northwestern partieswho
have installed them. It will surprise you how reasonably

you can secure a Mitchell Water System that will

satisfactorily take care pf your requirements.

Write Us At Once.
STOVERS
GOOD
ENGINE

344 E. Morrison
Street

PORTLAND
Spokane Boise

which were converted into a confec-
tion, and, strange to say, the amount of

money received from the cores was
greater than the amount received for

both the canned pineapple and the juice

combined. This certainly ought to be
sufficient evidence to convince anyone
that the apple grower ought to save by
canning, evaporating, etc., not only all

of the ordinary varieties of apples but
all of the ordinary grades, the cores
and the peelings. The peelings and
cores can be made into vinegar. In
Canada many apples are canned and

evaporated. The peelings are utilized

and the cores are made into chops, for

which there is a ready demand in Ger-
many. The Canadian grower eliminates

all waste in his apple crop. Germany
uses apples for making champagne and
apple wines. This is a field of con-
sumption that should be investigated

by the apple growers. Loganberries,
strawberries, blackberries and raspber-
ries and other small fruits are being
canned successfully in some sections of

the Northwest, and already consider-
able success has been met with in a

small way drying these fruits and also

converting them into fruit juices, which
are said to make delightful beverages
for which there is a ready sale.

Many of the ideas referred to in this

editorial are explained more intelli-

gently and completely in articles which
appear elsewhere in this number. The
various articles in this edition will

show conclusively that the ripe and off

grades can be utilized and how. In
addition attention is called to the fact

that quite a few growers have operated
individual plants putting up a home
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QUALITYAND

DISTINCTION

/Treyre ffie on/y^^m^^make. /iU/o&are
/ook/ng for ifhe uni/sua/afjd atfracf/Ve in
handsome/y l/WiogrGphed lahe/s /ef i/s

submifsome samp/es ^/idsuggesf/ons.-

NO ORDER TOO SMALL
NO ORDER TOO LARGE

^chmidftithograpli^o?

PORTLAND, SALT LAKE CiTY, SEATTLE

Make Your Orchard
Show More

Profit
Get full value from your orchard. Erect an Apple Evaporator of yoiir own. The cost

is small. Profits large. Send for our new catalogue. All about
Evaporators. How to erect and and how to run them.

IT'S FREE. SEND TODAY.

Strong, Dash & Hery Co., 301 State Street, Rochester, New York
"The Oldest Apple Evaporator Supply House in America"

For Sale

!

An ideal fruit ranch, suitable for colony or private indi-
vidual, situated in the Mosier district. Contains 160 acres,
120 of which is splendid fruit land, easily cleared, and

every foot capable of cultivation. 40 acres in Newtown and Spitzenberg apples, 25
acres in bearing; 40 acres timbered land with creek running through, suitable for pas-
ture. All necessary tools and implements, fine team of horses and wagon. Barn and
necessary buildings for farm hands. A beautiful building spot for residence. The
orchard has had the best of care and is in fine condition. Reasons for selling, owner
cannot, owing to other business interests, give personal attention required. This will
be a money-maker from the start. Price $.30,000. Address "Mosier," care "Better
Fruit." Hood River. Oregon.

Writefor new
48-page book,

"The Soil

and
Intensive

Tillage"

For Your Orchard Work
this Cutaway Double Action Extension Head
Harrow is unequaled. And yet it is not a "dead
head" when not at work in the orchard, for it closes

up into a regular double action .

field harrow for general xylMT^aTViot
field work. The ^SSS.

18 the original double action. Its superiority is

acknowledged by imitation. It is equipped
•w\\.\\deiachable\om\.e& tongue, Clark forged-
edge disks and Clark hardwood journals.

CUTAWAY HARROW CO. 940 Main St., Higganum, Conn.

Makers ofthe original double action harrows

product for which they have been suc-

cessful in finding a good market. In

fact a home product is usually of

splendid quality and frequently com-
mands a higher price because it is home
cooked, on the theory that there are no
pies so good as the "pies like mother
used to make." Any enterprising indi-

vidual can put up a home product and
find a ready market if he will make the
proper effort. Co-operative concerns
will be necessary in order to care for

the great quantity of fruit that must be
canned, evaporated and converted into

by-products. It must be borne in mind,
however, that in order to conduct any
of these .successfully that certain ability

is necessary. First, you must have a

superintendent who thoroughly under-
stands the technical process—many
canneries have failed on account of

poor processing; second, each institu-

tion must have an executive head of

business ability for the disposition of

the output. In order for a cannery or

by-product factory to be a success we
emphasize strongly these two facts:

First, you must have a man who under-
stands processing; second, an executive
who possesses business ability.

North Pacific Fruit Distributors.—
The National Apple Show of Spokane
called a conference of growers for the

purpose of discussing the marketing
problem on account of the unsatisfac-

tory prices that were realized in 1912,

in Spokane during the National Apple
Show. The deliberations at that meet-
ing resulted in a call for representa-
tives from each district for a meeting,
which latter meeting was held in Spo-
kane December 16, 1912. At this meet-
ing a board of trustees was appointed,
consisting of the-following nine gentle-

men: W. T. Clark, Wenatchee, Wash-
in.gton, president; J. H. Robbins, North
Yakima, Washington, vice-president;

H. C. Sampson, Spokane, Washington,
secretary; H. F. Davidson, Hood River,

Oregon, treasurer; N. C. Richards,
North Yakima, Washington, general

counsel; Henry Iluber, Walla Walla,
Washington; W. N. Sackett, Corvallis,

Montana; P. J. Neff, Medford, Oregon;
W. N. Yost, Meridian, Idaho, and W. S.

Thornber, Lewiston, Idaho. Mr. W. T.

Clark is president of the Wenatchee
Fruitgrowers' Association, Mr. J. H.

Robbins is manager of the Yakima Val-

ley District Association, Mr. H. C. Samp-
son was manager of the 1912 Apple
Show, Spokane, and Mr. H. F. Davidson
is president of the Davidson Fruit

Company, Hood River. The districts

which these trustees represent were
outlined in the January edition of "Bet-

ter Fruit."

At a meeting held in North Yakima
on March 31 the trustees got down to

business very quickly and unani-

mously decided to proceed with the

organization and perfection of a central

selling agency with headquarters in

Spokane. Mr. J. H. Robbins was elected

general manager. An executive com-
mittee was elected, which included Mr.

H. F. Davidson and Mr. H. C. Sampson.

Mr. Sampson was elected secretary.

WHEN WRITING ADVERTISERS MENTION BETTER FRUIT
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MYERS Hangers
STAYON OR TUBULAR

forBarn,Garage,Shed orFactory Doors

Simple, Strong:, Easily Installed and liight Run-
ning. Tiiey overcome all door troubles and guar-

antee easy doorways

PLAIN OR ADJUSTABLE

ROLLER BEARINGS

Twelve styles to choose from—with every modei-n
improvement and the name MYERS as a guaran-
tee of superiority. Catalog and the name of om-

nearest dealer on request.

F. E. MYERS & BRO.
120 Orange Street Ashland, Ohio

Ashland Pump and Hay Tool Works

Legal contracts are now being drawn,
which will be sent to the different or-

ganizations in the different districts for

signature. As soon as these contracts

are signed and the tonnage definitely

ascertained, the North Pacific Fruit

Distributors will be able to state posi-

tively just what the plans will be for

the coming year. Such action as they

may be able to take will necessarily

depend on the signed-up tonnage. One
system of grading rules will be effective

for all districts. The object of the

agency is to eliminate all competition,

create a wider distribution and greater

consumption, avoid the glutting of

markets and reduce the selling expense
to the lowest possible minimum. The
tonnage of the association will come
through individual associations in the

different districts, each of which will

be held responsible for the grade and
pack.
The North Pacific Fruit Distributors

expect to handle the entire fruit crop
of all kinds from Washington, Oregon,
Idaho and Montana. The sentiment for

this organization is strong throughout
the entire Northwest, and those who
are familiar with conditions estimate
that at least 10,000 cars will be signed.

The salary of the manager will be
$7,500 per year. As soon as sufficient

tonnage is signed up they will proceed
to make arrangements for doing busi-

ness this year, engaging the necessary
selling force, bookkeepers, stenogra-
phers, traffic managers, etc. It is the.

intention to sell apples of all varieties

from every district absolutely on their

own merit. In addition to the regular
charge, which we understand will be
$15 per car for selling, one cent per
box will be charged to be used for ad-
vertising and exploiting purposes. The
different associations will be known as

sub-centrals. The executive committee

requires all districts which are not
organized to perfect organizations to be
locally controlled by fruitgrowers and
to superintend proper packing, grading,

etc. Each trustee has one vote, regard-
les of the tonnage from his district.

Motor Goggles for Spraying.—Many
fruitgrowers, in spraying, complain
about their eyes being aff"ected by the
spray, particularly lime and sulphur
and bordeaux mixture. One of our
subscribers, Mr. Alfred Chaplin, of

Montreal, Canada, writes that he finds

motor goggles a great help in protect-

ing the eyes against .spraying solutions

which burn.

Editor Better Fruit:
I have yours of the 20th instant and in

reply beg to advise that we have been getting
very excellent results from our small pub-
licity space in your magazine. I realize that
"Better Fruit" is a periodical that appeals to
the very best fruitgrowers in the country and
we will be glad to continue our space in same
from time to time when we are placing con-
tracts. Please accept my hearty appreciation
of your kindness in keeping me on your sub-
scription list. Yours very truly, F. H. La
Baume, agricultural and industrial agent Nor-
folk & Western Bailway, Roanoke, Virginia.

Editor Better Fruit-
Please find check for one dollar. I need

"Better Fruit" in my business. Yours truly,
J. A. Southwick, Olympia, Washington.

This Book Sent Free
When you realize that we are giving you

absolutely free an illustrated text-book con-

taining 128 pages on Spraying, we are sure

you will appreciate this enough to send us your

address on a post card.

This book deals with the subject of Spraying

in a broad way, giving complete data regarding

the characteristics ofthe Insects, the time to spray

in order to produce maximum results and the

product to use. All the information is reUable

as it was compiled from the actual experience

of large fruit and vegetable growers combmed
with the latest achievements of Government

Experiment Stations. A copy has been saved

for you. Do you want it?

The Sherwin-Williams Co,

Insecticide and Fungicide Makers

707 Canal Road, Cleveland,Ohio
' San Francisco, Los Angeles, Spokane,Wash.

Seattle.Wash., Portland, Ore.

Stanfield Cherry Fitter
(guaranteed Capacity

850 to 900 Cherries

per Minute

IMMKDIATE DELIVERY

Berger & Carter Co.
San Francisco, California

1,500 POUNDS
OR EIGHT
PASSENGERS THE WHITE

ANYWHERE
YOU WANT

TO GO

Combination Car
will give you more practical use, more comfort, more pleasure and last

longer and cost you less to run than any car built. It's a roomy carriage

and large motor wagon in one. Send for complete information.

The White Company
E. W. HILL, Manager PORTLAND, OREGON

The kind that make you our friend
together with the low surplus prices of the

^ 1^ \ last season should induce you to let us figure

on your needs for next season. We can and
will please you. Every tree guaranteed well
bred, clean and first-class. Write Now.

Southern Oregon Nursery
YONCELLA, OREGON

WHEN WRITING ADVERTISERS MENTION BETTER FRUIT
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Your 40 Acres of Stump Land
Can Be Turned Into a Profit of

$1281.00 The Very First lear
And $750 Every Year After.

YOU can double the land value by pull-

ing out the stumps. If your stump
land is worth §20 an acre— it would

easily be worth $40 an acre if it were
tillable. On 40 acres the increased

realty value would be :S800. On 40
acres of cleared land

—

virgin soil, you
could easily raise 1500 bushels of

corn— at 50c per bushel—$750, Think
it over Mr. Parmer. Stumps cost you big money.
With land values going up—and crop prices as high as

they are—you can t afford to keep on paying taxes for land

that doesn't bring in a cent.

This Free Book Proves It

Read how thousands of other progressive men have pulled out
stumps on their land instead of buying new lands. They've taken

81 advantage of the virgin soil that the stumps keep away from cultiva-

tion. They've paid for their stump puller over and over again the

first year with the profits from the extra crops and increased value of

the land. And now they're doing contract stump pulling for their neighbors

or renting their Heicules Stump Puller at a nice profit. But the main thing is, their own
land is free from costly stumps—they farm all their land—and all their acres are at top-notch

realty value.

HERCULES
All Steel, Triple Power

Stump Puller
It will pull up any size stump, green tree or

hedge in five minutes. It will clear an acre or

more of stumps a day.

I want you to bear in mind that the Hercules is

the only Triple Power. All Steel Stump Puller made;
that it can be changed from triple to double or single
power in a moment's time without trouble: that it is

the only stump-puller having all the working parts
machined and finished to reduce friction—hence the lightest draft machine. I want you to remember tliat

the Hercules is 6U per cent lighter and 400 per cent stronger than cast iron or the so called semi-steel or
new process steel which are catchy phrases now-a-days used to describe cast iron pullers; that you can
clear almost three acres without moving the Hercules that the double safety ratchets absolutely prevent

Guaranteed for Three Years
The all-steel construction, the triple power feature

that saves your team and gives a tremendous increase o£
power, the double safety ratchets and careful turning
and machining of every part— all these things make it

safe for us to guarantee the replacement of any casting
of a Hercules that breaks at any time within three years,
whether it is the fault of the machine or your fault.

Could any guarantee be fairer or stronger?

Send In Your Name
You cannot afford to have stumps in your

field when it is so easy, so cheap and takes so
little time to pull them out. Don't wait another
minute. Mail me a postal at once for my fine

book and my low introductory offer to first

buyers. Address me personally.

B. A. FULLER. Pres.

Hercules Mfg. Co.
21st street
Centerville,

Iowa

WHEN WRITING ADVERTISERS MENTION BETTER FRUIT
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Statement of the Ownership, Management, Circulation, Etc.

of"Better Fruit," Published Monthly at Hood River, Oregon
Required by the Act of August 24, 1912.

Note: This statement is to be made in duplicate, both copies to be delivered

by the publisher to the Postmaster, who will send one copy to the Third Assistant
Postmaster General (Division of Classification), Washington, D. C, and retain

the other in the files of the Postoffice.

Editor, E. H. Shepard, post office address. Hood River, Oregon.
Managing Editor, E. H. Shepard.
Publisher, Better Fruit Publishing Company, E. H. Shepard, sole owner and

publisher; post office address. Hood River, Oregon.
Known bondholders, mortgagees and other security holders, holding one per

cent or more of the total amount of bonds, mortgages or other securities: None.
Average number of copies of each issue of this publication sold or distributed

through the mails or otherwise, to paid subscribers during the six months
preceding the date of this statement. (This information is required from daily
newspapers only.)

(Signed) E. H. SHEPARD, Editor and Publisher.

Sworn to and subscribed before me this 15th day of April, 1913.

JAY P. LUCAS, Postmaster.

Apple Drying—How to Build Evaporators
By John A. Gibbs, Amity, Oregon

IT is fast becoming a problem of vast

importance to the apple growers of

this country of how they are going to

convert their by-products into some-
thing that will bring them good returns
for time and money invested. We have
now scattered out in a few places in

this beautiful valley what we might
term apple evaporators working to per-
fect success. These are composed of a

well built building about twenty by
forty feet, with two divided kilns,

which are built nearly the same as for

drying hops. If wood is used for firing,

the furnaces should be set in the cen-
ter of each kiln with six full lines of

pipe running under each floor and
hanging from above by wires or rods
about four or five feet from kiln floor.

The floor joists are laid about one and
one-half feet apart with flooring of
inch strips, which are tapering from
one inch to five-eighths on the bottom
to give a good heat space between each
strip, and are laid very close together
to prevent the sliced apples going
through the spaces. It is always best,

if possible, to locate a building of this

kind on a sloping sidehill. In doing
this the workroom, which is of vast
importance, can be built on a level with
the kiln floors, and this saves the work
of elevating everything to the kiln
floors. It may be built as it is desired,
with outside hoppers for apples open-
ing into the workroom where the
paring machines are set in place to

handle the fruit. The Rival single-fork
machines are commonly used and give
good satisfaction. The apples are
hauled from the orchards and emptied
into the hoppers and are worked out
by the persons running each machine.
After leaving the machine which
should only peel and core, the apples
pass down a small trough to the trim-
ming table, which is a small table about
two feet wide and five feet long, where
the rest of the peeling is trimmed off

and the wormholes taken out and all

rot or bruised spots taken off. They
are then placed in the bleacher boxes
ready for the bleacher. These boxes

are about two feet eight inches long by
thirteen inches wide and seven inches
deep, with a slat bottom made of lath

running crosswise. A bleacher should
be built outside in the open and away
from the workroom as far as possible,

and yet be handy to both work and
kiln room, and should be built to hold
twenty or more boxes, with two small
doors in front of each tier of boxes
and ample space below to place a sul-

phur pot for bleaching. This space
should be about two feet and should
be so arranged to slide each box in

separately. Ordinary coarse sulphur
is used for bleaching purposes, taking
about an hour and a half to thoroughly
bleach them. There is also a great
difference in apples about bleaching.
Large, hard apples will take longer.
After they are properly bleached and
aired they pass to the slicer where
they are sliced; each apple by itself is

turned to make perfect rings and then

dropped from the slicer into baskets.

A rotary slicer is used for this work.
After this they pass on into the kiln

rooms where they are spread on the

kiln floors, and great care should be
taken to get them spread evenly, as

much depends on their drying well.

They should be spread about four to

seven inches deep, according to the

amount the crew is able to handle
after each kiln floor is well covered
and ready for firing to start drying.

Then comes the problem of what is

the apple-drier man going to do with
his by-product to realize a profit from
it. That is, what is he going to do
with his cores and peelings? They
may be dried or made into vinegar as

they choose. If they are dried it is

getting to be a great proposition to be
able to dispose of them and get value
received for them, as much of this

product must be shipped to foreign

lands. If made into vinegar, then there

is a demand for more machinery and
large vats to hold the vinegar, and also

barrels to handle and ship it in. If

they are dried they are spread on the
floors the same as the sliced apples
and must be well shaken up with a

fork just before the fire is built, and
are bleached by placing a pot of burn-
ing sulphur under the floor, the fumes
passing up through will be enough to

bleach them. This should always be
done as soon as the fire is started or the

kiln is ready, in order that the sulphur
fumes will be all gone before the night

watch has to turn the apples, which is

done from three to six times a night,

according to the size, quality and con-
dition of the apples, whether firm or
overripe. It is very hard to say just

the exact time of firing it takes to get

a kiln of apples ready for the first turn.

It should be about three or four hours
of good, steady heat of over 200 de-

grees, and very close watch must be
given them to prevent scorching. It is

very hard to tell just the condition they
are in when ready to turn. It requires

TRUSTEES EXECUTIVE COMMITTEE
W. T. Clark, President, Wenatchee. Wash. J. H. Bobbins
J. H. Eobbins, V. President, North Yakima, Wash. H. F. Davidson
H. C. Sampson, Secretary, Spokane, Wash. H. C. Sampson
H. F. Davidson, Treasurer, Hood River, Oregon W. T. Clark, Ex OfEicio
W. 2Sr. Yost, Meridian, Idaho ST. C. Richards, General Counsel
W. S. Thoniber, Le\vi.ston, Idaho
P. J. Nefe, Merttord, Oregon
Harry Huber, Milton, Oregon
W. M. Sackett, Corvallis, Montana

North Pacific Emit Distributors
(A Mutual Non-Profit Corporation)

Headquarters: Spokane, Wash.

April 21, 1913.
Mr. E. H. Shepard, Hood River, Oregon.

Yours of the 19th noted with pleasure and thanks.
Last week I spent a whole day and evening re-reading
''Better Fruit,'' with special emphasis on your own
article on marketing. If I may paraphrase what Van Dyke
said about God and the strawberry, I will say: ''Possi-
bly someone might get out a better horticultural paper
than you do, but probably man never did.'' Each single
issue is a text book within itself, and is worth sev-
eral times the price for an entire year's subscription.

Yours very truly, •

H. C. SAMPSON.
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rDrrMyBigBook
f lULLOn Canninq

to sacrifice your profits by selling
rapidly ripening fruits and vege-
tables when the market is glutted,
or worse still, to allow them to rot
and go utterly to waste. Read my
free book and learn how easily you
can turn this waste Into a big profit
by installing on y our farmaportable

STAHL
Canning Outfit

Over
100,000

In Use
/

Every Stahl
Canning Outfit is a complete 1

_ canning factory, varying-only in
|

capacity. Costs but little to buy; economical, safe, easy
to operate —no experience required. A sure and big
money maker from the start. A wonderful success
wherever used. I supply everything you need includ-
ing my Special Directions and valuable formulas for

canning the different vegetables
and fruits, using glass or tin.

Write for IVIy Free Book Today
]

Most valuable book on home can-
ning ever published. Shows many
reproduced photographs of Stahl
Canners in actual use by customers—some in your own neighborhood.

F. S. STAHL,
Box 504 QUINCY,

ELLIS BERRY BOX FORMER
(Patented)

Forms all sizes of
Berry Boxes. Every box
exactly square. Abso-
lutely no breakage.
Saves its cost in first

day's use. Easily fitted
in crate.

By parcel post, 40c;
3 for $1.00. Special
price to jobbers and
dealers.

/
ELiIjIS MFG. CO., Coeur d'Alene, Idabo

SPRAY
WITH OUR

Lime-Sulphur Solution
AND

Neutral Lead Arsenate

They are absolutely

Pure

Standard

Reliable

OREGON ARSENICALSPRAY CO.

CLACKAMAS, OBEGOIV

.some experience to be able to tell just

how and when to handle them. They
are turned over with a large scoop, be-

ginning at one side of kiln and throw-
ing over to far side one full course
across the floor, then passing back and
forth across the kiln, turning them
over and smoothing them with the

blade, but never pat them down, as

they will stick together in large

bunches if this is done. Under all cir-

cumstances this is done three times a

night. This is one of the most impor-
tant things about drying apples, that is

to know how to handle them while in

this drying process. Much is done to

help them in one way or another by
using good ventilation under the sills

to give a draft of cool air, or perhaps
only part of this space is used, but it

should always be at hand ready to

open or close as the case may demand,
and when nearly dry the fire is allowed
to slowly die down until they are taken
off. This requires from nine to thir-

teen hours. A person who thoroughly
understands, knows what to do, as

there are so many changes in wind or
weather that have some bearing on this

process, either to promote or hinder it.

It is also of great importance to know
what condition they are in when they
should be removed from the kilns.

This is also hard to be explained, but
they should not be overdried, for when
they arrive at this point they are very
easily burned and ruined for sale.

Apples placed in this intense heat and
nearly dry will have a soft, damp feel-

ing, and when they are cold will be
hard as chips. Much may be lost at

this time by drying too long, for apples
once dried this way and overdried will

never take back the weight and be
what they would have been. After

leaving the kiln rooms they go to the

storehouse where they pass through a

curing process which makes them all of

one uniform condition. This is done
by emptying each day's work by itself

in the storehouse, which should be
shoveled over and well mixed each
day until the third day, when they can
be mixed with others. When ready for

packing, which is a very important
part of this work, care should be taken
never to pack too soon. "When they are

ready for market they are packed in

sacks or in fifty-pound boxes. Boxes
are faced in rows with choice rings and
the balance then packed on top of them.
If packed in boxes they mu,st be packed
and pressed in with a press. These
boxes cost about twelve to fourteen
cents each. Boxed apples will sell for

about one-half cent more per pound
than sacked apples.

Some people seem to think that any
kind of an apple, good or bad, is all

right to dry, but this is not the case, as

good drying apples must be firm and
hard and of good size. The apple man
will fight against everything that will

go to waste. The small apples may be
worked up into chops and a good profit

realized on them. They are sliced and
spread on the kilns and bleached the

same as waste by placing a small pot

of sulphur under them. They are dried

HOW ABOUT YOUR LADDERS?

No wobble / \ ;

or lurch. f^^.-

Steps set in

brackets

of steel.

For ECONOMT'S sake discover
the best ladder made- and then
see that you get it.

You have heai'd more or less of the
merit of our line. We ask you to now
obtain specific data on the essential
points—design, construction, weight and
price—by writing for your copy of the
1913 prospectus of SECURITY LAD-
DERS. A postal starts it.

SECURITY LADDER CO.
LOS ANGELES

BigMoneyMade in Canning
for the Market

THE FAMOUS MODERN CANNERS are
the Best. Most Durable. Most Complete Ma-
chines made. Prices, $.5.00 to $500.00. Capacities,
100 to 10,000 cans In ten hours. Write for FREE
illustrated literature today.

MODERN CANNING COMPANY
CHATTANOOGA, TENNESSEE

Hood River Grown Nursery Stock

for Season 1911-1912

Standard Varieties

Prices Right and Stock First Class

C D. THOMPSON, Hood River. Oregon

Rubber Stamps
AND

Marking Supplies
FOR

Fruit Growers and
Warehousemen

The Quick Print
PRINTERS

M'f'g's of Rubber Stamps
Seals, Etc.

North Yakima, Washington
WIUTE FOR SPECIAL FRUITMEN'S LIST

OF MARKING SUPPLIES
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and handled the same as choice apples

only they are sliced whole, peeling and
all, making it less expensive to handle
the small product and prepare it for

the market.
It is found that girls give good satis-

faction for the light work, such as

trimming apples, and men for the other
work, but in all these things the more
experienced help that can be obtained
the better it is, and the man who starts

out to try this system of apple drying
should be sure that he knows what
kind of a night watch he has, for here
is where the success of the whole busi-

ness hangs, that is, in good and proper
drying and not overdrying or scorch-
ing of first-class fi-uit. There should
be a connection with the workroom
and as handy as possible to it a good
apple shed with bins enough to hold
about a week's supply of apples. Apples
sorted and graded to a uniform size

will give the best satisfaction, as they
will dry evener and bleach better than
large and small ones all mixed together.

This perhaps will give those interested

in this matter an idea of what they
must do when such a problem is un-
dertaken. Perhaps many more things
will be found out when actually doing
the work that I have overlooked at

this time.

Canning Waste Products
It is a great mistake when farmers

make no attempt to utilize the waste
products of the farm. They complain
about the inability to market their stuff

at a profit, and yet join the ranks of the
"dumpers" who put everything upon
the oversupplied market, because they
think they have no means of storage or
transforming into other marketable
products. The fruit season is soon on.

What are they going to do with what
they can't sell at a profit? Feed it to

the hogs? Let it rot on the bushes,
vines and trees? Carry it to the market
and take a song for it rather than haul
it home again? They certainly are
headed that way unless they have a

canning outfit ready to transform fresh
fruits and vegetables into canned goods.

does the packing house do with
the beef and pork you raise? They
can't sell it all as fresh, meats. Some
they hold in storage, some they make
into sausages, canned stuff, pickled
stutf—anything to give it a market
value. Can't the farmer be as wise?

.It only costs a few dollars to get a can-
ning outfit so they can have a little

home factory and save the surplus veg-
etables and fruits that later will have
values they never dreamed of. They
send their boys and girls to the cannery
to pick up some spare change when
they could employ them at home in the
very same business and at a greater
profit. Farmers can watch a steam
gauge or thermometer, can't they?
They can put stuff into cans and follow
directions, can't they? Surely they
can. Aside from the purely financial
benefit derived by installing a canning
outfit, there are many other reasons
that will appeal to most everyone. For
instance., it is popular now to can the

The 1913"BlueBook"
Is Now Ready for Distribution

Every Shipper, every Association, every Broker, every Commission
Merchant of the United States should have one. It is the most complete
and reliable credit guide for Shippers and the most valuable reference

book from which to make a mailing list (or to use as a mailing list) for

Brokers and Commission Merchants. There is nothing else like it; no old

line mercantile agency book can supply the requirements of any of this

class of dealers as completely and effectively as does the "Blue Book."
No Shipper or Shipping Association, no matter what his marketing

system may be, can afford to go without the information supplied by this

Organization to its Members. If you use a Distributor you ought to know
all about him; if you use a Broker that is also necessary, and if you are
dealing with a Commission Merchant, it is especially necessary that you
ascertain his business methods before doing so.

The combined trade experience of thousands of dealers during the last

thirteen years, which has been boiled down into this Credit Book, cannot
be duplicated for any sum of money. You can get it for small annual
Membership dues. Inquiries for explanation not only of the Credit Book,
but of the "SERVICE" of which it is a part, is solicited.

Now is the time to get ready for next season's business, and the first

essential in doing so is the "Blue Book."

Produce Reporter Company
New York: Fruit Auction BIdg. Chicago: Bell Telephone Bldg.

Have You Any Bush or Bog^ Land?
Extra heavy
steel disks
forged

sharp

If you have any bush or bog fields, or parts of
fields, lying out as waste land, or if you have any tough

sod that you want to thoroughly chop up ,or
if you have any other
disking that here- CutaWAV
tofore you consider- ZSZ^^".,^^:^ '̂
ed impossible, put the " 1 1

Bush and Bog Plow on the job. You will be as-
tonished at what this big, strong, heavy plow or
disk will do to it. Let us tell you more about this
tool. Write today for catalogand B. & B. circular.

CUTAWAY HARROW CO., 940 Main St., Higganum, Conn.

Makers oftheorigiiialCLARKdotibhactio7L harrows

Name

Address,.

Enclosed find 60 cts.

Send one box
Hazelwood y
Candy to
above
address

BF

Mr. Postman
- Leaves It at the Door...i
Not like the candies most folks know—but exceed-
ingly delicious candies, with that goodness and char-
acter of fine home cooking which every palate craves
—that candy so familiar and popular with ladies

—

HAZELWOOD CANDY
IS.PECIA.1j offer An artistic, specially prepared,

I
parc>-l post, 12-ounce box.

containing a great variety of flavors, mailed to you or
"her" address, postpaid West of Rocky Mountains,
on receipt of 60 cents; or, your order will be booked,
covering any period, to be delivered to hrr with
your card, if you wi.sh, on specified dates. Our ser
vice is accommodating, complete and correct. Try it.

THE HAZELWOOD
Washington, at Tenth

PortlEuad, Oregon

1

Use the

Coupon
Above
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The Woods Fruit Grader

Grade Your Fruit With A Machine That Grades Accurately

A machine that will not bruise the fruit ; does not require a

motor or the tiresome GRINDING with the hand. Save 25

per cent of cost of packing and put up a pack that will

demand the best price.

OUR PRICES ARE RIGHT
WRITE FOR PARTICULARS

Woods Fruit Grading Machine Co.
20th and Washington Avenue OGDEN, UTAH

^4
If You Can Vegetables

Made
especially
for fruit grow
ers, and beginners
with small capacity.
Price low.

Caps round, square or oval cans—All sizes and cap
openings—Heated with gas, gasoline or kerosene

Capacity 5,000 cans per day—One-eighth
horsepower required—Space 14 Inches

by 30 inches by 36 inches—Boy or
girl can run it—Guaranteed;

dependable—Adjusted from
^ ^ one size to another in

"Replying to your favor of \^ ^hk^ a very few minutes,
the 9th lost., would say that we
are very much pleased with the work
of the HANDY Capper, and find that it

fully comes up to your claims for it."—Phoenix
Bros., Folsom, California (Canners of Ripe Olives)

3p

HANDY Capper Mfg. Co., Baltimore, Maryland

Hood RiverValley
Has special inducements to offer this year to people looking for a

home to raise fruit.

"We have an ideal climate; our scenery is unsurpassed, and
better schools, larger libraries and better roads is our slogan.

Tell us how much money you wish to invest in land; whether
you wish to pay all or part cash, and we will write you a personal

letter telling you just what you can buy, and will answer any other

questions you may ask regarding our apple industry.

ROBERTS & SIMMS, Hood River, Oregon

cornfields for the .stock. Silos are going
up everywhere. But if stock need
canned fodder in winter, or when the

fresh, succulent feed is out of season,

how much more does the family need
succulent foods when fresh stuff can't

be got? For $10 or $15 you can get a

canner. Will you? Write the Bureau
of Publications, Washington, D. C, for

the latest Farmers' Bulletin, No. 521.

On page 25 there are some very inter-

esting facts that will interest anyone
who is interested in the purchase of a

canning outfit to turn waste into profit.

—Contributed.

Agricultural Demonstration Train

An agricultural demonstration train

in charge of professors from the Colo-
rado State Agricultural College has just

completed a nine-days' tour over the

Denver & Rio Grande Railroad in Colo-
rado. The principal subjects touched
upon were potato growing, alfalfa pro-
duction, the growing of sugar beets,

dairying and live stock. Twenty-nine
stops were made in the principal farm-
ing sections and a total of 14,656 people
attended the lectures and demonstra-
tions. The appreciation and interest

in this kind of work on the part of the

farmers of the territory served is best

indicated by the fact that the attend-

ance of this train showed an increase

of 40 per cent over that of the train

last operated, and of more than 300 per
cent over that of the trains operated
three or four years ago.

Sunscald

Each spring various growers lose a

great many trees from sunscald. A
great deal of the sunscald that occurs
on the bodies of young trees comes in

the spring of the year. It seems to be
especially bad during the season when
the nights are cool and the days are

fairly warm. Some growers report the

use of veneer as a protection, as it

seems to shield the trees from damage.
Others resort to the use of cheap slabs

or stakes, which they drive on the

south side of the trees.

Editor Better Fniit:
"Better Fruit" certainly is one of the best

horticultural papers we haye seen. Yours truly,

Oregon Nursery Company, Orenco, Oregon.

USE

Sanitary Cans

and
Close Them

with

Our Double Seamers

Berger & Carter Co.
SAN FRANCISCO
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If you are growing apples for profit you will be interested in the saving in grading,

sizing and packing which is possible with a

CUTLER GRADING AND SIZING MACHINE

Reduces
the cost

of
every

packing

house
operation

Invest
your money

in a

Cutler
machine
ONCE

instead of
unnecessary

labor
each year

The grading, sizing and packing of tlie fruit are combined into one continuous operation. Two
grades of fruit and ten sizes of each handled at once. One commercial size only is delivered to each
bin so that an unskilled packer becomes quickly proficient, no further selection for size being necessary.

Floating bins of large capacity prevent overcrowding and make continuoiis pacldnfi possible.

It doubles the output of your sorters and increases the i)ackers capacity from 25 % to 50%.
Bight Now is the time to commence planning for packing house economics for next season. Write

today for descriptive circular and prices.

The Hardie Manufacturing Co.,
49 North Front Street

Portland, Oregon

The Horticuhural By-Products
By Professor C. I. Lewis, Oregon Agricultural College, Corvallis

ONE of the greatest problems fac-

ing the fruitgrower is the question
of what to do with the low-grade

fruit that will not justify a heavy ex-

penditure in handling. We are coming
strongly to realize that it is only going
to pay to ship about two grades of

apples, and that we must find some
other channel for our third grade.

'

Many of these can be used in our local

cities, but quite a large percentage of

them will have to be worked up into

by-products of some form or other. As
our crops become larger and larger
our percentage of low grades is also

apt to increase, and we shall soon find

that we have an enormous amount of
fruit that will be wholly lost unless we
can provide some new channels in

which to handle it. The vinegar works,
evaporator and canning factory seem
to offer the best solution.

The history of the pineapple growers
in the Hawaiian Islands furnishes a

good lesson to us. Formerly only the
slices were canned and thousands of
barrels of juice, cores, etc., were lost.

Finally someone found that the juice
could be bottled, and that the juice
paid more money than the slices, but
still the loss of cores was tremendous
until at least it was found that they
made a most excellent glace, and now
this candied pineapple, which is made
from the cores, brings more money

than the slices and juice put together.

The meat packers of Chicago are said

to make their greatest profit out of

their by-products. Until very recently

the only thing that they lost was the

squeal of a hog, but of late they are

using that in squealing against the gov-

ernment.
As our associations grow in wealth

and power many of them will establish

by-product plants. The specimens
which tend to run somewhat green and
are not overripe will be canned or
dried. The fruit that tends to be rather
too ripe for such purposes will be made
into vinegars, and in such combination
plants nothing will be lost. It is true

that such manufacture will require
considerable capital, but with the in-

crease of our output we shall soon be
justified in such expenditures. The
problems of evaporating and vinegar
manufacture are a big subject in them-
selves, and in this article I wish to con-
fine my attention almost wholly to the

canning phase of the work, as this is

demanding the most attention at the
present time.

In establishing the cannery, the first

thing to consider is the amount of capi-

tal. Here is where the average new
cannery makes its first mistake. The
great temptation is to put all the capital

into the plant, spending all the money
for building and machinery. Too often

the machinery that is purchased is

practically worthless. Unless some
money is allowed for working capital,

to pay the help, buy sugar, buy cans,

etc., the cannery will have hard sled-

ding the first year. Many canneries
put up a good building, put in the

machinery, run for a few weeks, go
into the receiver's hands, bought by a

big cannery combine and are closed.

We want to avoid such a history as

this. Begin in a simple way. In almost
any of our cities a suitable building
can be found in which to start the
work. Start with a few simple pieces

of apparatus. It is said that the most
successful cannery we have in the
Northwest, the one at Puyallup, was
started with five hundred dollars' worth
of apparatus, and that with this they
were able to put up seven thousand
dollars' worth of raspberries in a single

week. Of course you could put up
material cheaper if you had plenty of

up-to-date machinery, but many can-
neries had better get along without the

expensive machinery for a few years
until they are on their feet.

It takes a lot more money to run a

cannery than the average man esti-

mates. Your help are not willing to

wait for months for their pay. They
will want their pay every Saturday
night; and you will have to pay for
your cans and sugar, freight bills and
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F. WILBUR BRIDGES PIDGAR WORTHINGTON

Economy Fruit Tree Prop Co,
Office 105 W. Washington Street, HAGERSTOWN, MARYLAND

OLD WAY
C. & p. Phone 284-W NEW WAY

THE ECONOMY
FRUIT TREE PROP.

PATENTED

DO YOU WANT THIS— —OR THIS?

The Eeonoiny Fruit Tree Prop is a simple and practical necessity to the fruit grower.

It is on a swivel and will adjust itself to the load at all angles without any possible chance of rubbing

or breaking the bark or the limb. (In using the stationary prop, such as the forked stick, it acts as a pivot

on the limb, and 80 per cent of the limbs break right over the prop. Is this not true?)

It costs less and pays more than anything you can place in your orchard, and can be used indefinitely.

Do not wait until your fniit and tree are on the ground and then tell us wdiat you could have saved

by using the Economy Fruit Tree Prop. Order now for June and July delivery, for the man who is always

waiting never gets anywhere. Price, $10.00 per 100, and $95.00 per 1,000.

Sample mailed to any point for 25 cents.

a good many overhead expenses. To
meet this you must have a good working
capital. One of the best ways to get a

working capital is to form a large asso-

ciation and loan money to yourselves.

If each member of the association will

loan, say five, ten, twenty or thirty

dollars, whatever is necessary, and
loan this at a fair rate of interest, it

will help the cannery to get on its feet.

This system was tried at Puyallup, and
was tried the past season at Corvallis,

and it is working well. To make the
cannery pay the biggest profit you must
run it as long as possible. If you can
run it six months so much the better.

It will mean that you are distributing

your overhead charges and that the in-

terest on your capital is distributed

over a period of six months rather than
confined to a single month. If you can
run the cannery for a full season it

means that you are putting up more
produce, that you will have more to

sell, that you are doing a bigger busi-

ness, all of which will mean a larger

profit and a better margin of profit.

Many canneries make a mistake in

starting too soon. They get their build-

ing and machinery, but they have
nothing to can unless it be a few cull

apples, and it is pretty hard to run a

cannery on a few culls. You had better

try to start popular interest in the can-
nery several years before your cannery
actually starts into operation. Get
your people to plant produce that the
cannery will need. It is only in this

way that the cannery can really pay

the producer a sufficient amount of

money so that both the producer and
the cannery can live. The reason that

more money is paid to growers in Cali-

fornia for pears, for example, than in

Oregon, is that in California they can
count on a large amount of fruit to can,

whereas in most of our Oregon dis-

tricts there is a relatively small amount.
Choose, then, a large range of fruits

and vegetables which you will put up.

but center your greatest energy on
those to which your community is best

adapted. Some of the crops for you to

consider will be asparagus, beets, spin-

ach, rhubarb; berries, such as straw-
berries, raspberries, blackberries; cher-

ries, both sweet and sour; pears,

prunes, apples, peaches, string beans,

pumpkins, squash, tomatoes and corn.

There is a tremendous demand at the

present time for such products as rasp-

berries, blackberries, Bartlett pears,

pie cherries. Now, it takes several

years for some of this produce to come
into bearing, which will mean that

during the early years of the cannery
the bulk of the produce will consist of

some vegetables like beans, pumpkins,
squash and beets, together with a few
cull apples and pears, and some other

fruits that can be picked up. A suffi-

cient planting should be made of these

berries, fruits and vegetables so that

carload lots can be put up and offered

to the trade.

Before attempting to put up anything
in your cannery learn what the trade

wants. I know of one concern which

this last year put up pie cherries un-

pitted, whereas the buyers wanted
them pitted. Do not can produce with
sugar if the trade wants water goods.

Do not put up in pound cans if the

trade wants gallon cans. Find out

what size can they want and how they

want the stuff put up and then put it

up to suit the trade. Do not put up
something that suits you and then try

to force it onto the market. Give up
the idea in the beginning that you are

going to put some fancy produce on
the market and are going to have your
own label. It takes lots of time and
capital to do this—more than the aver-

age community can scrape up. Be con-

tent in canning for the general trade,

the jobbing trade which is found in

each city. Find out when the trade

buys its supplies. Many a cannery has
put up lots of produce only to find that

they could not sell it for months, simply
because the jobber had contracted for

all that he felt it was safe to carry for

the time being. Look carefully into the

kind of water that is available. If the

water is too hard and contains certain

chemicals much trouble will be ex-

perienced. Such a difficulty occurred
in one of our large canneries the past

year. Upon opening the cans it was
found that the syrups were black, or

discolored, and it is very hard to sell

such goods. This discoloration was
caused entirely by the poor water.

One of the greatest problems in con-

nection with the cannery business is to

find the right men to run the plant.
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lit Wins
I

I its Way by service B

I L. C. Smith & Bros. |

I Typewriter |
(Ball Bearing—Long Wearing) H

H In buying a typewriter you want a BM satisfactory answer to three questions: H
I What mill it do for me?
J ifotj; Well Will it do it? m
J How long Will it do it ? H
J By answering these queries with the

B needs of the typewriter owner and user ^
J in mind, the L. C. Smith & Bros. Type-
M writer Company has attained the front B
a rank in the typewriter field. B
M Some people think that a typewriter is a ty^c- H= writer and that is all there is to it. Machines HM may look alike but there is a lot of diffeience H

in efficiency.

The new Model Five is built not only for HM straight correspondence but for tabulating, bill- MW ing and in fact for every service needed m the ™g average business. ^
M '" ball bearings at all points where friction de- H= velopes through action, permit close adjustmentM and insure correct and accurate typewriting. M

We would like the opportunity to tell you
more about it.

"Write for free book of our new TAodel Five.

L. C. SMITH & BROS.
TYPEWRITER CO.

Head Officefor Domestic and Foreign Business
SYRACUSE, N. Y., U. S. A.
Branches in all Principal Cities

PORTLAND BRANCH
306 OAK STREET

PORTLAND, OREGON

First, a business manager. The man
who has general oversight of the busi-
ness connected with the cannery should
above all be a flrst-class business man.
It is more desirable that he should be
a business man than that he be a
farmer; and if he is both a farmer and
a good business man so much the bet-
ter. A good cannery expert is very
hard to get. A man who understands
processing thoroughly, who can handle
his syrups and goods well, is really a
hard man to find. Many men who have
had charge of canneries have handled

only Oriental help, such as Japanese,
Chinese, Hindus, and when they are

put in charge of canneries with Ameri-
can help they soiuetimes have a great

deal of friction, as the methods used in

handling one class of help do not apply
to the other.

A cannery is a place where waste is

utilized, yet a cannery may be one of

the most wasteful plants in the world.
A great deal of produce that enters our
canneries is destroyed because of a

lack of understanding as to the best

methods of cutting down this waste. In

one of our large canneries in this state

the only loss which the cannery met in

handling the cherries the past year
was that of the leaves which came in

the boxes of cherries. The pits were
sold. These are bought by nursery-
inen, and they are also bought by
people who make certain essences and
extracts. The stems were packed into

boxes and shipped to Germany. No-
body knows what the foreigners are

going to do with these stems, but the

chances are that they will buy our
cherries over there, will candy them
and prepare them in various ways, will

stick the stems back on them and sell

them to us for about fifty cents a

pound. In many a canning factory
there is a great loss from leaky cans.

Much of this trouble could be over-

come by having a guarantee from the

people who furnish the cans. A great

deal of this waste material which
comes from leaking cans can be utilized

in making jams and jells. It is in this

way that the cheapest jells and jams
can be made, and in attempting to make
jells and jams we should try to make
them cheap. Apple parings, cores, etc.,

from evaporating works make the
finest jellies.

One of the greatest needs of the aver-
age cannery is better bookkeeping.
Unless the business manager is careful

he will actually sell his canned goods
for less than they cost him. I have
known of cases during the past year
where certain lines of goods were
probably sold below cost simply be-
cause the manager was not onto his
job. As soon as the cannery is well
established plans can be made for
larger buildings, better machinery, cold
storage plants, general storehouses and
many features that will make the busi-
ness more profitable. All through the
period in which the cannery is getting
established a good newspaper cam-
paign should be carried on, a campaign
in publicity and education. The people
should be told how to grow the stuff

and what varieties to grow. They
should be constantly impressed with
the great value of the cannery to their
community; how it is possible to con-
struct a plant which in a few years
may be shipping out hundreds of car-

loads of products. It will mean em-
ployment for a great many people. It

will mean one of the best drawing
cards to new people to settle in your
community. And, above all, it will

mean that you will save a great deal of

money which otherwise would be to-

tallv lost.

Editor Better Fruit:
I am just in receipt of your March number

and wish to express my appreciation of your
efforts in endeavoring to give your subscribers
their money's worth. I consider the last edi-
tion worth a year's subscription. Yours very
truly, T. C. Foster, Department of Agriculture,
Lewlsburg, Pennsylvania.

Editor Better Fruit:
I have just read your address in "Better

Fruit" with a great deal of interest. Very
truly yours, J. S. Cooley, The Missouri Botani-
cal Garden, St. Louis.

Editor Better Fruit:
I consider your valued magazine one of the

best, in fact the best in the United States.
H. C. Beam, Indianapolis, Indiana.

FREE!BOOK!

A practical booklet on up-to-date
methods and principles of pruning
all kinds ol' orchard trees, by L. H.
Day. Horticultural Expert.

SENT ON REQUEST
TO ANY ORGHARDIST

who is a member of a Kruit Grow-
ers' Association,and mentionsnameof same
Sent to others for cost of mailing, 4c.

UNION BLIND AND LADDER CO.
Manufacturers of the

"STAR" ORCHARD LADDER
the strongest, lightest and best orchard ladder on

the market at any price.

3536 PERALTA ST. OAKLAND, GAL.

BUY AND TRY

White
River

Flour

MAKES

Whiter, Lighter

Bread

Store Your Apples
in Spokane

The Natural Storage Center
Take advantage of storage and

transit rate and the better mar-
ket later. Write us for our dry
and cold storage rate and infor-

mation.

Ryan & Newton
Company

Spokane, Washington

WHEN WRITING ADVERTISERS MENTION BETTER FRUIT
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Bryan Clamp
Trucks Attention Fruit Packers!

Clamp Trucks
FOR ALL PURPOSES

THE GREATEST modern labor and money saver that can
be put into a packing house. Just the thing for grape crates
and all kinds ol fresh fruit. Special styles for special purposes.
Also peach and apple sizers, washers and cleaners-

Write for Prices and Particulars

CALIFORNIA IRON WORKS
Riverside, California

Description of A Modern Unit Evaporating Plant
By D. \V. Scely, Sodus Point, New York

AFEW common sense facts for the
benefit of tlie prospective evap-

orator man not being familiar with the
construction, equipment and operation
of an evaporator or dry house of a

commercial size. A commercial size

dryer is of a capacity anywhere from
50

' to 3,000 bushels per day. In all

apple-growing sections there should be
evaporators to take care of the second-
class fruit, not leaving them to rot on
the ground and a total loss to the

grower. In some cases the evaporated
apples bring as much money as the

first quality of barrel or possibly boxed
apples, but this is not the rule. Until

recent years in Wayne County, New
York, practically everything was dried,

and this made a very fine grade of

evaporated fruit which commanded a

big price, and still does. Many growers
evaporate all their apples and claim

there is more money in it for them,
and this is getting to be the general
opinion of everybody in this section

of New York. One is not so incon-
venienced with the labor problem.

I am writing this for the benefit of

those parties who desire more knowl-
edge in the evaporating line, starting

with the building, equipment and op-
eration of a kiln dryer, the only kind
used at the present time. I will start

with what I will call the unit size of a

commercial dryer, viz., a fifty-bushel

plant without power. The plant in

question is just across the road, as well

as a dozen others that are in sight. The
building is a frame one 16x32 feet, with
.16-foot posts set on sunk posts for a

foundation. The furnace room is 16x16
feet and 11 feet to the joist. The
drying floor is made from well sea-

soned white basswood cut in triangular

Teasdale Fruit and Nut Products Company Plant, Rogers, Arkansas
A splendid institution putting up evaporated apples, apple juice, and utilizing the cores and skins

eliminating all waste for the fruit grower.

strips about one and one-quarter inches
on a side with one edge cut off so they
will lay flat and not tip over when
being nailed to the joist, leaving about
one-quarter of an inch of space be-
tween slats.

Now comes the most important part
of the whole equipment, the furnace
and pipe. This plant being equipped
with my own make furnace and pipe, I

will describe it. It has the Seely Fur-
nace No. 2. The grates are 36 inches
net inside the firepot; firepot is 15
inches deep and slopes 8 inches, mak-
ing it 44 inches through the dome. It

is 6 feet 6 inches high and has two ten-
inch pipe holes in the top. Three coils

of pipe run around the furnace room
and join in a 12-inch T at the chimney,
which is built in the work room and
comes flush on the inside of the fur-

nace room, with a damper on both
sides of the T. This is a rather large
furnace for this size kiln, but it might
better be too large than too small. It

is a first-class job and cost $78.68, of
which .$50 was for the furnace and the
rest for pipe.

The work room is on the second
floor and is 16x16 feet, but the floor is

about three feet lower than the kiln.

On this floor the apples are peeled,
trimmed and sliced. The trimming
table is 6 feet long by 3 feet wide, and
slopes toward the trimmers, who sit on
the opposite side from the paring ma-
chine. The table is made sloping so the
apples will run down to the trimmers.
This table has two machines costing
about .$10 each, and one is run on full

time, the other half time. Three women
do the trimming. The apples pass down

a small spout into the
bleacher, where they are
bleached for about forty-
five minutes with the fumes
of burning brimstone; they
are then drawn out and
either sliced and spread on
the kiln floor or set on
some outside stoop to allow
the fumes to pass off be-
fore slicing. Apples should
not be sliced and left set-

ting in boxes or barrels
waiting for the previous
day's apples to come off

the kiln, as they begin to

leach in a few hours and
do not make as nice or as

heavy fruit, as it is the

sugar that leaches out. It

is best to begin slicing after

the noon hour, or any time
when the kiln floor is

empty, and finish the slic-

ing about the time work is

done for the day.
I will now describe the

bleacher used in this dryer.

It is about 6 feet square
and 5 feet high, with the

floor for a bottom, with an
additional slat floor inside

made from the kiln slats,

with a pitch that will per-

mit the apples to slide or

roll down to an opening
about 12 inches square and
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about 12 inches above
the floor, on the op-
posite side from the

trimming table,where
the apples enter the

bleacher through the

spout above men-
tioned. I might say
that it will be neces-
sary to raise the

trimming platform 15

or 20 inches to get

the required pitch.

The bleacher is di-

vided vertically, thus
allowing apples to be
drawn first from one
side and then from
the other, allowing
apples to remain 40

to 60 minutes in the

fumes of the brim-
stone. The roof is

tight, with the ex-

ception of two 5 or
6-inch pipes leading
to the chimney to

give it good draft, as

brimstone fumes are
very heavy and re-

quire this. The burn-
ing fumes are placed
under the slat floor,

in any metal dish or
basin that will hold
Care must be taken
bleacher catch on fire.

Now I will describe the handling of
the sliced apples after they are put on
the floor. 1 might say that this dryer
handles about 90 bushels a day. The
slices will cover about 12x16 feet of the
floor, the balance of the floor space
being used for the waste made during
day, which consists of skins, cores and
trimmings. These, with the slices, will
cover the floor about six inches deep,
the maximum depth at which good
fruit can be produced. The fire is now
shaken down and drafts turned on. It

is best to close the cold-air drafts until

you get a temperature under the apples
of about 175 or 200 degrees, which will
take anywhere from thirty minutes to
two hours, depending on size of fur-
nace and amount of pipe. After the
desired temperature has been obtained
open the drafts about half way, allow-
ing them to remain so for two or three
hours. By this time it is time to go to

Teasdale Fruit and Nut Products Company ^Yarehousc, Rogers, Arkansas

at least

not to

a pint,

let the

bed; then the furnace is filled with coal

with lower drafts shut tight and fire

door left slightly open. It would be
best to open the cold-air drafts for the

night, as the apples must not dry too

much during this time—that is. the>

must not dry enough so they will stick

to the floor or to each other very much,
for this will spoil the color and give

them a bad appearance. They are read>'

to be turned over in the morning as

soon as you get up. This is done with
a long-handled snow shovel by start-

ing at the door and shoveling a path
across to opposite side. Always keep a

clean pair of rubbers by the door to

slip on, and use these rubbers when
loading the kiln as well as in turning
it, as human beings eat these apples,

and the future consumption of dried
apples depends wholly on their quality.

Next turn a furrow away from the wall,

throwing the apples pretty well across
the floor so you will have enough to fill

up the last furrow. Keep them as level

as possible and never step on any slices

or waste. It will take about twenty
minutes to turn this kiln, and it should
be turned at least three times during
the forenoon. The apples should come
OiT the kiln anywhere from noon to

four o'clock. The apples are shoveled
down a spout that empties in the store

room under the work room described
above; here they should be shoveled
over at least three times, when they
will be ready for the market. They
should feel a little spongy or in such
a condition that when a handful is

squeezed together they will spring apart
and not stick together; neither should
your hands feel wet, yet they may feel

sticky from the sugar of the apples.

Never leave apples on the kiln floor

until they are bone dry, for they will

crisp up as soon as cold air strikes

them. Apples have to be cured the
same as hay, so don't be afraid of

shoveling them over.

The weight of the dried stock from
ninety bushels will average about six

and one-half pounds per bushel, or

Every Canner

and Packer
Should write
and learn
about the:

Dunkley Cheery Fitter

Dunkley Peach Fitter

Dunkley Cherry Stemmer
Dunkley Feeling System

For Peaches, Apricots, Potatoes
If you are considering building or adding to your Cannery write

BERGER & CARTER COMPANY, CANNING MACHINERY
San Francisco Seattle Los Angeles

WHEN WRITING ADVERTISERS MENTION BETTER FRUIT
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THE WORLD
OVERFamous

Max Ams
Double Seamers

FOR
Sealing Sanitary Cans

Write us today for details regarding our

Nos. 58D and 498 Sealing Machines.

Nothing to Equal Them.

BERGER & CARTER CO.
Canning Machinery

San Francisco Seattle Los Angeles

about 575 pounds, with about half as

much waste. The average selling price
for the stock made from this dryer this

year (which is a poor one) was six

cents per pound and the waste about
ninety-five cents per hundredweight,
making a gross value of $37.08 for the
day's work. The owner has a daily

outlay for labor of $6, not figuring his

own time. We can add $2 for coal and
%\ for oil, brimstone, etc., which will

bring his daily expense to about $9, or
ten cents per bushel, which is an aver-
age price per bushel for drying apples
when delivered at the door. This is

not the maximum cost by any means,
as it runs as high as eighteen cents and
as low as seven cents—the latter figure

was attained by the writer and is the
lowest figure known by two and one-
half cents. As I build all my own ma-
chinery, furnaces, etc., and what is

bought is at wholesale prices, do not
start out to dry apples figuring on my
cost of production, for you will be very
much disappointed if you do. Now we
will figure the owner's time at $3 per
day—that will bring the daily expense
up to .$12. Most of these apples were
bought for thirty to thirty-five cents
per hundredweight—we will say they
cost him $15 for the apples—this will
bring the expense up to about $27, leav-
ing a net income of $10, not allowing
for some apples decaying, which most
always happens.
A plant of this size will handle from

3,500 to 5,000 bushels in a season, fin-

ishing about the fifteenth of December,

which is fifteen days longer than we
ought to run in this climate. The cost

of this dryer would be about $500 here

in Wayne County, New York, and a

similar one would cost about the same
in any part of the United States. It is

all made of wood and the inside of kiln

room is either lathed and plastered or

lined with asbestos paper or plaster-

board to retain heat and eliminate fire

danger. The area of the cold-air holes

should be eight per cent of the floor

area and the ventilation in the roof

fifteen per cent. Do not try to get

along with any smaller dimensions.

Any man ought to be able to take this

description and build and operate an
evaporator without much trouble. The
writer will be pleased to answer,
through "Better Fruit," any questions

anvone may ask.

still young and the bark tends to be
smooth. It is doubtful if it will pay an
orchardist from an economical point of

view to scrape and whitewash trees.

Scraping and Whitewashing Trees

Often we are asked, does it pay to

scrape or whitewash trees? Ordi-

narily one would say no. The main
advantage in scraping the trees is that

by this means we often destroy certain

insects that are harboring under the

loose bark. It also gives the trees a

neater appearance when the rough bark
is scraped off. Some people like to see

the trees whitewashed, although prob-

ably more people prefer the natural

color of the bark. Years ago there was
a tendency to scrape and whitewash
the trees every year. Most of the

orchards in the Pacific Northwest are

Editor Belter Fruit:
I have just finished reading an article -writ-

ten by you in the March number of "Better
Fruit." I always thought I was a booster for
the fruit industry, but after reading this num-
ber I find that I have been very tame. I want
to say to you in all candor that I never in the
same space read as much real good stuff as

you had in your leading article; I do not know-
how to make the compliment strong enough.
I actually believe this: If every fruitgrower
in the States of Oregon and Washington could
read carefully what you have said it would
create the greatest possible enthusiasm. I am
going to begin immediately to try to induce
the fruitgrowers of this section to take your
paper. While I am in the mercantile business,
I have a twenty-acre Jonathan orchard, and
therefore am deeply interested in the upbuild-
ing of the apple industry, which is so vital to

all the fruitgrowers of the Northwest. Nothing
I could say, and I question if anything any-
body could say, could improve on what you
have said in the article referred to. I am
going to make an effort to have a meeting
called of our fruitgrowers and have this article

read at that meeting, and I really do not care
whether there is any other business transacted
at the meeting or not. I believe I would be
safe in assuring the fruitgrowers that this

article will create more enthusiasm and be of

greater benefit than anything they have read
or done in years. In my opinion "Better
Fruit" is the best edited and contains the best

articles on the growing and packing of fruit

of any similar paper there is published today.
If you care to have me do so, I will be glad

to call the attention of the growers to this

article and will try to induce them to sub-
scribe to the paper. Hundreds of fruitgrowers
are in my store every week and I have an
excellent opportunity to see and talk with
them. Mr. S. Eaton, a prominent apple man,
was in the store this morning. I called his

attention to this article and asked him to sub-

scribe to the paper. After reading the article

and looking the paper over he asked me to

forward his subscription at once. Yours truly,

.1. F. Slover, Milton, Oregon.

I
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SUPPLIES
standard—the best to be

had for money-making
purposes. We are

Asrents for I^ewis Bee Ware.
Send for Catalog*.

Most authoritative Bee Book
issued, ?4 pages of definite
information. Illustrated.

TheChas.H.Lilly Co. Seattle.

Orchard Yarn
A splendid means for supporting"

heavily laden branches and keeping
fruit trees in shape. To provide props
is quite a problem in many districts.

Yarn is inexpensive, is readily ob-
tained and easily tied. Branches sway
naturally and do not chafe as with
props. Put up in convenient pack-
ages and sold by all dealers selling
cordage.

Originated and IVlanufactured by

The Portland Cordage Co.
Portland, Oregon

More and
Finer Fruit

can be raised from your trees if you
will spray and fertilize your orchard
with

Nitrate
of

Soda
The greatest plant food known to

science, for it contains 15 per cent

nitrogen, the most important element
necessary to growth. The nitrate in

Nitrate of Soda is immediately avail-

able. It makes your soil rich and
your trees hardy and healthy. Won-
derful results will follow spraying

with Nitrate of Soda.
Let us tell you why and help you

make your orchard more productive.

Write

Nitrate Agencies Co.
LEARY BUILING

SEATTLE, WASHINGTON

WATER!
Pumped automatically from
the springs to your house, from
the stream to your land

Write today.

Phillips Hydraulic
Uani Co.

90 B. First Street
Portland, Oregon

J. M. SCHMELTZER, Secretary

HOOD RIVER ABSTRACT COMPANY
HOOD RIVER, OREGON

ABSTRACTS INSURANCE
CONVEYANCING

Do You Want a Home
IN THE

Beautiful Ozarks
of Missouri, in the famous Strawberry Land? Apples,
Peaches, Pears, Grapes, Raspberries, etc., all grow excel-
lently. Ideal location for the dairy and poultry business.
The winters are mild and of short duration. An abun-

dance of rainfall during the summer months assures plenty
of moisture for growing crops.
We offer for sale 60.000 acres of land in 40-acre tracts

or more, cheap and on easy terms. Located in Stone and
McDonald Counties. For further information address

McDonald Land & Mining Company
Booms 301-2 Miners Bank Building

JOSEPH C. WATKINS, Mgr., Joplin. Missouri

DETECTIVES WANTED
Young men to operate in own locality;

secret service work; experience unneces-
sary; enclose stamp for particulars.
Universal Detective Agency. 304 Colcorcl
Building, Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.

Co-Operative Cannery, Etc.

Continued from page 18

tlie disposal of our fresh fruits, such
as strawberries, raspberries, etc. We
hope to use the cannery as a central

marketing agency where the growers
will bring their berries and other fruits

to be sold. If there is an over-supply

of strawberries, instead of dumping
them all on the market at the local

grocery stores, only the best fruit will

go on the market. The overripe fruit

be made into jam and preserves and
the firmer grades will be canned. This
will better the condition of both pro-

ducer and merchant and will give the

consumer better fruit for his money.
This leads up to the question of

elimination of waste in production and
marketing. Last year the prune crop
suffered materially from rains just be-
fore harvest. These rains caused the

fruit to crack badly, making it unfit for

drying. In the days before the cannery
this would have been an entire loss,

but, as it was, several tons of cracked
prunes were made into a delicious

product and sold at so good a price

that some of the growers are seriously

considering the advisability of canning
more and drying less of their fruit.

Again, last year was a fine year for

cabbage and everybody raised cabbage,
it seemed, with the result that hun-
dreds of tons of cabbage rotted for

lack of a market. If the cannery had
been in shape to handle cabbage last

fall, as it expects to be this year, the
crop might have been worked into

sauerkraut or have been canned, and
have given the growers a fair profit.

"There ain't goin' to be no core" might
be said of the apples brought to the
cannery. Both cores and peelings are
used in the manufacture of jelly.

Plums of many varieties and even seed-
ling cherries are put up for cheap pie
material. Most of the surplus fruits

and vegetables grown on the farm can
be fed to the cannery instead of to the
hogs and the returns will be larger.

An institution, like a man, can hardly
be said to be successful unless it is

something of a public benefactor. Can
we say at the end of a year that the
cannery has been of public good? We
think so. A year ago farmers and fruit-

growers were dependent financially

upon local supply and demand, and
many of them were victims of un-
scrupulous dealers. Most of them were
getting very small returns on their
capital invested and the eyes of many
were deadened by hard work without
hope. Since the organization of our
association, farmers from all parts of
the country are brought together fre-

quently to listen to advice about grow-
ing and marketing products and to

compare notes with each other. They
have broadened mentally; the world
within their reach, through co-opera-
tion, is larger; in their eyes gleams the
light of hope—hope that the future
may bring a proper recompense for
toil, hope that their families may have
more of the good things of life, hope
that the children may be properly edu-

cated and started well on life's journey.

Besides your regular order of

Nursery Stock
be sure to get a few

THIS YEAE

The Vineland Nursery Co.
Box 8

Clarkston, Washington

AGENTS WANTED

FOR SALE, COHHERCIAL ORCHARD
Located in earliest section of the YAKIMA
VALLEY, one mile from station. Consisting
of 20 acres of Elberta Peaches 6 years old, 15
acres of Bartlett Pears 6 years old, 10 acres
of Apples (4 standard varieties), domestic
orchard, and 10 acres unplanted. Excellent
water right, fully paid. Improvements con-
sist of: House, barn, tool, engine and bunk
house, 30x60 packing house, icehouse, chicken
houses, and all small buildings. Domestic
water under pressure in house, barn and
packing house; 4 head of horses, 3 wagons,
plows, discs, cultivators and all tools neces-
sary to run place. Best of reasons for sell-
ing. WILL BEAR CLOSEST INVESTIGA-
TION. For price, terms and all particulars,
address "U," Lock Box 93, North Yakima,
Washington.

THE REIERSONSPRATERSaves Tima, Troubleand TBEES
Won bloe ribbon, high>
est award, over all com-
petitors at Balem Fair in
feu—1912. Has a 2 1-2
H. P. 4-oycle Waterloo
Oas Engine, Special lat-
est triplex spray pnmp.
Will maintain 250^oand3
pressnrs. There is more
yon onght to know.
LIIHTEST, MOST COMPACI

4
''slies^

Write for
Catalogue S6
REIERSOHMACHIIIERTeO.

182-4-6 Morrison Street. Portland, Oreeon

WHEN WRITING ADVERTISERS MENTION BETTER FRUIT WHEN WRITING ADVERTISERS MENTION BETTER FRUIT
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JUDICIOUS SPRAYING IS AN EFFECTIVE FRUIT INSURANCEm LEAD ARSENATEm
SUPPLIED BY WHOLESALE DRUGGrSTS AND DEALERS THROUGHOUT THE UNITED STATES

POWERS-WEIGHTMAN-ROSENCARTEN CO.
ManufacturttiQ Ch^nitsts
*^ Founded 1818

NEW YORK PHILADELPHIA saint louis

Loganberry Drying Profitable

THIS is a very busy time for us who
are in the loganberry business,
with the stringing of wires, setting

posts and getting ready to take up
plants and put up canes on the wires,
which I always leave down until

spring, feeling safer from frost or
freezing, as was the case about four
years ago. Nearly all those who put
their canes up in the fall lost their crop
that season. My vines or canes lay on
the ground just as we left them after

taking off the old canes after the pick-
ing season and were protected from
the cold and freezing that happened
that winter, which may not occur again
for some time to come. However, by
mine being left down I got a crop of

over four and one-half tons per acre of

green fruit, giving me over three tons
of the dried product. That year I sold
for twenty-two and one-half cents per
pound. I have never sold for less than
that price. Last year I sold for twenty-
five cents and some for twenty-six
cents. Last year the canneries paid
four cents for all they bought, which,
I think, is a price that should be an
inducement to all who have small tracts

of land to set out to loganberries as

well as other small fruits, such as

strawberries, raspberries, etc. Now, as

I stated that four cents per pound green
is a good price, or even three and one-
half cents, which I think will be about
what they will pay this year from what
I can learn so far, but even at three
and one-half cents per pound, figuring
four and one-half to five and one-half
tons per acre, one can readily see that
it is a profitable fruit to grow.
Now as to drying. I have always

dried my berries regardless of what the
price green has been for more than
one reason. First, if they are dried I

do not have to put them on the market
at any certain time to save them—they
will keep. If anything happens with
the cannery that they are over-stocked
for a day or more, the green berries
will have to be dumped out, as they
mold very soon in crates. A second
reason for drying is that the logan-
berry does not get the flavor or sugar
in it until it is ripe, and then is when
it weighs most and when the canneries

By J. J. McDonald, Salem, Oiegon

want them. I figure that it almost pays
for the drying by the extra weight
from the time most of them pick for the
cannery and up to the time we pick for

drying. They should be thoroughly
ripe for drying, but not so ripe that

they begin to get soft. I have been dry-
ing loganberries for four years and
have never lost one crate of berries in

that time. We began drying in what is

known as the "Stack Drier." We were
unfortunate the first year. Our drier

burned down during the prune drying
season. We had saved our berry crop
and about half of the prune crop. After

the fire I began looking at different

evaporators to find, if possible, some-
thing more economical in the way of

fuel and labor. By spending some time
looking over the different kinds of

driers I found one in Polk County that

I thought came the nearest my idea

for both prunes and loganberries. I

decided the long tunnel was the thing
I wanted. We had to have a drier by
the first of July for the berry crop.

Several of my neighbors tried to dis-

courage me in the long-tunnel drier,

telling me we could not get the draft,

but I went on and built a four tunnel,

the tunnels being 34 feet long, holding
120 trays, each ten trays high and

Superior Tree

Protector
Especially Adapted Against All

Climbing Insects

The Superior Tree Protector will prevent
climbing insects from reaching the leaves
and buds of a tree or plant. It will not
wear out, will not get out of order, re-
mains the same when the sun shines,
when the rain falls, or when the sand
blows, and automatically adjusts Itself to
the growth of the tree. It is easily put on,
is perfectly harmless to the plant, and is

effective in every instance for which it

was dssigned. You cannot afford to waste
your time poisoning cut worms or catch-
ing bud weevils when you can procure this
preventive at a trifling cost. Once put on,
it requires no more attention. Don't wait
until the damaging results of the insects
show on the trees, but protect them AT
ONCE.
PRICES F.O.B. BRIDGEPORT, WASH.,

AND PORTLAND, OREGON
No. 1—For 1-year-old trees.

Less than 1,000 21/20

No. 2—For 2-year-old trees.
Less than 1,000 3%c

No. 3—For 3-year-old trees.
Less than 1,000 4%c

No. 4—For 4-year-old trees.
Less than 1,000 5c

No. 5—For 5-year-old trees.
Less than 1,000 6c

Complete in lots over 1,000 at % cent
less than quoted above.

PATENTED AND FOR SALE BY

Superior Tree Protector Mfg. Co.
Factory and Office at Portland, Oregon,

and at Bridgeport, Washington

Awarded Prizes at Land Products Show
and National Apple Shovy

AGENTS WANTED
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twelve trays long. My trays are 31 by
27 inches, but that is a matter of choice.

They can make the tunnels for any size

tray they want. I put my trays in the
tunnel the long way of the tray and
crosswise of the tunnel so as to get

twelve in the length of the tunnel and
ten high. They can be twelve or four-

teen high if one likes, but we do not
like lifting too high, and I think 120 to

the tunnel with four tunnels, making
480 trays, leaving twenty-eight inches
for finish at the lower end of the tun-

nel, is very convenient. This space
can also be utilized for keeping up all

dobies in prune drying, and for any
extra stuff one wants to dry when the
tunnels are all full. In those extra cells

we dry pears, apples, beans, cherries,

corn or anything that, we want to dry,

not interfering with the regular tun-
nels at all, and that makes room for

508 trays, which I figure is all that two
men on the shift can handle and do
right. In prune season we average
through the season about one and one-
quarter tons every twenty-four hours,
which I figure is enough for four men,
two to the shift. We have never yet
been able to get enough loganberries
to run steady twenty-four hours, usu-
ally keeping them up by running day-
time, sometimes keeping up the heat
for fourteen or fifteen hours, then let-

ting it go down until morning. If we
had the berries to run full all the sea-

son, two shifts, we could handle twenty
to twenty-five acres of berries, or 120

to 125 tons of green berries, twenty-
five tons dried. There are about
twenty-five driers within one mile
around me, most of them stack driers.

Some of the parties who advised me
not to build the tunnel drier have since
built exactly like mine and would not
go back to the stack drier. I dry
prunes with three-quarters of a cord
of wood per ton of dried fruit. I dry
loganberries with one and one-half
cords of wood to the ton of dried prod-
uct. With prunes it is about one of
dry to three of green, with loganber-
ies one dried to five, or to one-half
green weight. If the tunnel driers are
built right one saves in fuel and it is

much more convenient to handle the
fruit. If one has lots of fruit to dry
they can just as easily have more tun-
nels. Since I built my drier we have
built several more in the country like
it, and none of them would change
back to the stack drier. I do not have
time myself to go away from home to
build them, but I have a son and
brother who are building them. I will
build three this coming season. I just
had a man from California who has 100
acres of prunes at Cloverdale and is

going to put up a nine tunnel like this
one of mine. He was up here last week
to look over the different driers and
came to mine last and decided to build
like it. I have it so arranged that we
can use just one tunnel if starting when
the fruit is just beginning to get ripe,
or we want to slacken up to save what
is ready to dry. Just start one tunnel
and only use what fuel it requires to
heat that one. As the fruit comes on
we open up another and so on, without

This Should Interest You
NEW VACUUM PROCESS FOR

Evaporating Fruit and Vegetables
One of the greatest problems confronting fruit growers and orchardists today is the

question of how they may turn to profitable account second-class fruit, windfalls and
culls, for which there is no market, as well as for first-class and perishable fruit when
the market is "down" or overstocked.

THE LUTHER EVAPORATOR
The Luther Vacu-Dehydrator or Evaporator is designed to be built in units of uni-

form size and capacity, so that additional units may be easily added or attached at any
time when increased capacity is desired, and are furnished complete, either with or
without peeling, slicing and other accessories.

All of the past and present day methods of "drying"
or evaporating fruit are more or less antiauated, ineffi-

cient and crude. There has long been sought some
improved way or process of preparing fresh or perish-
able fruit so that it would keep and still retain its

most desirable qualities and be salable.

W. M. Luther, a practical mechanic with an experi-
ence and observation of over 30 years in the building
and construction of fruit evaporators, has at last solved
this problem. By applying an entirely new idea, the
basis of winch is the vacuum principle, Mr. Luther has
invented, perfected and placed on the market a device
which

WILL DEHYDRATE ALL KINDS OF
FRESH FRUIT PERFECTLY

and by means of which the moisture only is taken from
the fruit, rendering it in condition to keep almost
indetinitely, at the same time RETAINING ITS
FLAVOR, COLOR and other desirable qualities to a

degree not heretofore obtainable by any other evapor-
ating process. i

The treatment of fruit by the Luther "^'acuura

Dehydrator is different from all other evaporating pro-
cesses, is absolutely sanitary, and is equally successful
in rainy and all kinds of weather. The apparatus is

simple of construction and operation and is

GUARANTEED TO PRODUCE A PRODUCT IN
EVERY WAY SUPERIOR IN APPEARANCE,
COLOR, FLAVOR AND KEEPING QUALITIES,
AND IN LESS TIME AND AT LESS OPERATING
EXPENSE THAN ANY OTHER PRACTICAL
EVAPORATING DEVICE ON THE MARKET.
This process is also particularly adapted for dehy-

drating hops, sweet corn, potatoes and many varieties

of vegetables.
The expense of operating the Luther Vacuxim

Dehydrator is comparatively small, no specially skilled

help being required.

We are now in a position to furnish and install either standard or sp.eciaily designed
plants of any desired capacity, in any part of the country, under a positive guarantee
that the LUTHER DEHYDRATOR will do ALL that is claimed for it in a satisfactory
manner. Prices and terms upon request.

Our demonstration plant is located at S. 108 HOWARD STREET, SPOKANE, where
visitors are welcome, and demonstrations will be given at any time by appointment.

For further information, address

W. M. Luther Mfg. Co.
GENERAL OFFICES:

221 Eagle Building SPOKANE, WASHINGTON

Evaporator Men or
^

Those About to Build •

D.W. SEELY
Specialist on evaporation, ventilation,
chimney drafts, roof ventilation, heat-
ing and radiation of kiln dryers.
Write for furnace catalogue, and in

about one month I will have a catalogue
out on evaporation of apples, selling,
buying, packing, curing and, in fact,
everything you wish to know.

DWT CT?"I?T V Sodus Point
. W . OrL/riLi I , New York

FOR SALE
Jersey Red, Chester White, Berkshire

and Poland China pigs; hunting, sport-
ing, watch and pet dogs; puppies of all
varieties a specialty. On receipt of 10
cents we mail highly descriptive illus-
trated catalogue, which gives full infor-
mation of 49 breeds of dogs, several
breeds of cattle, sheep, swine, rabbits,
ferrets; price list of poultry and pigeons.

CHAS. LANDIS
Department 255

Reading, Pennsylvania
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You can have
Running Water in

your House and
Barn, at even tem-
perature Winter or
Summer, at Small
Cost.

Send Postal

New Water
asking for

Supply Plan.

It will bring you a Hundred
Piotures of it in actual use.

Do It Now.

Aermotor Co., 1144 S. Campbell Ave., Chicago
Aermotor Co., 2nd and Madison Sts., Oakland, Cal.
Aermotor Co.. 1213 W. 8th St., Kansas City, Mo.
Aermotor Co., 332 1st St., North, Minneapolis, Minn.

Wanted A live man who can qual-

ify for position as trareling

sales manager for oldest

and largest nursery concern in Northwest. Applicant
must have good nursery sales record.

We also have several splendid openings for agents in various
localities on terms 50 per cent more liberal than paid by other
firms. Write <piick if you want permanent, good paying position.

The Woodburn Nurseries
Desk A Woodburn, Oregon

IRRIGATION SPRINKLER
(The Campbell Automatic Ball-Bearing)

Placed on 3-4-inoh standpipes 16 to 25 to the acre, in a run of 4 to b

liourH, they will, witli 25 pounds pressure, distribute perfectly and evenly

one inch of water in the form of fine rain. Cover four times the area of

any other sprinliler, can't clog up and will last a lifetime.

Price, sample postpaid, .$2.00, or $20.00 per dozen, f. o. b. Jacksonville.

Vour money back if not satisfied.

J. P. Campbell, Jacksonville, Fla.
Keferences, Dun, Bradstreet or any Bank in Jaciisonville.

wasting heat for three or four when
only one or two is in use. We figure

for prunes about 30 to 32 hours, heat
at 175 degrees. For loganberries about
24 to 26 hours, heat 150 to 160 degrees.

I find in drying any fruit we get better

results not to carry too high heat. I

think a lot of fruit is damaged by dry-
ing too quickly. Thirty-six hours for

prunes is better than thirty. Any fruit

is better being taken off under the
highest heat.

Last year the loganberry growers,
what few of them are in the business,

were undecided as to what best to do
with the crop. The canneries got anx-
ious for loganberries and started out
to buy them for three and one-half
cents, but could not get what they
wanted so raised the price to four
cents. They went to the biggest grow-
ers north of Salem and contracted all

they could get. I have been drying all

of the berries south of Salem for four
years. They came to me and tried to

buy mine green. If I sold green there

would be no drying in this section, as

they would take all the berries. I

could not see any way to keep up or
spread the market for the dried berries

unless some of us dried, so I refused

the price and dried mine, also for about
fifteen different people, from a few
crates up to six and seven tons green.

Last year I dried in green weight 37

or 38 tons, a little over seven tons of

dried fruit, which was distributed over
different parts of the country. I will

dry again this year, whatever the price'

may be green. Four cents green will

figure out about twenty-five cents for

the dried, so it pays to dry even at

twenty cents. Nothing will pay as well

on the same amount of ground. Five
tons per acre at three and one-half

cents green per pound would be $350
per acre; then, if figuring one-half for

expenses, leaves $175 per acre net.

What can beat it? At three and one-
half cents green—we will say that we
dry them at twenty cents per pound

—

five tons green or one ton dried per
acre, at $400 per ton, would be $400
per acre, so I figure it out that it is

good profit to raise loganberries and to

dry them. One other thing which will

help to keep up the loganberry industry
is the juice, which in the near future

will be used extensively and be far

ahead of grape Juice. The only thing

is to get the loganberry introduced.
In every part of this country where
they have grown loganberries more are

wanted each year. We must spread the

markets, as there are a great many
acres put out each vear. Last vear I

sold 24.000 or 25,000 plants and this

year I have orders for 40,000, some
going to Washington, up on the Sound,
and some to Los Angeles. The 40,000

plants that I have orders for is not a

sprinkling of ihe plants that have been
sold this winter from other places

around Salem. As the loganberry in-

dustry grows the market must be broad-

ened. There are so few parts where
the loganberry can be grown success-

fully that it does not look to me that it

will be overdone.
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Now is the Time to Plant
For the Vegetable Garden

Morse's Golden Cream Sweet Corn, Prolific

Black Wax Beans, Kentucky Wonder Pole
Beans, Early Bush (Summer) Squash, Eocky
Ford Muskmelon, Tom Watson Watermelon.

For the Flower Garden
Large Flowering Branching Asters, Camellia
Flowered Double Balsams, Climbing Variegated
Nasturtiums, Double Chrysanthemum Flowered
Sunflower, Kose Bushes.

The above are all described in

Morse's Garden Guide
for 1913. Sentfree of Charge.

C.C.MORSE & CO.
61 Jackson St., San Francisco, Cal.

Cider and Vinegar Plants, Canneries, Evaporators
By W. H. PauUiainus, Puyallup, Washington

I WAS very much pleased to receive a

letter from the editor of "Better
Fruit" inviting a short article on the
marketing end of our fruit products. I

realize that a fruit magazine of the
standing of "Better Fruit" can be of
great assistance in pointing out to the
growers that growing the fruit is only
part of the industry, that after the
fruit is grown it must be sold at a

profit to insure a permanent industry.
In my judgment, our people of the
Northwest have been devoting too
much of their time to planting trees
and selling real estate and not enough
of their time in establishing a market
for the fruit after it is grown. I be-
lieve that the year 1912, with its low
prices, has been one of the best things
that has happened to our apple grow-
ers, for it will give us an opportunity
to "stop, look and listen." It doesn't
make any difference how high class our
fruit is if we are unable to sell it, but
we all realize that a large percentage
of the fruit grown on the best handled
orchards is second, third or fourth

class, and in fact some of it might be
better designated as culls. It is a much
easier task to sell the 40 per cent high-
class fruit than the 60 per cent of the
lower class under the existing condi-
tions. The market for our high-class

fruit has been developed in a small
way, but the marketing of the large

end of our crop, up to the present time,

has been entirely overlooked.
I am satisfied that we must give our

attention to evaporating plants, cider

and vinegar plants and canning plants.

This is not a pleasant condition to face,

but it is a real condition and not a

theory. It is a well established fact

that the greatest percentage of the out-

put of California is of the dried prod-
uct, and we growers of the Northwest
must make a study of the various
methods through which we can market
our fruit before the industry will be
on a permanent basis. From what I

can learn, many of our hop houses can
be used after the hop season for the

purpose of evaporating apples, prunes,
pears or berries. If this is correct the

expenditure in establishing the evap-

orating end of the business will not be
very heavy, as there are now erected

in a great part of the Northwest a sulii-

cient number of hop kilns to handle a

very large volume of evaporated fruits.

But in order to do the work properly
a study must be made of the evaporator
work done by other growers of like

fruit. Every farmer cannot handle his

own fruit successfully, but with a little

intelligence we can ascertain how other
evaporating plants have been conducted
most successfully and what changes
are necessary to apply to our own
conditions.

The writer of this article does not
pretend to give advice on the question
of evaporators, on account of no expe-
rience along this line, but it does occur
to me that a very small amount of

money would enable any community to

put some live, energetic citizen in touch

PERSONAL
Wanted, people to know that the

WHITE STAR chemical closet is

made for homes not having sewers or

water system toilets.

The WHITE STAR is a CHEMI-
CAL closet and can be placed in any
part of the home, and is at all times

SANITARY and ODORLESS.

Write for Catalog.

Sanitary Closet Co.
302 Pine Street Portland, Oregon

WINTER LAYING

WniTL BIRD FARM

IT IS THE

DEMAND
for our
WHITES
plus their

Merit

that makes
them so

Profitable

LlttleCatalog
Tree

White Bird
Farm

K.r.D.Boxl4B
Manette,

Washington

DRINK the BEST TEA
Direct to You by Parcel Post—Save the

Middleman's Profits

DALiyiOY BLEND
The choicest tea the world pro-
duces^ 75c per lb., postage paid.

LONDON BLEND
A delicious tea second only to '

Dalmoy, 50c per lb., postage paid.
^

SA-SA-MA
A pure high grade Japan Tea,
60c per lb., postage paid.

Delivered fresh and fragrant.

Send order with remittance to-day.

THE ASIATIC PRODUCTS CO.
Oolombo, Ceylon Foo Chow. China

Yokohama, Japan
American Office, 258 Callfonila Street, San Franeiteo

PACKED ONLY IN
ABSOLUTELY AlR-TlGHT TINS

TRADE MARK
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Big Profits Canning Fruits and Vegetables
Canning fruits and vegetables is the solution to low prices and the tremendous -waste in fruit and vegetables at the ripening

season. You may guard against this costly waste if you own a "NATIONAL" Steam Pressure Canning Outfit. Only a very small

investment is required, which is many times paid back on the first season's pack.

National PRESSURE Canning Outfits
Factory Outfits, $110 to $1,500

Steam pressure canning is

very simple and requires abso-

lutely no experience. All you
need is the right outfit. You
could not find a better way to

protect yourself against low

markets, or find another busi-

ness with such opportunities

for making money as "Steam
Pressure Canning" presents.

Farmers and fruit growers
who have adopted the "Steam
Pressure Method" are realizing

nice profits. You can make
money by canning what you
raise and selling it later at

store prices, when the articles

are scarce. This is no experi-

ment. Government Experimen-
tal Stations and Agricultural

Colleges recommend it.

"NATIONAL" Steam Press-

ure Canning Outfits will pre-

serve anything you grow, both

in glass jars and cans.

Write for Particulars

Let us tell you the money-
making opportunities for farm-
ers, fruit growers, etc., to get

greater profits; for ambitious

men and women to start a

profitable business. Tell us

what you are interested in,

and we will send you 1913

literature showing our com-
plete line.

Northwestern Steel and Iron Works
829 Spring Street, EAU CLAIRE, WISCONSIN

Agents Wanted
Canvassers and Agents are

making big money selling

"NATIONAL" Outfits. Ter-

ritory is going fast. Write

for our "Quick Sales Plan."

with the most modern methods; and by
modern methods I don't wi.sh to be
understood as advising an expensive
plant. It is my judgment that just as

good results can be obtained from in-

expensive plants as from those that

cost large sums of money. We must
learn how the evaporated fruits are

packed so as to sell to best advantage,
what conditions are necessary to pro-
tect against the common enemy, the
transportation question, where mar-
kets are available, and the most im-
portant point—how do the buyers de-

Growers of a full line of nursery
stocks, etc. Apples, pears, prunes,
peaches and cherries. Send in your
want list and secure prices.

CARLTON NURSERY CO.
Carlton, Oregon

J. P. LITTOOY
CONSULTING HORTICULTURIST

Land, irrigation and orchard schemes exam-
ined for owners, buyers, bonding corrlpanles
or advertising agencies—Orchard and land
values estimated—Orchard soils examined

—

Directs orchard development—Land damage
claims estimated—All business confidential.

BOISE, IDAHO

Position Wanted
By young man as manager or superin-
tendent of large commercial orchard.
Two years' college training in horticul-
ture, three years' practical experience.
Can produce results. Best references.
Address H. J. S., 46 East Long Street,
Columbus. Ohio.

sire the fruit handled? In other words,
what suits the grower might not suit

the buyer, and the buyer is the one
person that mu.st be considered.

A large quantity of our fruit can be
handled successfully in canning plants,

but I believe that the cannery is a more
expensive manner of taking care of the

by-product than is the evaporator. Yet
I believe that we should have both, be-

cause it gives a double outlet for the

product as compared with either line.

And while we are considering evap-
orating plants and canning plants, we
must first of all guard against the pro-
fessional builder of plants of this kind.

Many of us recall the bad results ob-

tained from having the professional

promoter build the original creameries.

It is a very easy matter to raise the

money to build such plants, but it is

very frequently a hard task to get a

manager that will make good. What is

everybody's, business is nobody's busi-

ness. If we select a manager on the

ground that he is a good fellow and has
no enemies the chances are that he is

also a man who does not produce
results.

I believe that the secret of the suc-

cess of the fruit industry in the North-
west today depends very largely upon
our ability to turn the attention of our
chambers of commerce to the necessity

of taking care of the people that we
have as residents of the Pacific North-
west today instead of giving their at-

tention to the residents that they hope
to have next year. We have plenty of

machinery, in a business way, to make
a success of this industry if it is har-

nessed up right, but if we will continue
to pursue the policy of spending all of

our money and all of our energy seek-

ing new settlers and overlook the

settlers that we now have we never
will have much of a country. I don't

wish to be understood as being opposed
to new settlers. I believe they are very
necessary and essential and will prove
a mighty good asset, but if we lose old

settlers as fast as we gain new settlers

we have not accomplished very much,

WANTED
A position in the fruit industry, by a

well-trained Eastern young man 24 years
of age. Has a Master's degree in Pom-
ology from N. Y. State College of Agri-
culture at Cornell. At present engaged
in teaching fruit growing in an Eastern
university. Address W. H. D., care of
"Better Fruit."

Portland Wholesale
Nursery Company

Rooms 1 and 2 Lambert-Sargeant Building
Corner

East Alder Street and Grand Avenue

PORTLAND, OREGON

Orchardist, German
Seeks permanent employment on large
fruit farm. Seven years' experience in

Germany and ten months on large fruit
farm in Oregon. Good references. Ad-
dress "Orchardist," 335 Morris Street,
Portland, Oregon.
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and to keep from losing the settlers

who are now here we must help them
make a success of their business. I

realize that the transportation com-
panies have been extremely helpful in

many ways, but I do not believe that

they grasp the situation from a stand-

point of permanency and the solidity

of the people who are now residents.

If we could get the grange and other

farmers' organizations to put in their

time studying the market conditions of

their products instead of giving all of

their time to changing the present

method of running our government I

believe it would be a step in the right

direction. Being a member of the

grange, I have listened to many most
able talks upon the referendum, the

recall, the parcels post and similar

very important matters, but have not

had the pleasure very frequently of

listening to an address on the possible

price of a ton of potatoes. I trust that

"Better Fruit" and other similar publi-

cations will continue to call our atten-

tion to the fact that we must help the

man or woman who is now trying to

make a living on the farm, so that they
can continue to stay -on the farm in-

stead of keeping our eyes entirely to

the East.

Rabbits and Mice

Every year a great many trees are

lost from the attack of rabbits and
mice. This is especially true in the
regions where the land is newly cleared
and a great deal of brush or uncleared
land is in the vicinity. Many remedies
have been tried in fighting the rabbits.

Some growers report that the lime
and sulphur spray thrown around the

bodies of the trees seems to keep them
away. Others claim that rubbing the
bodies and main branches of the young
trees with hog or sheep liver serves the
same purpose. Mice generally hide in

grass or straw which is in close prox-
imity to the young trees. Sometimes
they are controlled by painting the
trunks of the trees with whitewash
which contains arsenic or some sim-
ilar poison. When trees are badly
wounded by mice or rabbits and you
detect the wound quickly, the best
thing to do is to pare the wound smooth
and cover it quickly with grafting wax.
If you can get to the wound before it

has dried out it will often heal over
nicely from this treatment. Some
growers paint the wounds over with
shellac. Where the trees are com-
pletely girdled and the wound becomes
dry one of two things should be done.
Either the trees should be bridge
grafted, which simply means inserting
a scion below the wound and also

above the wound (the scion is trimmed
on each end to a chisel point and this

is inserted in a cut made through the
bark both below and above the wound),
or where the trees are very young if

they are cut off below the wound they
will often send out a new sprout.

"FOR YOUR

PRESSING

" When the juice is in the apple "

Mount Gilead
Cider Presses

Why not convert your "ofif-gradea, " "wind
falls," etc., from waste to worth? There's
a "juicy" profit in those apples for you.

A Mount Gilead Cider Press Outfit will

get it all out and put it in your pocket.

Our Cider Evaporators, Apple Butter
Cookers,Vinegar Generators, Pasteurizers,

etc. , are mighty profit makers too.

Send Now for New
Illustrated Catalog

The Hydraulic Press Mfg. Co.
60 Lincoln Avenue, Mount Gilead, Ohio

Dry Your Lower Grade of Fruit in a

SEBASTOPOL
FRUIT

EVAPORATOR
For further particulars address

G. A. STROUT
Sebastopol, California

H. HARRIS & CO.
Fruit Auctioneers

227 State Street

Boston, Massachusetts

Established 1847

Frank Moseley
Frank L. Ripley

Cutler B. Downer

Goulds SprayPumps
HEN YouBuy a
Goulds Sprayer

You are not buying for this year or next
alone—but for years to come. With it

you have a guarantee that It will do the

work as it should be done—year after

year—and the guarantee is by a manu-
facturer whose reputation for high quality

and fair dealing has been known the world
over for more than half a century.

"How to Spray,

When to Spray,

Which Sprayer to Use"
An interesting and valuable book that

tells about sprays and sprayers, gives val-

uaole formulas and complete spray calen-

dar. We want everyone who sprays to

have this book. Free.

Our 1913 Catalog
tells about Goulds pumps, spraying mate-
rials, pruning tools and other things of

interest to growers, and will be mailed

free, together with the Goulds and Corona
books.

Ask fo-- Catalog No. 204.

DryPowdered Arsenate of Lead

Soft as Cotton, Fine as Ftour

Made by a newly discovered scientific

chemical process. Higtiest per

cent, of killing power.

—' Contains
nothing but lead

oxide and arsenic oxide.
Superior to all other arse-

nates of lead—dry or paste. Stays
mixed longer without setlling. Spreads

more evenly. Sticks to branches, leaves
and fruit. Mixes quickly and easily in

water. No sediment, lumps or waste.
Never clogs spray nozzles.

Corona Dry Powdered
Arsenate of Lead

The first—and only— satisfactory ar-
senate of lead. Simple, clean and easy
to handle. Cannot freeze, dry out.

cake, or lose its strength. Combines
convenience, economy and efficiency.
Always a uniform strength of spray-
ing solution. Positively kills and ex-
terminates apple worm and plum cur-

cullo and all leal-eafing Insects. Onlyone
pound to fifty gallons of water. The
great ORCHARD SAVER. Write for

tigures.testimonialsandsworn tests.

EVERY ORCHARDIST
should have the

CORONA BOOKLET
Free on request

Editor Better Fruit:
Enclosed please find money order for $1.50.

I would not be without "Better Fruit." Man-
ager Belgian Orchard Syndicate, Vernon, Brit-
ish Columbia.

Portland Seed Co.

.

PORTLAND, OREGON
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Why Electric Motors reduce

the cost of Irrigation
Old fashioned ways of pumping were expensive— yet even

they led to better paying crops. Now, with the modern way
— by electric power—you may have not only better, but less

expensive irrigating.

The use of electric power saves time, labor and cold cash-
that has been proved to be just as true on the farm as in town.

Its economy increases your profit—take advantage of it to do

your irrigating better and cheaper with one of the many types of

Electric Motors
For Farm Us©^ Here are some of the reasons why so many fruit growers,

stockmen, gardeners and general farmers now use G-E Motors= instead of other forms of power.= Water can be used when and where you want it. No extra

help is needed as G-E Motors need no watching and they work
^= 24 hours a day. As G-E Motors have few parts—repairs and

-i wear amount to practically nothing. G-E Motors can be con-

^= trolled a mile or more away—from house, barn or wherever= you choose. G-E Motors do not increase your insurance cost

= - —they do reduce your fire risk.= Besides all this, electric service also= lightens woman's never ending domestic= tasks— cooking, ironing, runninT the churn,

^= sewing machine or vacuum cleaner.= Again, electric service provides light to= shorten the long evenings and illumine the

gray mornings.= T/?e General Electric Compatiy will, on= jeguest, gliidly answer all questtom re-

== lalinz to the use of electric power for= farm and market garden irrigation.= Send today for booklet about farming
^= with electricity.= Write to the nearest office of this Company.

1 GENERAL ELECTRIC COMPANY
Los Angeles San Francisco Seattle Portland Spokane Denver Salt Lake City

ir 4070

Prepared Maraschino Cherries
By Professor C. I. Lewis, Oregon Agricultural College, Corvallis

THE preparation of maraschino
cherries is carried on almost exclu-

sively at Bordeaux, and it may be said

that this product is manufactured for

export only. In fact it is rarely to be
found on sale in France and none of

the grocers of Marseilles, the second
largest city in that country, keep it in

stock. It may be added that the im-
portance of this industry has decreased
considerably in recent years owing to

the successful competition of American
manufacturers, who prefer to import
cherries packed in brine instead of the

finished article. The cherry employed
is that known as the "Bigarreau Na-
polean," an elongated fruit, easily

stoned, which is grown in Province. It

is used when fairly ripe, that is to say,

no longer green but not sufflciently

ripe to be eaten, because then it would
not bear transportation, and it is first

subjected to the fumes of burning sul-

phur for a period varying from eight

to twelve hours, according to the

nature of the fruit. As a result of this

sulphur bath it loses its original color,

being bleached externally and inter-

nally, and it becomes more suscep-
tible to the penetration of the syrup
and alcohol in which it is to be pre-

served. The cherries are then stemmed
and stoned and heated in the same
manner as "candied fruit." The sul-

phuring and heating processes are the
same as those described in Consul Gen-
eral Washington's excellent report on
"Glace Fruit" (see Daily Consular and
Trade Reports of February 24, 1909,

No. 3414), the difference being that the

fruit is subjected to only three heat-

ings instead of eight or more required
for the other product. The cherries are

heated in a syrup at 24 to 26 degrees
Baume (degrees of concentration).

After the third heating the fruit is care-

fully sorted and only the perfect cher-

ries and those of uniform size retained.

They are then placed in bottles. A
sugar syrup is used to which from 10

to 15 per cent of alcohol at 50 degrees
is added. The alcohol is perfumed be-

fore application by the addition of

from three to four per cent of marasque
water, which is intended to perfume
the fruit and give it the flavor of

maraschino. After about fifteen days
in bottle the fruit is ready for expedi-
tion. The cherries are colored with
the "Erythrosyne superfine" coloring

matter authorized by the pure food
law, this colorant being added to the

syrup at the moment of heating. About
ten grams (0.35 ounces) of Erythrosyne
are used for 100 kilos (220.04 pounds)
of fruit. The "Bigarreaux en saumure,"
or cherries in brine, are packed in a

solution of three or four per cent of

salt and sulphur, and have been sub-

jected only to the sulphuring process.

They are shipped in barrels to the

United States. They are preserved in

the above solution until the manufac-
turer is ready to treat them further.

They are then washed, boiled, colored,

etc. The marasque water used is gen-

erally purchased in the Grasse district,

and is obtained by extracting from
crushed cherries and their stones, with

KATERPILLAR TYPE NO SLIP, ONE

T-| MAN FARM
RACTOR

[IDS on distil-

I
late kerosene or

gaaoline.
Lightest
w e ig ht.
pulls

VifI harder,
less parts
than other
tractors.

Two sizes, price $1165.00 and $1800.00 More you
should know. ..pjy pg,, ITSELF TRACTOR"

WeITK fob OlEOTILAB K4

REIERSON MACHINERY CO
PORTLAND OREGON

SPRAYING OUTFIT

MYERS SPRAY PUMP gear driven by one and one-
half h. p. gasoline engine, complete outfit mounted on
a solid platform and can be set on any farm wagon-
Write today for full particulars.

BLUFFTON MFC CO. Box 65 BlufHon, Ohio.
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the addition of alcohol at ten or fifteen

degrees. Less scrupulous firms obtain

it by crushing bitter almonds, but this

process yields an inferior water, though
the flavor is similar to that of maras-
chino water. The foregoing informa-
tion concerning prepared cherries was
kindly communicated by a Marseilles

exporter who was at one time engaged
in the manufacture of this product.

Consul A. K. Moe of Bordeaux writes

as follows on this subject: "The cher-

ries known as "Bigarreaux" are placed
in an oven and subjected to the fumes
of sulphur until they have completely

lost their color. Upon removal they
are sorted and the stones removed.
They are then cooked by immersion
in water which is heated by steam
until all traces of sulphurous acid are

eliminated. When cooled they are

placed in large copper cauldrons which
are heated by steam; these cauldrons
contain molten sugar, and the cherries

are allowed to remain in the solution

about two minutes. After the removal
from this bath they are left to drip

and cool, and thereupon are again sub-

jected to the same immersion, drip-

ping and cooling process. "Erythro-
syne" is added to this sugar bath in

order to restore the original color of

the fruit, which was lost in the pre-

liminary sulphur bleaching. The prod-
uct is then set aside to cool during
twenty hours. Thereafter the cherries

are bottled and covered with a syrup
of sugar candy and marasque sugar.

The bottles are hermetically sealed and
covered with metallic capsules and
submitted to a sterilizing process in a

steam-heated cabinet."

Mr. A. E. Doolittle, acting chairman
of the U. S. Department of Agriculture
Board of Food and Drug Inspection,

writes me as follows: "In reference to

the use of sulphur dioxide in these
cherries, I can give you no definite in-

formation at the present time as to

what will be the final action of the
department. The question of the use of

this substance in food products is being
investigated by the referee board.
Pending the decision of this board no
objections are being made to its use.

The cherries are picked when they are
hard and firm and about half ripe.

They are bleached with sulphur diox-
ide and packed in brine containing S02.

This treatment is used to preserve the
cherries in shipment, also to open up
the pores, so that sugar will be more
easily absorbed. The manufacturers
import cherries from Italy and from
any country where they can buy them
cheaply. In the manufajture of the
finished product there seems no reason
why the large bulk of the sulphur diox-
ide could not be removed."

Factories for the manufacture of

maraschino cherries are located in

Cincinnati.

Food Inspection Decision 114 is as

follows: "The question of the proper
labeling of the product designated as

"Maraschino Cherries," "Cherries in

Maraschino," "Bigarreau au Maras-
quin," etc., has been presented to the

board for consideration, and after due

SAVES MONEY, TIME AND LABOR BY INSTALLING
A

PRACTICAL, ECONOMTQALIEASY TO INSTALL

ELTRIA DEAN HOMELITE POWER PLANT

Will not only light every room in your home and out-

buildings, but will operate your feed chopper, washing
machine, sewing machine, grindstone, cream separator,

or in fact anything that uses electricity for power.

You can install the "Homelite" plant yourself.

"Look for Elyria-Dean Where Quality's Seen."
Write TODAY for complete information

The John Deere Plow Co., Portland, Oregon
or

TheDean Electric Co., f si^Se? Elyria,Ohio

Fruit Thinning Shears and Cherry Clippers

40c postpaid. $3.90 per dozen
2,600 pair sold last season.

ORDER NOW

E. A. FRANZ CO., Hood River, Oregon
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InsureYour FruitCrop
American Evaporators

Made in Five Sizes

Write for Samples of Dried Apples

AGENTS WANTED

Berger & Carter Company
Canning Machinery

San Francisco Los Angeles

RHODES DOUBLE CUT
PRUNING SHEAR

RHODES MFG. CO.,
520 3. DIVISION AVE , GRAND RAPIDS. niCH.

'THE only

pruner

made that cuts

from both sides of

the limb and does not

bruise the bark. Made in

all styles and sizes. We
pay Elxpress charges

on all orders.

Write for

circular and

prices.

Real Estate
Twenty-five years' residence in

Hood Eiver. Write for informa-

tion regarding the Hood Kiver

Valley. Literature sent upon re-

quest. Address all communica-

tions to

W. J. BAKER & CO., Hood River, Oregon

investigation and examination of the
evidence secured the board is of the
opinion that the term "Maraschino
Cherries" should be applied only to the

marasca cherries preserved in maras-
chino. Maraschino is a liqueur or cor-

dial prepared by process of fermenta-
tion and distillation from the marasca
cherry, a small variety of the European
wild cherry indigenous to the Dalma-
tian Mountains. Liqueurs or cordials

prepared in imitation of maraschino
with artifical flavors or otherwise will

not be held to be misbranded if plainly

labeled "imitation" in some manner to

show their true character. In consid-
ering the products prepared from the

large light-colored cherry of the Na-
polcan Bigarreau, or Royal Ann type,

which are artificially colored and fla-

vored and put up in a sugar syrup,
flavored with various materials, the

board has reached the conclusion that

this product is not properly entitled to

be called "Maraschino Cherries," or
"Cherry in Maraschino." If, however,
these cherries are packed in a syrup,

flavored with maraschino alone, it is

the opinion of the board that they
would be misbranded if labeled "Cher-
ries, Maraschino Flavor," or "Maras-
chino Flavored Cherries." If these cher-

ries are packed in maraschino liqueur
there would be no objection to the
phrase "Cherries in Maraschino." When
these artificially colored cherries are

put up in a syrup flavored in imitation of

maraschino, even though the flavoring

may consist in part of maraschino, it

would not be proper to use the word
"maraschino" in connection with the
product unless preceded by the word
"imitation." They may, however, be
labeled to show that they are a pre-
served cherry, artificially colored and
flavored. The presence of artificial

coloring or flavoring matter, of any
substitute for cane sugar, and the
presence and amount of benzoate of

soda, when used in these products must
be plainly stated upon the label in the

manner provided in Food Inspection
Decisions Nos. 52 and 104. The same
principle applies to the labeling of

cherries put up in syrup flavored with
creme de menthe or other flavors."

FOR SALE
150 acres of fruit land in Southern Ore-

Ron; 35 acres in clioice fruit and nuts. 40
acres in timber. Six miles from Medford
and six from Ashland; two from Talent
and two from Phoenix. These towns are
all on the Southern Pacific Railway. For
information address owner. C. C. NEL-
SON, Box 284, Colorado Springs, Colorado.

Famous Hood River

Apples
Spitzenbergs, Newtowns, Arkansas
Blacks., Jonathans, Ortleys, Bald-
wins, Winesaps, R. C. Pippins, Ben

Davis, M. B. Twigs
Look Good, Taste Better, Sell Best

Grade and Pack Guaranteed

Apple Growers' Union
Hood River, Oregon
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Fruit Canning—Methods, Etc.

Continued from page 14.

may occur early. The heat used in

processing may have been insufficient

to kill the vegetative forms or spores,

but may have injured them to such an
extent that time was necessary for re-

covery and subsequent development.
A microscopic examination of the mate-
rial a few days after processing, or of

the incubating cans during a short

period, might not show anything wrong.
It is only by incubating samples for a

number of days that early recognition
can be made of some cases of spoilage

or possible spoilage. The canner often

sends his goods from the factory with
full confidence in their condition, and
it is not until after they have been in

the broker's warehouse or upon the

grocer's shelves many weeks, or even
months, that he becomes aware that

anything is wrong. The spoilage may
amount to only one can to the case, or
the percentage may be high; but in

either event the goods are rejected
with loss.

Spoilage from the use of improper
material—i. e., material which has been
allowed to stand until fermentation has
begun—is generally more or less sour
to the smell and taste, but is sterile, the
heat of processing having killed the
bacteria.

Can leaks may occur along the side,

"seam leaks"; at either end, "end
leaks"; at the cap, "cap leaks"; at the
tip, "tip leaks"; or may be due to de-
fective tin plate. Can making has
reached such a point of perfection that

manufacturers guarantee all above two
to the thousand. These imperfect cans
are usually due to the solder not mak-
ing a perfect union or to defects in

crimping or double seaming. With the
use of the automatic capping and tip-

ping machines there are fewer leaks
than formerly occurred when the work
was done by hand; leaks in sanitary
cans are generally due to poor adjust-
ment of the rollers. Leakers are rec-

ognized as a rule by inspection in the
hot bath, few getting into the ware-
room. Leaks may be very small, even
microscopic in size, and therefore diffi-

cult to detect, or pieces of the can con-
tent may be driven into the opening and
seal it for the time. Leaks invariably
cause swells. A check on spoilage can
be kept by placing a few cans from
each day's run in a room kept at a high
temperature (98 degrees), as these will

incubate much more rapidly than if

kept in a storeroom.
There are two conditions known to

the trade as "springers" and "flippers."

A springer is a can the end of which
will bulge slightly after a time, but on
opening there is found neither gas nor
spoilage, though the cans have the ap-
pearance of being swells. This condi-
tion has been found to be due to over-
filling or to packing cold. Such goods
when placed in a warm grocery will

bulge, due to the temperature. A flip-

per is a springer of such mild charac-
ter that the head may be drawn in by
striking the can on a hard object. It is

always possible to tell a swell from a

Did you have Spray troubles last season? Some growers had

very serious ones.

WHAT'S THE USE?
Why risk your crop by using new and untried preparations?

Let your Experiment Station do the experimenting.

Why not use an ARSENATE OF LEAD that has successfully

weathered the varied climatic conditions of Washington, Oregon,

Idaho and Montana the past four years?

The Grasselli Brand Has Done This

IF IN DOUBT
Ask your local or state authorities. They are best qualified

to advise as to local conditions.

A FEW OF OUR DISTRIBUTERS:

Cashmere Fruit Growers' Union . . . Cashmere, Washington
Denney & Co Payette, Idaho

Hood River Apple Growers' Union . . Hood River, Oregon

Hardie IVIanufacturing Company . . . Portland, Oregon

Inland Seed Company ..... Spokane, Washington

Plough Hardware Company .... Wenatchee, Washington

Rogue River Fruit and Produce Association Medford, Oregon

C. J. Sinsel ....... Boise, Idaho

Yakima County Horticultural Union . . North Yakima, Washington

MANUFACTURED BY

The Grasselli Chemical Co.
CLEVELAND, OHIO

^-

FRUIT liABDlLtS
FOR BOXES, CANS. BOTTLES, ETC.

Stock AND Special Trade Mark Desic;^s ^

330 ilACKSON ST-
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Can'tbeBeat forPerfect
Orchard Cultivation

Xuts.Ci-MsTaes,

Levels,

and Turns m
lone

operation

Acme Harrow and Orchard Cultivator enables )ou to go over
the entire surface of tlie ground—cuts off weeds covers them so
that their fertilizing value is not wasted. Prepares perfect sur-

face mulcli, conserving' moisture. Depth of penetration adjustable to
suit vo!/— coulters do not injure small feeder roots near the surface.
Write tor free catalog of facts. Address
DUANE H. NASH, Inc., ^347 Division Ave.

Mlilineton. N. J.

John Deere Plow Co.
Portland. Ore. .^"^^^HJ '

' I/^/SjM
Spokane, Wasb.fi

Gets rij?ht up close
to'trees—horses clear,

any width rows from
6 feet 6 inches to ovor

14 feet.

Send for Catalog

D. Crossley& Sons
ESTABLISHED 1878

Apples for Export
CALIFORNIA, OREGON, WASHINGTON, IDAHO AND

FLORIDA FRUITS

Apples handled in all European markets at private sale. Checks

mailed from our New York office same day apples are sold on the

other side. We are not agents; WE ARE SELLERS. We make a

specialty of handling APPLES, PEARS AND PRUNES on the New
York and foreign markets. Correspondence solicited.

200 to 204 FraiMn Street, New York

NEW YORK LIVERPOOL LONDON GLASGOW

'DTT'^ ATT Your Supplies at Wholesale Prices^ ™ B J H J Spray Pumps, Sprays, Groceries, Hardware,
Dry Goods, Fencing, Clothing. Everytliing from a 2-cent cake pan to a gasoline engine.

SE3ND NOW FOR OUR BIG GENERAL CATALOG

I^Ti^l? JP^ DII17T AliT WHOLESALE SUPPLY HOUSE
A IllLljiUll 200 L Oak St., Portland, Ore.

Deming DemingDemingDenungDemingDeimngDemihgDenMngPeniingDeniing

Deming "Samson" Spray Pump Does Rapid and Thorough Work
Thi.i pump delivers two streams under strong pressure, sends the spray right

where you want it, and works effectively from eitlier a sled or a wagon. " - •

It has a long lever that makes pumping easy. U operates
continuously, with an air chamber to equalize the pressure.
It's built to do more and harder work than you can give it.

Working parts of brass—nothing to corrode or rust.

Get Our Spraying Calendar—It's Free

Tells when to spray, what to spray with, and how to

do it. Sent w ith our new catalog.
Ask your hardware or implement dealer about Dem-

ing Spray Pumps, or write us and let us tell you where
they may be had.

THE DEMING COMPANY
100 Depot Street, Salem, Ohio

Manufacturers of Hand and Power Pumps for All Uses

springer by the use of a microscope, as
in the former there will be large num-
bers of organisms, while in the latter

there will be very few.
While a spoiled can of food should

never be eaten, the danger of poisoning
from fruits and most vegetables is very
remote. Ptomains or other poisons
may form in meat, milk and fish, but
rarely, if ever, in vegetables.
Canned foods may be injured by an

excess of either heat or cold. Some
products are injured more than others.

The effect of prolonged heating is to

cook the contents to a pulp. This is

seen at times, in the case of peas and
tomatoes in particular, when the cans
have been stacked tightly before being
fully cooled. The liquor will become
cloudy from short heating, thick and
heavy from prolonged heating, and the

peas softened and broken if it is con-
tinued for a number of days. The
writer has seen peas stacked that were
warm for three weeks after packing.
Tomatoes become soft and pulpy, and
often turn a walnut brown if stacked
hot and the heat is retained. All fruits

become murky and lose their distinctive

flavor and odor. Canned foods will

stand the high temperature of summer
very well, but as far as possible they
should not be placed in the hot sun nor
kept in a very hot storeroom. The
effect of moderate heat is not nearly so

marked as might be expected.
Cold seems to have no ill effect upon

canned goods unless it goes below the

freezing point. Most canned foods will

stand a little freezing without appre-
ciable change. Repeated freezing and
thawing cause the goods to become
flabby and give a flat taste. In all cases

the interior of the cans show a distinct

attack upon the tin. With fruits, the

coating of the cans is made to appear
as though it were galvanized. Canned
foods will resist a fair degree of heat
or cold without serious injury, but con-
tinued heat or a very high temperature,
or repeated freezing and thawing will

cause deterioration in quality.

Foods properly prepared and kept
under reasonably good conditions de-

teriorate very slowly, so that cans car-

ried from one year to another may be
as good as or better than the latest

pack, depending upon the comparative
quality of the fresh product used. On
general principles, however, it is de-

sirable that a product should not be
carried over several seasons. The
amount of tin dissolved also increases

with time, which is an additional rea-

son for not holding canned goods any
longer than is absolutely necessary.

It is not possible to accurately esti-

mate the amount of home canning that

is being done, but it must aggregate

many millions of cans. In the rural

districts in particular it is considered
to be a part of the season's work to put

up canned foods for the winter, and
from 50 to 100 cans is no imusual stock

for a family. The products canned are

usually fruits and berries, as these are

the most easily handled under home
conditions. The household department
of numerous weekly papers give much
space to instructions in home canning,
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Increase
Your Fruit
PROFITS

B
Help
Fruit

g\g\Q4 You will get more fruit," " D better fruit, witli bees in

your orchard. Write for

full particulars to

The A. I. Root Co.

Box 358 Medina, Ohio

HANFORD
NURSERIES
Clarkston, Washington

Buying Ifursery Stock
is like buying anytliing

else—YOU PAY FOE
WHAT YOU GET.

HAVE STOOD

The Test for 20 Years
Buy Them

Announcement:
By an arrangement with
the Vineland Nurseries Co.

we are pleased to announce
we can furnish a limited

number of the

RED GRAVENSTEIN
No apple in years has at-

tracted as much favorable

attention and comment.
In a letter dated August
19, 1912,

Prof. W. S. Thornbur says:

"I believe that it is bound to

become one of the very Popular,
valuable apples of the Pacific

Northwest."

Our Prices Are Eight
Our Stock is Eight

Write for Catalog

HANfORD NURSERIES
Drawer 4 Clarkston, Washington

AGENTS WANTED

and many cook books give recipes and
details of the operation. There are also

manufacturers of small home-canning
equipments that give glowing accounts
of the profits to be made from doing
such work. Whether it is profitable to

can for home consumption depends
upon the cost of the raw material, fuel

and labor. It may be said that it is not

generally profitable to buy fruits or

vegetables in a city market and put

them up in cans. Lots of a bushel, half

bushel or crate generally lack the nec-

essary freshness, are in too small a

quantity to permit of grading and there

is too much waste. The labor involved
is disproportionately large for the

amount handled, and the expense for

cans and sugar must not be omitted in

detei-mining the cost of the finished

product. Home canning may be profit-

able when the raw stock costs little or

nothing, when no account is taken of

the labor, and the satisfaction of having
one's own handiwork is worth more
than the money value of the article.

Home commercial canning is being
encouraged to a certain extent, and
whether it will prove profitable or not

will depend upon local conditions. The
outfit needed for canning most fruits

and tomatoes is very small, and where
a crop cannot be marketed except at

a very low price or the labor cannot

be otherwise advantageously employed
a fair profit may be obtained. The
canning of special articles or putting

them up in a certain way for an estab-

lished trade is often successful, but on
standard articles like tomatoes, corn,

peas, string beans, etc., the chances of

home canning in competition with a

modern factory are about the same as

those of a hand meal grinder as com-
pared with a modern grist mill. The
product of the average home cannery
will grade in quality on about the same
par as country butter. Both depend
upon the producer, but as a class

neither ranks very high. The small

home cannery is useful in saving good
food which would otherwise go to

waste, and its development should be
encouraged, but the idea of large profits

should be held in abeyance. For the

novice and many others it would be
better to learn how to buy the best pre-

pared foods rather than to attempt to

pack them.
In making a comparison of the cost

of canned and fresh products of the

same kind a number of factors must be

taken into consideration. First, the

cost of the raw material and the waste

when purchased in the small quantity

used in a single meal; second, the cost

of labor and preparation used in mak-
ing it ready for the table. It is obvious

Don't grow cider apples. Rid your trees of scale and fungous pests and grovr
number one apples by using "Scalecide"—the one absolutely sure scale spray.
*'Scalecide" is easy to handle, it will not clog or corrode the nozzle or injure the
skin. It will build up a poorly paying, run down orchard and make it return
large profits, it will maintain a good orchjrd in prime condition.* "Scalecide"
is the best spray for San Jo e. It killseveryscale it reaches. "Scalecide" goes
further, is cheaper and more effective than lime sulphur. Endorsed by Experi-
ment Stations and used by the best orchardis s everywhere. "Scalecide" will

solve your scale problem. Our SERVICE DEPA kTMENT furnishes every-
thing for the orchard. Write to-day for our new booklet "Pratt's Handbook for
Fruit Growers" and " 'Scalecide'—the Tree Saver." They contain valu ble
information for orchardists. Every fruit grower should have them. Both
are free. B. G. Pratt Co., Dept. D 50 Church Street, New York City.

50-gallon barrel delivered to any railroad station In the United States, $30

Get more fruit, beiier fruit—full crops, big-
gest profits! Plant a Hill Evergreen Wind-
break. Increase value of your land. Protect
your orchards, berry patches, etc., from
destructive winds and frost. Keep fruit

from blowing off trees. Hill's Evergreens
are all strong, hardy nursery-grown stock.

¥¥f¥ ¥ JC. Evergreen
I^Il^l^ O Windbreediis
Make Perfect Protection

Evergreens of known quality. Prices that are
real bargains. Our double transplanting and
thorough root pruning absolutely Insures cer-
tainty of growth. We've had over 56 years'
experience. World's largest evergreen growers
—fifty million trees.

Write Today for Frfee Evergreen
Book —Handsome new color-illustrated

book te Is how to get best wind-
break results. Our expert advice/ree—also list
of BO great bargains in evergreens. Write

D. Hill Nursery Co., Inc., Evergreen Specialuts H
287Cedar Street, Dundee. IlL W

DO

i

ta

V

Hamilton Made
Spraying Hose

will spray your trees without trouble or
expense for several years for one cost.
One trial sufficient to convince.

PERFECT SPRAYING HOSE
Every length will stand 600 pounds and

guaranteed for 300 pounds.

%-inch, per foot 15<*
%-inch, per foot 14^
VULCAN SPRAYING HOSE

Stands 350 pounds. Guaranteed for 100
pounds working pressure.

%-inch, per foot 12<^
%-inch, per foot 11^

All coupled complete, 50-foot lengths,
freight prepaid. Order from your dealer
or shipped direct from factory, cash
with order.

HAMILTON RUBBER MANUrACTURING COMPANY

TRENTON, NEW JERSEY

ELaSTIG PRUNING PAINT
Saves Girdled Trees, Heals Cuts and Wounds, Prevents
Decay. Stops Bleeding in Pruning, Cures Fungus Growth
A Positive and EffectualRemedy for the Treatment
of Fruit and Shade TreesWhen Damaged . Use any
time of the year. Write for Prices and Catalog.
Fruit Growers' Supply Depot. Best Tools ot All Kinds,

especially for Trimming Trees, etc. Best Harrows for
Leveling Purposes.

F. G. MENDENHALL, BOX BF, KINMUNDY, ILLINOIS

Vehicles and

Agricultural Implements

THE BEST OF
ORCHARD AND GARDEN TOOLS

A SPECIALTY

Gilbert Implement Co.
HOOD RIVER, OREGON
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The
Soil

Works
"While

\bu Sleep

•imes
are

into

lollars

Mall Us this Coupon Today

and wc will send you
particulars about the

Kuhn California

Project
in the fertile Sacramento Valley. This
soil will grow anything. Unlimited
water supply, towns, schools, churches,

big market close at hand, unexcelled
climate.

10 YEARS TO PAY FOR LAND
NO SECOND PAYMENT FOR 4 YEARS

We haoe some very fine developed alfalfa

land for sale. Mail us the coupon now.

Kuhn Irrigated Land Company
412 MARKET ST. SAN FRANCISCO

Address

75

Make Big Money Drilling Wells
IMPROVED STANDARD
DRILLING MACHINE
One Man Can Handle

Has a record of drilling 130
feet and driving casing in one
day. Only three levers. Extra
large rope sheaves. Positively
will drill every kind of forma-
tion. Avoid delays from send-

We "build tliese up-to-date
catalog. Write for it.

Western Made
for Western Use

ing hack East. liny from iis.

macliines. Will tell you all i

REILRSON MACHINERY CO.. Manfrs., Portland, Oregon

SUTTON'S
SEEDS

Grown from Selected Pedigree Stocks
Awarded 514 Gold and Other Medals

SUTTON'S SEEDS
For All Parts of the World

SUTTON & SON
ENGLAND

Seedsmen by Appointment to

H.M. THE KING

A. J. WOODWARD
Vancouver-512 Granville St.

Victoria—616 Fort St.

Sole Agents for British Columbia

that a conipari.son cannot be made for

time, a.s tlie canned article may be had
throughout the year and the fresh for
only a limited sea.son, and purchase
of a product out of season is usually at

a high cost. In making a purchase of

either the fresh or canned article, the
smaller the cfuantity the higher the
price; the single can costs more than if

bought by the dozen or case, as does
the half peck of apples compared with
the bu.shel or barrel.

Take, for example, a No. 3 and a No.
10 can of whole apples. The former
usually retails for 10 cents and the lat-

ter for 25 to 30 cents. Those who can
use the latter have a decided advantage,
as it will contain between four and five

times as much as the former. Only in

apple districts, and for short seasons,
can the same quantity of the fresh fruit

be purchased at the same price. Wher-
ever the fresh fruit sells at the rate

of two dollars per bu.shel when pur-
chased by the peck, and this is below
average prevailing prices in cities, the
canned article is the cheaper. In the
raw .stock there is loss in peel and core,

from bruises, short weight and often
rot, all of which is eliminated in the

can. The canned variety usually cooks
better, and for the pie or dumpling is

generally the cheaper.
Neither corn nor peas can be pur-

chased in large cities, nor in many
smaller ones, as cheaply as in the can,

and then they are not so fresh. In up-
to-date canneries the article is put up
the day it is picked, while three or four
days may elapse from the time the raw
product is harvested in the garden (in

transportation, in the hands of the

commission house and in the grocery)
before it reaches the consumer's table.

It recjuires nearly two quarts of good
peas in the pod to make one can, and
often more than three ciuarts of the

heavy-podded variety found on the

market. At no time can the smaller
peas nor fine-kerneled corn be pur-
chased as cheaply as in the can. It re-

fjuires two pecks of good peas to yield

one No. 2 can of petit pois, or one
peck to yield one can of extra sifted,

and from four to eight ears of small
corn to make one can. The pea and
corn packer, however, handles tons of

these crops especially grown for him,
and uses the highest class of automatic
labor-saving machinery in all opera-
tions, so that the real labor on a single

can is very small. The consumer can-
not purchase peas at from 30 to 50

cents per bushel, nor corn at ^9 to $12

per ton, and these represent initial

costs in large quantities. In fruits, as

berries, the consumer must figure that

a No. 2 can will require not less than
12 ounces of well-selected fruit, and
for a No. 2V2 can 22 ounces. The lat-

ter is equivalent to two boxes of berries

by the time they are picked over.

Syrup is added to the can, which offsets

the sugar necessary for the fresh fruit.

There is a vast difference in canned
foods, and, as in many other lines of

commerce, the cheapest in price is

often the most expensive. The can of

water-packed tomatoes, the green hard
pears, the handful of berries in a pint

VOU WANT fhe BEfT
11 Trees and Shrubs

I Grow Them
TREES, SHRUBS, VINES

and PLANTS
Direct to Planter—No

Agents.

Write for free Catalog.

Please mention this Paper.

jr.B.PILKINGTON
NURSERYMAN "

ZHO a MAIN ST., PORTLAND, OREGON

SEED POTATOES
Selected Burbank and American Wonder

Potatoes. Grown on non-irrigated soil in
the Cascade Mountains. Will keep till

July. Price $1.50 per 100 lbs., delivered in

White Salmon or Underwood.

Mountain View Orchards
HUSUM, WASHINGTON

ThingsWe Are Agents For

Knox Hats

Alfred Benjamin & Co.'s Clothing

Dr. Jaeger Underwear

Dr. Deimel Linen Mesh Underwear

Dent's and Fownes' Gloves

Buffum & Pendleton
311 Morrison Street

PORTLAND, OREGON

The Paris Fair
Hood River's Largest and Best Store

RETAILERS OF

EVERYTHING TO WEAR
AGENTS FOR

HAMILTON & BROWN AND
THE BROWN SHOES

HART, SCHAFFNER & MARX
CLOTHES

MANHATTAN SHIRTS
JOHN B. STETSON HATS

NEMO CORSETS

Strictly Cash—One Price to All

W.vanDiem
Lange Franken Straat 45, 47, 49. 51, 61

ROTTERDAM, HOLLAND
European Receivers of American Fruits

Eldejst and First-Class
House in this Branch

Cable Address: W. Vandiem
ABC Code used; 5th Edition

Our Specialties are

Apples, Pears, Navel Oranges
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of water, or poor quality beans dis-

guised with tomato dressing and of-

fered at a low price, when measured
by their food value are the highest.

Goods which are strictly standard

should give the best food value for the

cost. Peas, corn, beans and tomatoes

which are good field run, but which
lack the uniformity and niceties which
are necessary for the fancy article, will

have all the nutritive properties and be

just as palatable, but cost several cents

less per dozen. There is much that is

pure fad in the purchase of canned
foods; the asparagus must be white

and the fewest possible stalks in a can;

the green is just as good and a medium
number of stalks furnish a more edible

product. The little peas are, naturally,

the costly ones, for less than five per

cent are of that kind; the large one are

the better flavored and more nutritious,

and one-third the cost. Similar ex-

amples might be cited of a number of

other products. Canned foods should

be purchased by the dozen or case,

straight or mixed lots, rather than by
singles cans.

Detailed Consideration of the

Various Products

Fruits are the easiest of all articles

to can, boiling for a short period being

sufTicient to sterilize in nearly all cases.

Formerly it was the practice to pack all

fruit in No. 3 cans, but within the past

few years a change has taken place;

Eastern fruits, especially the high

grade, are put up in No. 2 cans. The
apple is the one exception to the rule.

California fruits are packed in No. 2

and No. 2V2 cans, the No. 3 can being

almost wholly supplanted by the

smaller size. In displacing the No. 3

can, the open-top can has been substi-

tuted for the solder top, with the result

that the cans may be filled with less

injury to the fruit and may be sealed

full. The quantity obtained in the No.

2% open-top can is in most cases equal

to or more than was obtained in the

solder-top No. 3, and it is in better con-
dition. In the canning of fruits the

general practice is to fill the can level

full, or nearly so, without crushing,

and then add the necessary syrup. The
syrup will abstract a certain amount of

juice, so that the can will not be full

upon opening, and this condition will

vary with the different fruits. The
softer the fruit, such as strawberries,

the less will be the fill, while hard
fruits, such as pears, will be scarcely

affected. The question of fill will de-

pend in part upon the variety of the

fruit used, the state of maturity, the
density of the syrup and the time of

processing. The proper selection and
handling of the fruit so as to get a can
with all the desirable qualities dis-

tinguishes the real canner. The weight
of fruit used in a can will vary some-
what when the fill is made by volume,
as the interspaces in the case of large
and small fruit or soft and hard are

not the same. In order to secure greater
uniformity it has been proposed by one
of the packers' associations to fill all

fruits by weight, 21 ounces for a No.

.•v.V.- You can't afford to take chances on an inferior spray pump for the sake of saving a dollar or two
;>^!,-y" Be safe—follow the guidance of successful money-making fruit growers

—

use a Ward Spray Pump,
The name Ward on a spray pump is the mark of absolute reliability and

V.' highest efficiency. Perfectly constructed to handle all kinds of mixtures.

Types for Every Need
Barrel ouiits, double action hand pumps and power outfits of various capaci-

ties. We can supply pump only, or outfit complete ready for use,

including tank, wagon and accessories. In the Ward line you'll

find the very pump that best meets your needs.

GET THIS FREE BOOK—Don't place your order

before you get our spraying guide catalog and testimonials

from well-known fruit growers. Write us today.

j

WARD PUMP COMPANY
423 South Water Street Rockford, III.

Secure This Big Special

Combination Frnit Offer
Here Is an opportunity to get this

big $3 value at half price. Think of it—these celebrated fruit publications
only $1.50. This is the biggest bargain
ever. You can't duplicate it for value
anywhere. Everybody Itnows The
Frult-Grower and Farmer, Better Fruit
and The Fruit-Growers Guide- Book

—

they are famous all over the world.
Better Fruit (One Year) $1.00
Fruit-Grow/er and Farmer (1 Yr.). 1.00
Fruit-Growers Guide-Book 1.00

A BIG $3.00 VALUE ONLY $1.50
If yrtu are a subscriber to either of these maga-

zines, you admit they are responsible for your suc-
cess in growing fruit scientifically, more tlian all

other fruit jublications you read. All Three, only
$1.50—with the provision you send us names of
tliree persf, interesttrd in fruit growing, farming,
etc. Send JI-SO Totlay. Tell your friends about
this liberal otfer—Get them to subscribe also.

Better Fruit, Hood River, Ore.

This Coupon Saves You HALF the Cost

Better Fruit,
Hood River, Oregon:

Please find enclosed $1.50, for which send
me your Big Special Combination Fruit Offer.

Name

R.F.D. or Box

Town Stat£

STANDARD l-lM E-SU L.PH U R HYDROMETER, PRICE $1.00 BY MAIL

Apply for Agency CARBONDALE INSTRUMENT CO.. CARBONDALE. PA.

Complete with Test
Jar and Instructions.

Forkiier OrcHsird
jCwItivator
S V'''l/'^^1 '"T^HE Forlcner Spring Tooth Cultivator for orchards,

A sJ -I-
'v^ir'^y^'"ds and general farm use is a world-beater.
Wonderfully light of draft—weight carried on

wheels, not on horses' necks. Has great working ca-
pacity—20 to 30 acres a day with one team—and every
inch of soil is cultivated thoroughly—lifted and turned
in a long, wavy level. Strong, well-made, durable,

„ -, .. ..J... . easy to operate. Four independent sections under
rj^/ i' 'iT^jf^

!,' ^ perfect control of driver—and depth of each easily regulated.

Y/iJlir^^ It Works Right Up to Your Trees
Hanf2:s low and has wide extension, cultivating entire surface beneath low branches
without disturbing boughs or fruit. Saves you time and trouble. Special forms for
different uses and Kinds of soil. Write today for descriptions and prices.

Send lor This Free Book—"Modern Orchard
Tillage"—written by a highly successful
orchardist, contains particular infor-
mation that may be worth hundreds
of dollars to you. Sent free for the
asking.

Light Draft Harrow Co.
901 E. Nevada Street .Marshalltown, Iowa
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BAND WITH TREE TANGLEFOOT f,°,S3;:!,X'.SX'
The destroying army is coming!

Don't wait until you see the vanguard.
Band your trees with Tree Tanglefoot
two weeks before the Canker Worms,
Climbing Cut Worms, Bag Worms,
Gypsy, Brown-tail and Tussock Moth
Caterpillars begin their ravaging work.

Easily and Quickly Applied
With Wooden Paddle

Tree Tanglefoot is harmless and the only
sure and safe protective. One pound makes
about 9 lineal feet of band. One coating
lasts three months and longer in any tem-
perature, rain or shine — remains sticky

and powerful twenty times as long as any
other substance. Needs no mixing—ju.'it

open the can and apply. Will not soften
or run down the trunks of the trees. Ab-
solutely prevents any creeping, crawling
pests from harming your trees.

Sold by Reliable Seed Houses
Prices: 1-lb. cans 30c: 3-lb. cans 85c:

10-lb. cans $2.65; 20-lb. cans $4.80. Write
us today for valuable free booklet and
name of nearest dealer.

THE 0. & W. THLM COMPANY
Department C5, Grand Rapids, Michigan
Manufacturers of Tanglefoot Fly Paper

and Tree Tanglefoot (4)

TheGreatDemand
For Circular No. 4, "What Can Be Done
With from $1,000 to $5,000" in Oregon,
has exhausted our supply. A new revised

edition is now on the press and will soon
be ready for distribution by the

The Homestead and Its Cost—Where to Find It—How to Select It

Example of Success

What Not to Do; The 40-Acre Farm; Hogs, Chickens, Bees, Crops;
A Small Farm Near Portland; Cost of Lumber, Fencing and

many other subjects which might help you.

SENT FREE UPON APPLICATION TO

PASSENGER DEPARTMENT O-W. R. & N.
701 Wells Fargo Building, PORTLAND

2M.' and 22 ounces for a No. 3 can, be-
fore cooking. This is a fair average fill

for small or sliced fruits, but peaches
in large pieces or whole pears, plums,
etc., will weigh less. In the packing of

high-class fruits syrup is used, and this

may vary from a very light to a heavy
syrup, or between 10 to 60 degrees.

Most fruits require the addition of

sugar before they are used, and it

should be added during cooking, and in

canning it has a great deal to do with
the development of the proper flavor.

The water pack is used only upon the
poor grades or pie stock. The amount
of sugar used will depend upon the
acidity of the fruit and the flavor de-
sired. It is unsafe to follow a rule-of-

thumb method to get the highest class

goods; and as the real flavor will not
develop until the foods have been put
up for some weeks it requires an ex-

pert to determine the proper syrup.
Apples used for canning should be of

such varieties as cook well. They
should be slightly acid, smooth and
sound, and without bruised spots. Poor
apples cannot be used in canning and
make a first-class product. The peeling
is done by hand or power peelers and
the core removed by the same opera-
tion or with a coring machine. Apples
which arc intended for dumplings are

left whole and graded into size to give

a certain number to the can, but those
intended for pies or other cooking pur-
poses are sliced in quarters or smaller
pieces. The peeled apple is placed in

cans as quickly as possible and hot
water added to make the fill. If the
apples cannot be packed in the can at

once they are held in tubs of cold water
to prevent their oxidizing or turning
brown. The process on apples is about
eight minutes at 212 degrees Fahren-
heit for No. 3 cans and about ten min-
utes for No. 10 cans.

Apricots are produced almost exclu-
sively for canning in California. They
are grown and handled the same as

peaches, though not quite so carefully,

and are graded for size by running over
screens having openings of forty, forty-

eight, fifty-six, sixty-four and sixty-

eight thirty-seconds of an inch, re-

spectively. The ripe apricot is not
peeled as a rule, but the skin is well
wiped either by hand or machine, after

which the fruit is pitted. The canning
operation is the same as for the peach,
though the syrup used is generally
lighter. (See peaches.)
Blackberries should be given the same

kind of treatment as raspberries,

though they are more solid and will

stand being handled in larger volume.
They do not require so heavy a syrup.

(See raspberries.)

Cherries should be brought to the

factory in small boxes just as they are

handled for the retail trade. They
should be stemmed and then washed.
The California fruit is graded for size

over screen having openings of twenty-

two, twenty-four, twenty-six, twenty-

eight and thirty-two thirty-seconds of

an inches. The cherries may or may
not be pitted, but generally it is prefer-

able that this be done. The new ma-
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chines do the pitting rapidly and well.

The cherry rests in a cup-shaped open-

ing and the seed is forced out by a

small cross-shaped plunger. There is

naturally some lacerating of the flesh,

but not more than is usual in the pit-

ting by hand. After the cherries have
been pitted they should not be permit-

ted to accumulate in masses of more
than two inches in depth. The quan-

tity should be weighed for each can

and a heavy syrup added, or they

should be heated in a preserve kettle

and filled in the cans hot. The latter

method gives a better fill, but breaks or

tears the fruit to a greater extent. The
enameled can is preferable for this

fruit. The process is eighteen minutes
for a No. 2% can. White cherries are

usually canned without pitting, and in

a lighter syrup than is used upon
the red.

Few gooseberries are canned, and
these are largely used for pies. The
berries are gathered when nearly ripe

and are handled in baskets and shallow
boxes. The first operation at the fac-

tory is to remove the stems and brown
blossom ends. This was done formerly
by running them over a vibrating

screen upon which was directed a

strong blast of air. This removed part

of the blossoms and stems, and the. re-

mainder were either rubbed off by hand
or were passed with the fruit. An im-

proved gooseberry cleaner consists of

a slitted disk, below which parallel

knives revolve. The berries are poured
above the disk and made to roll over

and over by light dragging chains. This
causes the stem or blossom to fall into

the slits, where they are cut off close to

the berry. The berries are then
washed and filled into cans by weight.

Those intended for pie making usually

have only water added, while those for

the general trade have a syrup. The
filling, exhausting and capping are the

same as for other berries.

Grapes have not been used very ex-

tensively for canning purposes, but
there has been a noticeable increase in

the past few years. In the East the

white variety is used almost exclusively,

but on the West Coast both the white
and the colored grapes are canned.
They are gathered when the flavor is

fully developed, but the fruit is firm.

The bunches are hand picked, washed
and put in cans to within one-fourth of

an inch from the top. A hot syrup is

added, the cans are exhausted and then
closed. The process is about fourteen
minutes at 212 degrees Fahrenheit for

a No. 2% can. In California the grapes
are also graded by size, being run over
screens having holes twenty, twenty-
two, twenty-four and twenty-six thirty-

seconds of an inch in diameter. The
sizes thus separated are not indicated

on the label and the consumer is un-
aware of this refinement except as it is

indicated by the price.

The peach is one of the most popular
fruits canned and the quantity so used
is enormous. It leads all other fruits in

value. The principal packing is done in

California, New York and Michigan. In

California the lemon cling, or some one

CORONA REGULAR REGULAR
DRY PASTE DRY

(Not Corona Products)

A New Chemical and

Scientific Discovery

ofAmazingValue to

All Fruit Growers
A Spray Compound Which Has Been Thoroughly

Tested, and Proven to Have the Highest
Percentage of Actual Killing Power

Above test shows suspension after
standing five minutes. This proves
Corona Dry Powdered Arsenate of
Lead lighter and softer than either
paste or other dry arsenates of lead.

NOT a new formula, but a mar-
velous, patent-applied-for pro-
cess which makes a dry pow-

dered Arsenate of Lead that is as

soft as cotton and as fine as flour.

Corona Dry Powdered Arsenate of

Lead contains nothing but lead oxide

and arsenic oxide—the only two es-

sentials of any arsenate of lead. The
superiority of this insecticide over
all other arsenates of lead—dry or

paste—is due to the improved process
of manufacture, and to that alone.

Corona Dry Powdered Arsenate of

Lead, being lighter, finer and fiuflier,

stays mixed longer without settling,

has better spraying qualities and
adheres longer to the foliage, fruit

and branches. One pound of Corona
Dry Powdered Arsenate of Lead will

cover more surface and kill more
pests than two to three pounds of

paste arsenate of lead. Use only one
or one and a half pounds to fifty

gallons of water or fungicide.

It mixes quickly and easily in

water—no sediment—no lumps—no

waste—never clogs spray nozzles.

The pest killer to depend on.

Never before has there been a
satisfactory dry powdered arsenate
of lead. The old-fashioned acetate
or nitrate precipitating processes
give a heavy, coarse substance
which quickly settles in the spray
tank, making impossible a uniform
strength of spray. Our new process
overcomes all this.

Furthermore, Corona Dry Pow-
dered Arsenate of Lead is most
simple, clean and easy to handle.
It cannot freeze, dry out, cake or
lose its strength. It combines con-
venience, economy and efficiency.

It is the great ORCHARD SAVER.

We want to prove to you by
figures, testimonials and sworn tests

that Corona Dry Powdered Arsenate
of Lead will positively kill and ex-
terminate APPLE WORM, PLUM
CURCULIO and all similar pests
from trees sprayed with it. We
want to protect your orchards!

Write TODAY for illustrated book-
let, full of convincing facts and
figures. And ask about our free
consulting and service department.
Write a postal—NOW.

Corona Chemical Co., Department E
MILWAUKEE, WISCONSIN

Manufacturers of Insecticides and Fungicides—Arsenate of

Lead, Lime and Sulphur, Bordeaux Mixture, Paris Green, etc.

"Inland Brand"
Guaranteed to test 30° Beaume or better and to con-

tain no adulterants. Made of the purest materials

obtainable and by scientific methods.

MANUFACTURED BY

The C. G. Betts Company
Erie Street and N. P. Tracks, Spokane,Washington
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THE TRINIDAD-LAKE-ASPHALT

The proof of roofingf is in its

waterproofing:. Genasco Roofing- *^
is made of Nature's everlasting- waterproofer-

Trinidad Lake asphalt.

It is rain-proof, sun-proof, wind-proof, heat-proof,
cold-proof, acid-proof, and alkali-proof. And that
means also that it is expense-proof.

Ask your dealer for Genasco. Look for the hemisphere tra
on the roll.

_
Mineral or smooth surface—several weights. Th

leak Kleetis a patent fastener and waterproofer for roofing s
Write us for Good Roof Guide Book and samples, free.

The Barber Asphalt Paving Company Philadelphia
St proiucers .-icphalt. and lar^e t

iacttirers of re.idy routing in tlie world.

New York Chicago
_ San Francisco

demark
e Kant-
eams.

Trinidad Lake

Ask the Man Who Owns One

Schellenger Fruit Grading Machine Co.
(INCORPORATED)

OGDEIN, UTAH

Arcadia Irrigated Orchards
The largest and most successful orchard

project in the entire West

7,000 acres planted to winter apples. Gravity irriga-

tion. Located 22 miles north of Spokane, Washing-

ton, directly on the railroad. We plant and give four

years' care to every orchard tract sold. $125, first

payment, secures 5 acres ; $250, first payment, secures

10 acres ; balance monthly.

Send for booklet

Arcadia Orchards Company
Deer Park, Washington

of its varieties, is the favorite, while in
New York and Michigan the freestone
variety is preferred. The growing,
picking and handling are the same as
for the market; that is, they are hand
picked just before turning soft and
handled in crates or baskets. The con-
ditions for growing peaches are so
favorable in California and they ac-
quire such size that they are purcliased
on the basis of being two and one-
quarter inches or more in diameter,
those below that size being received at

a reduced price. The Eastern packers
cannot make such close discrimination.
If the peaches are well ripened they are
run through the factory at once. If

they are under-ripe or Iiard they may
be kept in a cool place for a time. It is

the practice of some to pick the peaches
over each day and take them out when
at their best, but as a rule they are held
until all can be used at the same opera-
tion. Holding the fruit in cold storage
is not advisable, as the flavor is im-
paired. Some varieties of peaches are
graded for size before peeling, and this

is done on an orange grader, the space
between the rolls being adjusted to de-
liver three, four or five sizes as desired.
When the lye-peeling system is used thc:

grading is generally done after peeling.
The holes in the screen are sixty-four,

sixty-eight, seventy-two and seventy-
six thirty-seconds of an inch in diam-
eter, which, with those that will not go
through the largest opening, gives five

sizes. Careful grading for size is al-

most wholly limited to the California
product.
There are three methods of peeling'

By hand, with the kuife; by steamin
and slipping the skin, and by the us
of lye. There have been some machine
devised for peeling, but they have bee
used but little. The knife used fo;

hand peeling is provided with a som'
what curved blade and a guard to lim'

the depth of the cut. This is the metho
used almost exclusively in the East an
on a portion of the California pac'
After the peach is peeled it is spl'

along the line of natural cleavage an
the pit forced out in the freestone o
removed with a pit spoon in the clin

varieties. Peeling by means of steam i

possible with only a few varieties. Thi
method consists in splitting the peac'^

removing the pit and placing the halve
in a single layer, split side down, in

tray which has a covering of cheese
cloth. When the tray is covered th

cheesecloth is folded over the peache
and the tray slipped into a steam bo"

The peaches are heated in this way fo

about three minutes and then the ski

may be slipped by picking it up be
tween the fingers. This method i

volves very careful work, but result

in a handsome product. When the ly

system is used the peaches are firs

split and pitted and the halves place"

in special machines containing ho
weak solutions of caustic soda or ly

They are carried through just fas

enough to allow the peel to be removed
the time usually being twelve t

eighteen seconds. As soon as the

emerge from the soda solution they ar
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thoroughly sprayed and are kept under
sprays or in water until they are placed

in the can. Where the lye peelers are

installed, the peaches are usually de-

livered to the filling tables, graded into

sizes, as already indicated, but the fill-

ers sort for quality, separating the

pieces perfectly ripened, those un-

evenly ripened or defective in color,

and those imperfect in form or in

quality. With these different grades

60, 50, 40, 30 and 20-degree syrups are

used. In addition peaches are canned
in slices, and while formerly it was the

practice to use the imperfect halves

and small sizes for this class, now
equally as good stock is used and syr-

uped in the same way as the halves.

There is a grade of water or pie

peaches made from the lower grade

stock. The cans are filled by weight.

One of the best factories using the

steaming system to loosen the skins

placed the peeled peaches on pie plates

and weighed the quantity necessary to

fill each can. The plate was washed
every time is was used. Hot syrup of

the degree desired is added to each can

until it is full. It is exhausted for

three minutes and processed for

twenty-five minutes at boiling tem-

perature.

Pears used in canning are generally

grouped in two classes, hard and soft,

the former being represented by the

Kiefer and the latter by the Bartlett.

While the Kiefer yields very well, the

consumption is small, largely because

of the poor quality; the Bartlett is

better, but often the label does not

adequately tell the story. The canning

of pears is similar to that of canning

apples. The work of peeling, coring

and halving, however, is done by hand.

Considerable care is taken in trimming
to a symmetrical form and in remov-
ing the core to cut away only so much
as may be necessary to remove all

trace of seed cells. They are graded
in three classes, dependent upon size

or number of pieces required to fill a

can, and uniformity of shape and
texture. This is done according to the

judgment of the filler and not by
machine. They are put into cans the

same as apples and a syrup is gener-

ally used instead of hot water, as it

retains the flavor much better. The
process is sixteen minutes at 212 de-

grees Fahrenheit for No. 2% cans.

The classes of plums are generally

quoted on the market as green gage,

yellow egg and Lombard. Other vari-

eties are used, but these are the popu-
lar ones. The plums are selected when
just ripening. On the Pacific Coast

they are graded for size by running
them over screens having openings

thirty-two, forty, forty-eight and fifty-

six thirty-seconds of an inch in diam-
eter. They are washed, put in cans

with syrup and processed fourteen

minutes at 212 degrees Fahrenheit for

a No. 2% can.

Raspberries are grown and harvested
the same as for the market and should
be delivered to the factory in berry
boxes. At the factory they are handled
in exactly the same manner as are

The Best Hose Made for Spraying

Write for Sample and Catalog "F

>^ SPRAY HOSE
GARDEN HOSE

Made in 5GO Foot Lengths
Does Away with Leaky Couplings

LIGHT — STRONG — FLEXIBLE
Braided Moulded Construction

Seamless Throughout

Best Hose for Greenhouse, Lawns, Parks,
Cemeteries, Stable, Garage

Furnished in 3-.2'-inch, ^-inch and J^'-inch sizes

Will not kink, will not burst

MANUFACTURED BY

Revere Rubber Co.
WORKS:

Chelsea, Massachusetts
Providence, Rhode Island

BRANCHES:
Boston, New York, Chicago,
Kansas City, Mo., Pittsburg,
Philadelphia, Minneapolis,
New Orleans, San Francisco

Made in Oregon

PICKERS PRUNERS
BASTIAN

How much good fruit do you lose?

Are you satisfied to lose it?

If not, get the Picker that will save it—Bastian's—the only
one that picks as well as by hand.
PRUNERS—If you want to save time and money, get Bas-

tian's, the most powerful and easily operated pruners on the
market. Hooks for heavy work; shears for light work. Standard
lengths: Pruners, 5 to 16 feet; Shears and Pickers, 5 to 12 feet.

For sale by all the best dealers

MANUFACTURED BY

Storey Manufacturing Co.
214 Front Street, PORTLAND, OREGON

FRUIT GROWERS, YOUR ATTENTION
Royal Ann, Bing and Lambert cherry trees; Spitzenberg and
Newtown apple trees; Bartlett, Anjou and Cornice pears, and

other varieties of fruit trees.

MONTE VISTA NURSERY
A. HOLADAY

SCAPPOOSE, OREGON

H. S. GALLIGAN C. F. GALLIGAN G. T. GALLIGAN

True-to-Name Nursery
INCORPORATED

HOOD RIVER-DUFUR, OREGON
Wholesale and Retail—^Sixteen years in the business

We oifer for fall and spring 1912-13: Apple, pear, cherry, peach, apricots, plums and
prunes of the leading varieties adapted to this locality. These are all grown on No. 1

whole roots from buds and scions selected from the best bearing trees in Hood River,
hence we are in a position to not only guarantee our trees true-to-name but of the best
bearing strains. Commercial orchard plantings our specialty.

If interested, write us-—We have what you want

Address TRUE -TO -NAME NURSERY """^."onTao^r''
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To Destroy Aphis, Thrips, Etc.

WITHOUT INJURY TO FOLIAGE
SPRAY WITH

"Black Leaf 40"
SULPHATE OF NICOTINE

"Black Leaf 40" is highly recommended by experiment stations and
spraying experts throughout the entire United States.

Owing to the large dilution, neither foliage nor fruit is stained.
Also, "Black Leaf 40" is perfectly soluble in water—no clogging of

nozzles.

PRICES:

10'/2-POUND CAN $12.50

Makes 1.600 to 2,100 gallons for Pear Thrips, with addition of 3 per
cent distillate oil emulsion. Or, about 1,100 gallons for Green Aphis,
Pear Psylla, Hop Louse, etc., or about 850 gallons for Black Aphis
and Woolly Aphis—with addition of 3 or 4 pounds of any good
laundry soap to each 100 gallons of water.

21/2-POUND CAN $3.25

!/2-P0UND CAN 85

If you cannot obtain "Black Leaf 40" from a local dealer, send us P. O. money
order, and we will ship you by express at the above prices, prepaying the ex-
pressage to your nearest railroad town in the United States.

The Kentucky Tobacco Product Company
INCORPORATED

L.OUISVII_l_E, KENTUCKY

CONTRACTORS FOR FENCE CONSTRUCTION
THOS. C. SOXJRBEER, Manager

224-225 Iiumber E3xchange Main 6645

We Fence Anything from a
La'wn to a Railroad

NATIONAL

RABBIT-TIGHT FENCE
TTJHN8 THB RABBITS

PORTIjAND, OREGON

Ridley,Houlding& Co.
COVENT GARDEN, LONDON

Points to remember when consigning
apples to tlie London Market

1.—We Specialize in Apples

2.—All Consignments Receive Our
Personal Attention

3.-The Fruit is Sold by Private Treaty

on its Merits

CABLE ADDRESS: BOTANIZING, LONDON

strawberries. Red raspberries and
black caps should be kept separate.
Columbia berries are regarded as in-

ferior in appearance to Cuthberts,
being less bright in color, but they have
excellent flavor. The use of a syrup of

the right density has much to do in

bringing out the full flavoi-. The cans
should be enamel lined to retain both
color and flavor. The process is twelve
minutes at 212 degrees Fahrenheit.

Strawberries used for canning are

grown the same as for market, and such
varieties as are firm and of uniform
size should be used. They should have
a well developed flavor, a little more
acid than is desired for eating raw.
They should be gathered the same as

for the market, in boxes holding not
more than one quart, and preferably
only one pint, the object being to de-
liver them in the best possible condi-
tion, without bruising or mashing, A
distinctive method of handling berries

on the Pacific Coast is in a chest of

shallow crates. These chests are well
made and hold four tiers of five trays

each. Each tray measures about eight

inches wide, fifteen inches long and
one and one-half inches deep inside.

The boxes holding the berries are

therefore very shallow and there may
be two or more in a tray. The fruit

arrives at the factory or market with
the minimum of bruising. On arrival

at the factory different methods are

followed, but one of the best, as prac-
ticed by one of the large packers, is as

follows: The boxes are delivered to

tables, where they are turned out upon
enamel pie plates. The berries are
stemmed, defective one sorted out and
any foreign substance removed. The
plate containing the berries from a

single box is passed to another helper,

who washes the fruit under a spray;
the next one weighs each plate and adds
the correct amount to fill one can. The
berries are poured from the plate into

the can, in which operation a special

half funnel is sometimes used. The can
should be filled a little above the level.

Hot syrup is added and the can given
a two-minute exhaust, sealed and proc-

essed for fourteen minutes at 212 de-

grees Fahrenheit. The cans should be
preferably enamel lined with open tops.

In the handling of the fruit at this

plant the pans are washed after each
separate usage. The work involved is

greater than in some other systems, but
the product can hardly be excelled in

cleanliness and in flavor. At some other
plants the berries are stemmed from
the baskets and are run through a fruit

washer to remove any leaves or dirt;

they are then filled directly into cans
without weighing or are collected in

large pans, and when a sufficient quan-
tity has accumulated are then put into

a preserving kettle with sugar and
heated until they just come to a boil.

The berries and their syrup are then

filled into the cans. Strawberries do
not admit of being handled by auto-

matic machinery. The stemming must
be done by hand, but in the plate sys-

tem they are not touched after once

being washed. In the system in which
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considerable dependence is placed upon
the fruit washer the cleaning is well

done and in a manner not to injure or

break the fruit. Cans which are well

filled with cold fruit will not be full of

fruit after processing. The heat causes

the breaking down of the tissue and
consequent loss of juice, so that the

berries will float. Berries heated with
sugar in the preserve kettle will give a

better fill in the can, as more juice is

cooked out than can be returned to fill

the space between the solids. In this

practice there is a distinct difference

between the manufacturer who at-

tempts to give a can with the maximum
of food solids and the one who cooks

the berries to abstract the juice for

other use, such as fruit syrups for soft

drinks. A syrup should he used in all

cans, as it holds the flavor much better

than water. Sugar is always used with
such fruit, and the proper time for its

application is when it is being cooked.

The degree or density of the syrup is a

matter of taste, but preferably it should

be fairly heavy. The enamel-lined can

is decidedly the best for preserving

flavor and color, and also for resisting

the action of the fruit on the can.

Strawberries are also put up in glass

and given the same general treatment.

Small Fruit Patch

In the spring of the year some atten-

tion should be given to small fruits.

The currants and gooseberries should

be well pruned. Some states claim that

in pruning currants all wood over two
years of age should be removed. Here
on the Pacific Coast, however, the

three-year-old wood is often the best

bearing wood for the currant bush, and
almost invariably the three-year-old

bearing wood is the best on gooseber-

ries. Whether one should remove the

wood at the end of the second or third

year depends on the kind of fruit pro-

duced and the growth the shoots are

making. Aim to grow good, strong
bearing canes each year. If the wood
is getting weak cut out all such wood
and cut out the new weak wood and
limit the number of canes that you
allow to grow. Probably a dozen canes
would be the limit. Wood ashes
sprinkled around gooseberry and cur-

rant bushes seems to be beneficial.

Cultivate the patches well in the spring,

giving good tillage up close around the
plants. This will help to control the
berry worms. The later blooming
varieties seem to be freer from worms
than the early bloomers. The Lon-
don market currant is especially free
from the worms. This currant is com-
ing into more favor on the Pacific

Coast.

A small strawberry bed should be
found in connection with every
orchard. If the bed has been running
for six or seven years and is running
out it will pay to establish a new bed.
Buy the best plants you can possibly
get hold of—good, strong well-rooted
plants. A few plants of this kind are
worth more than hundreds of poor,
spindling plants that are often offered

/\.n Independent Irrigating System
Is the Beft

INDEPENDENT irrigating systems, when proporly
operated, prove true to their title—they make you inde-
pendent of rain or other uncertain sources of supply.

Almost without exception, they prove the cheapest and most satisfac-
tory. If you are able to secure a sufficient supply of water by sinking
wells, or from a lake or stream, you should start today to lay out a
good irrigating system. Dependable power is easy to obtain. An

I H C Oil and Gas Engine
will take care of the pumping and will also furnish power to run any
farm machine. It will require no watching except to keep it properly
oiled. It is the cheapest and most dependable power you can secure,

I H C engines are built in many styles— vertical, horizontal, porta-
ble, skidded, air-cooled, water-cooled; in sizes from 1 to 50-horse
power. They operate on gas, gasoline, naphtha, kerosene, distillate, al-

cohol. I H C tractors are built in sizes from 12 to 60-horse power. There
are also spraying, pumping, hay baling, wobd-sawing, outfits, etc.

Get our interesting irrigation catalogue from the I H C local
dealer, or, write the nearest branch house for a copy.

WESTERN BRANCH HOUSES: Denver. Col.; Helena, Mont.;
Portland, Ore.; Spokane, Wash.; Salt Lake City, Utah; San Francisco, Cal.

International Harvester Company of America
(Incorporated)

Chicago USA
iiiiiiiii@iiii]iii!ii)[iiii]i@];i!!i]ElI^!iiii@n

You Can Believe the Man
who uses a

Simplex Separator
The real test, in the dairy, is what

counts on cream separators. Read what
this man says:

"Having used your Simplex Separator
for some time, I can truthfully say I

like it better than any other machine I

have used." W. E. Cromer,
Springwater, Oregon.

You can profit by the experience of

others. No need to try other makes.
You can have the best right from the

first. Send for the FREE Simplex book-
let S28 today.

MONROE & CRISELL
145 Front Street, Portland, Oregon

A full and complete line of Dairy and Creamery Machinery and Supplies
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Write Your
Name On The
PIG

Mail it to us today and we will tell

you all about the

Kuhn California

in the fertile Sacramento Valley.
This tract has the finest soil to be
found anywhere. You can raise any-
thing on it. Field crops of any de-
scription, deciduous and citrus fruits,

berries, pigs, cows, chickens, sheep,
etc. A very equable climate—
no killing frosts nor sun strokes.

10 years to pay for the land.

No Second Payment f:r 4 Years

A big market is close at hand. Towns,
schools, churches, fine roads, unlimited
water supply.

]Ve have several fine developed Alfalfa
Tracts of d'.fferent sizes for sale on most

reasonable terms.

Kuhn Irrigated Land Company
412 Market St. San Francisco

Orchardist

Supply House

Franz Hardware Co.

H<»o(l River, Oregon

Ship Tour Goods in Transit
TO

NORTHWEST STORAGE CO.
324 Division Street

SPOKANE, WASHINGTON

Suitable space for handling

Apples — Potatoes

Farm Machinery and General Storage

for sale. Then give the ground good
thorough preparation. Work the straw-
berry bed early so as to get ahead of

weeds. If the plants have not been
growing well a light application of hen
manure or wood ashes, or some good
commercial fertilizer like nitrate of

soda or dry blood in small amounts
will tend to strengthen the plants. In

applying the commercial fertilizers do
not allow them to come in contact with
the foliage, as they will burn it very
badly. An application of a hundred
pounds to the acre will be sufficient.

This should be put on early in the
spring, and can be sown broadcast and
cultivated in or put on in the form of a

liquid. We often hear the statement
that strawberries should not be tilled

much when they are in bloom or as

they are ripening the fruit. The rea-

sons for this are that the strawberry
roots are very shallow and there is

danger of cutting off the roots. This
cutting of the root area reduces the
amount of sap that the plants obtain
and thus may have an influence on the
bearing. The Clark Seedling, in some
sections, is the best berry to plant.

Other berries that are especially good
for home use are the Gold Dollar,

Sixteen to One and Magoon.

Cashmere Recommendations
The Cashmere Fruitgrowers' Union

elected a board of directors, which
adopted the following six recommenda-
tions to be submitted to the members:
"1. To eliminate the tier-sizing system
of counting apples and to use numbers
only. 2. To permit no apples smaller
than 150s in the extra fancy grade. 3.

To permit no apples smaller than 175s
in the fancy grade. 4. To remove the
color requirement on a perfect (phys-
ically) apple for admission to the fancy
grade but to retain the extra fancy
color requirement for the admission of

a blemished apple to this grade. 5. To
pack but two grades—extra fancy and
fancy. 6. To move at once to estab-

lish some means of absorbing the third

grade."

Yakima County Horticultural Union
The Yakima County Horticultural

Union last year sent three representa-
tive fruit salesmen to the East to sell

direct to the dealers. The result of this

policy proved so satisfactory even un-
der the adverse conditions of 1912 that

the union has decided to follow the

same policy during 1913, and will again
place their own salesmen in the field.

We understand that these salesmen met
with splendid success in opening up
new markets and creating new cus-

tomers for the union in addition to

those they already had.

Netted $1.08 Per Box
Mr. G. W^ Coburn, manager of the

Wenatchce Fruitgrowers' Union, when
in New York, as stated by the Produce
News, said, "the association up to Jan-
uary 1 netted the growers an average
of $1.08 per box." Since that time, Mr.
Coburn states, the prices have been
somewhat lower.

IT PAYS TO

Clear Land
WITH

Red Cross Dynamite
UPPER view shows how big stumps are

completely blasted out and shattered
into kindling wood. At the same time,

subsoil is thoroughly broken up, creating the
best conditions for maturing crops. Lower
view is the $800-per-acre celery crop grow-
i ng on former stump land, in less than a year
after clearing.

FREE BOOKLET
Explains how to safely and profitably use
Red Cross Dynamite for blasting stumps and
boulders, tree planting, ditching, subsoiling,
excavating, road-building, etc. Write for

name of nearest dealer, or expert blaster, and
Farmers* Handbook No. 333

DU PONT POWDER CO.,
Wilmington, Del.

Pioneer Powder Makers of America
Established 1 802

FRUIT
"Better Fruit" sub-
scribers demand
the "Better Box"

Western Soft Pine
Light, strong and

durable

BOXES
TWO CARLOADS DAILY

Ask for Our Prices

Delivered your Station

BERRY CRATES
and

Save Time Hallocks
Our Save Time Halloclc is the best

Folding Berry Box
on the market.

Samples on application.

Washington Mill Co.
Wholesale Manufacturers

SPOKANE, WASHINGTON
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Eminent Actor and a

Genius in his Grasp of

Human Nature and
Delineation of Character

David Warfie[d
Says'^—
"I have never seen the Northern Pacific

Dining Cars Equalled for Cuisine or

Service. The 'Big Baked Potatoes'

are all that are claimed for them."

Another patron of our regular service said:

"Some man inscribed a sermon on a dime.

But he couldn't write all the good things I

know of Northern Pacific Dining Service on
the deck of the battleship Pennsylvania."

C^Those "Great Big Baked Potatoes" are being served

daily on our sixty dining and cafe cars. We use pure

bottled spring water for both cooking and table serv-

ice. Products from ovir poultry and dairy farm and
meats prepared in our own butcher shops, also.

FourTranscontinentalTrains

Two to Chicago
NONE FASTER
NONE BETTER

If your station agent will not sell tickets via
Spokane and N. P. Ry., write

A. D. CHARLTON, A. G. P. A.
Portland, Oregon

A. M. CLELAND, Gen'l Pass'r Agent,

ST. FA UL, MINN.

Northern Pacific Ry

Page 6
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Origin of Some Names of Fruit

The Baldwin apple was named after

Colonel Baldwin, a civil engineer.

While engaged in his work in a place
called Butters Row, near Wilmington,
Massachusetts, his attention was called

to an apple tree by a noise made by a

woodpecker. He found the apple to be
of excellent flavor, and afterward it

was named after Colonel Baldwin.
Grimes Golden is reported to have been
named after Farmer Grimes, who orig-

inated the variety. The Phillips cling

peach, which is used more extensively
in California than any other peach for

canning, was originated by Mr. Joseph
Phillips, who was for many years
nurseryman for the editor's father in

California. The Thompson seedless

grape, the great raisin grape of Cali-

fornia, was named after Mr. Thompson,
who lived a few miles from Marysville,

the birthplace of the editor of "Better

Fruit." Mr. Thompson received this

grape among a few varieties from the

government for trial, which were im-
ported from Europe. One of the varie-

ties proved to be a seedless grape.

From this he took cuttings and set out

a large vineyard, which came into bear-

ing before anyone knew he had a seed-

less grape.

Good Roads

A delegation from the American
Automobile Association appeared be-

fore the joint committee, of which Sen-
ator Jonathan Bourne, Jr., is chairman,
to express their willingness to co-oper-

ate along lines which would safeguard
the use of federal money and assure

tangible, real and personal results in

the way of good roads. The association

believes in the principle of state aid

state highway systems.. The automo-
bile certainly is a very evident factor

in the movement for better roads.

Hon. Allen Barclay of Kentucky says,

"Nothing would conduce more to pros-

perity and happiness of our people than
a general system of improved high-

ways, and I am convinced that if this

result is to be brought about the na-

tional government should co-operate
with the states in permanent improve-
ment of their roads." A fruitgrower
probably takes as great, if not greater,

interest in good roads than any other

class of farmers, for the reason that

fruit must be laid down at the depot in

first-class condition, without bruising,

and fruit cannot be hauled over miser-
able roads without more or less dam-
age. Fruitgrowers as a class stand for

better roads. Various opinions exist

among them as to state highways, gov-
ernment aid and state aid. Generally
speaking fruitgrowers are favorable to

highways, but the interest is great in

the development of the roads in the
particular section over which each of
the fruitgrowers must haul his stuff to

the railway depot.

Editor Better Fruit:
I wish to congratulate you on your small

fruit issue. Though it didn't once mention
them that I noticed, it was a "peach." Yours
truly, Chas. E. Wise, Grants Pass, Oregon.
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Northwest Fruit Growers' Unions and Associations ^
We publish free in this column the name

of any fruit growers' organization. Secretaries
are requested to furnish particulars for pub-
lication,

Oregon
Albany Fruit Growers' Union, Albany.
Ashland Fruit and Produce Association, Ashland.
Benton Couuty Fruit Growers' Association. Corvallis.
Brownsville Fruit and Produce Association, Brownsville.
Coos Bay Fruit Growers' Association, Marshfield.
Coquille Valley Fruit Growers' Union, Myrtle Point.
Cove Fruit Growers' Association. Cove.
Dallas Fruit Growers' Association, Dallas.
Douglas County Fruit Growers' Association. Roseburg.
Dufur Valley Fruit Growers' Union. Dufur.
Dundee Fruit Growers' Association, Dundee.
Dundee Co-operative Fruit Growers and Packers, Dundee.
Estacada Fruit Growers' Association, Estacada.
Eugene Fruit Growers' Association. Eugene.
Hood River Apple Growers' Union, Hood River.
Hyland Fniit Growers of Yamhill County, Sheridan.
Imbler Fruit Growers' Union, Imbler.
La Grande Fruit Association. La Grande.
Lincoln County Fruit Growers' Union, Toledo.
McMinnville Fruit Growers' Association, McMinnville.
Milton Fruit Growers' Union, Milton.
Mosier Fruit Growers' Association, Mosier.
Mount Hood Fruit Growers' Association, Sandy.
Newburg Apple Growers' Association, Newburg.
Northwestern Fruit Exchange, 418 Spalding Bldg. . Portland
Northeast Gaston Farmers' Association, Forest Grove.
Oregon City Fruit and Produce Association, Oregon City.

Rogue River Fruit and Produce Association, Medford.
Salem Fruit Union, Salem.
Santiam Fruit Growers' Association, Lebanon.
Springbrook Fruit Growers' Union, Sprlngbrook.
Stanfield i'ruit Growers' Association, Stanfleld.
Sutherlin Fruit Growers* Association, Sutherlin.
The Dalles Fruit Growers' Union, The Dalles.
Utnp.iua Valley Fruit Growers' Association, Roseburg.
Washington County Fruit Growers' Association, Hillsboro.
Willamette Valley Prune Association, Salem.

Washington
.Apple Growers' Union of Wliite Salmon. Underwood.
Bay Island Fruit Growers' Association, Tacoma.
Brewster Fruit Growers' Union, Brewster.
Buckley Fruit Growers' Association. Buckley.
Cashmere Fruit Growers' Union. Cashmere.
Clarkston Fruit Growers' Association, Clarkston.
Cowlitz Fruit and Produce Association, Kelso.
Di-yden Fruit Growers' Union, Dryden.
Elma Fruit and Produce Association, Elraa.
Felida Prune Growers' Association. Vancouver.
Garfield Fruit Growers' Union, Garfield.
Goldendale Fruit and Produce' Association. Goldendale.
Grandview Fruit Growers' Association, Grandview.
Granger Fruit Growers' Association, Granger,
Kalama Fruit Growers' Association. Kalama.
Kennewlck Fruit Growers' Association, Kennewick.
Kiona Fruit Growers' Union, Kiona.
Lake Chelan Fruit Growers' Association, Chelan,
Lewis County Fruit Growers' Association, Centralia.
Lewis River Fruit Growers' Union, Woodland.
Mason County Fruit Growers' Association, Shelton.
Mount Vernon Fruit Growers' Association, Mount Vernon.
Northv/estern Fruit Exchange, 510 Chamber of Commerce

Building. Spokane.
Peshastin Fruit Growers' Association, Peshastin.

"MONARCH"
Cider Press
will net more money
for you than any other
investment you can
make. lObbl. to400bbl.
per day. Also makers
of apple buttercookers,
evaporators, etc.

A. B. FARQUHAR CO.. Ltd., Boxll2, York, Pa.

A PANORAMIC VIEW
of the

Famous Hood River Valley

showing
13,000 acres of apple orchards, Mt.

Hood, Mt. Adams and the Columbia
River Gorge.

40 inches long Price $1.00

SLOCUM'S BOOK AND ART STORE
Hood River, Oregon
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Pullman Fruit Growers' Association, Pullman.
Puyallup and Sumner Fruit Growers' Association. Puyallup.
Spokane County Horticultural Society. Spoliane.
Spokane District Fruit Growers' Association. Spokane.
Spokane Inland I'ruit Growers' Association. Keisling.
Spokane Valley Fruit Growers Co.. Otis Orchards.
Spokane Valley Growers' Union, Spokane.
Southwest Washington Fruit Growers' Association, Chehalis.
Stevens County Fruit Growers' Union. Myers Falls.
Tlie Green Bluffs Fruit Growers' Association, Mead.
The Ridgefield Fruit Growers' Association. Ridgefield.
The Touchet Valley Fruit and Produce Union. Dayton.
Thurston County Fruit Growers' Union, Tumwater.
A'ashon Fruit Union. Vashon.
Walla Walla Fruit and Vegetable Union, Walla Walla.
Wenatchee District Fruit Growers' Union, Wenatchee.
Wenatehee Valley Fruit Growers' Association, Wenatchee.
Wliite River Valley Fruit and Berry Growers' Assn., Kent.
TOiite Salmon Fruit Growers' Union, White Salmon.
Yakima Valley Fruit Growers' Association, Nortli Yakima.
Yakima A^alley Fniit and Produce Growers' Assn.. Granger.
Y'akima County Horticultural Union, North Yakima.
Zillah Fruit Growers' Association, Toppenish.

Idaho
Boise Valley Fruit Growers' Association. Boise.
Caldwell Fruit Growers' Association. Caldwell.
Council Valley Fruit Growers' Association. Council.
Emmett Fruit Growers' Association, Emmett.
Fruit Growers' Association, Moscow.
I,ewi--,ton Orchards Assembly, Lewiston.
LcAViston Orchards Association. Lewiston.
Nampa Fruit Growers' Association, Nampa.
New Plymouth Fruit Growers' Association. New Plymouth.
Parma-Roswell Fruit Growers' Association. Parma.
Payette Valley Apple Growers' Union, Payette.
Southern Idaho Fruit Shippers' Association. Boise.
Twin Falls Fruit Growers' Association, Twin Falls.

Weiser Fruit and Produce Growers' Association, Weiser.
Weiser River Fruit Growers' Association, Weiser.

Colorado
Boulder County Fruit Growers' Association, Boulder.
Capital Hill Melon Growers' Association. Hocky Ford.
Crawford I^riiit Growers' Association. Crawford.
Delta County Fruit Growers' Association, Delta.
Denver Fruit and Vegetable Association, Denver.
Fair Mount Melon Growers' Association, Swink.
Fowler Melon Growers' Association, Fowler.
Fremont County Fruit Growers' Association, Canon City.

Granada Melon Growers' Association, Granada.
Grand Junction Fiiiit Growers' Association, Clifton, Pal-

isade, Grand Junction.
Kouns Party Cantaloupe Growers' Association. Rocky Ford.
Lamar Melon Growers' Association. Lamar.
Longmont Produce Exchange. Longmont.
Loveland Fruit Growers' Association, Loveland.
Manzanola Fruit Association. Manzanola.
Manzanola Orchard Association. Manzanola.
Montrose Fruit and Produce Association. Montrose.
Newdale Melon Growers' Association. Swink.
Palisade Fruit Growers' Association. Palisade.
Paonia Fruit Exchange, Paonia.
Pent County Melon Growers' Association, Las Animas.
Produce Association, Debeque.
Rifle Fruit and Produce Association, Rifle.

Roaring Fork Potato Growers' Association, Carbondale.
Hocky Ford Melon Growers' Association, Rocky Ford.

San Juan Fruit and Produce Growers' Assn., Durango.
The Producers' Association. Debeque.
Western Slope Fruit Growers' Association, Palisade.

Montana
Bitter Root Fruit Growers' Association. Hamilton.
Missoula Fruit and Produce Association. Missoula.
Woodside Fruit Growers' Association, Woodside.

Utah
Bear River A^alley Fruit Growers' Assn.. Bear River City.

Bricihani City Fniit Growers' Association, Brigliam City.

Cache Valley Fniit Growers' Association, Wellsville.

Center\'ille Fruit Growers' Association, Centerville.

Excelsior Fruit and Produce Association. Clearfield (post-

office Layton R. F. D. ).

Farmers and Fniit Growers' Forwarding Assn., Centerville.

Green River Fniit Growers' A.?sociation, Green River.

f)gden Fruit Growers' Association, Ogden.
Springville Fruit Growers' Association, Springville.

Utah County Fruit and Produce Association, Provo.

Willard Fruit Growers' Association. Willard.

California
California Farmers' Union, Fresno.
California Fniit Exchange. Sacramento.
Fresno Fruit Growers' Company. Fresno.
Lincoln Fniit Growers' Association. Lincoln.

Lodi Fruit Growers' Union. Lodi.
Loomis Fruit Growers' Association. Loomis.
Newcastle Fruit Growers' Association, Newcastle.
Pennn Fruit Growers' Association, Penryn.
Sebastopol Apple Growers' Union. Sebastopol.
Sebastopol Berry Growers' Union, Sebastopol.

Stanislaus Farmers' Union. Modesto.
The . Supply Company of the California Fruit Growers'

Association. Los Angeles.
Turlock Iruit Growers' Association, Turlock.
Vacaville Fruit Growers' Association, Vacaville.

\yinters Fruit Growers' Association, Winters.

New Mexico
San Juan Fruit and Produce Association, Farmington.

British Columbia
Armstrong Fruit Growers' Association, Armstrong.
Bonwell-Kootenay Lake Union, Boswell.
British Columbia Fruit Growers' Association, Victoria.

Creston Fruit and Produce Exchange, Creston.
Grand Forks Fruit Growers* Association, Grand Forks.
Hammond Fruit Association, Ltd., Hammond.
Hatzic Fruit Growers' Association. Hatzic.
Kaslo Horticultural Association. Kaslo.
Kelowna Farmers' Exchange, Ltd., Kelowna.
Kootenay Fniit Growers' Union, Ltd.. Nelson.
Mission Fniit Growers' Association, Mission.
Okanogan Fruit Union, Ltd., Vernon.
Queens Bay Fruit Growers' Association, Queens Bay.
Salmon Arm Farmers' Exchange. Salmon Arm.
Snmmerland Fruit Growers' Association, Summerland.
Victoria Fruit Growers' Exchange, Victoria.

Western Fruit Growers' Association, Mission.

printing
We invite inquiries from all

Nurserymen, Fruit Growers
and Manufacturers who are

contemplating the issuing of

Catalogs
Advertising

Matter
or Printing of any kind. We
make a specialty of out-of-

town orders and handle them
with a facility unequaled any-
where. Our thorough equip-

ment makes possible a high
quality of work at a low cost.

Send us specifications of your
work and we will give esti-

mate by return mail. You will

find us prompt, accurate and
equal to anything in the pro-

duction of GOOD Printing.

Better Fruit is printed in our
shop. Its beautiful appearance

bears testimony to our skill.

F.W. BALTES
& COMPANY

FIRST AND OAK STREETS
PORTLAND, OREGON

Make
theFarm

PayProf. Brooks

Complete Home Study Courses in Agri-
culture, Horticulture, Floriculture, Land-
scape Gardening, Forestry, Poultry Cul-
ture, Farm Accounting and Veterinary
Science under Prof. Brooks of the Massa-
chusetts Agricultural College, Prof. Craig
of Cornell University, Prof. Bexell of the
Oregon Agricultural College and other
eminent teachers.
Over one hundred Home Study Courses

under able professors in leading colleges.

250-page catalog free. Please address

THE HOME CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOL
DEPT. 201, SPRINGFIELD, MASS.

WHEN WRITING ADVERTISERS MENTION BETTER FRUIT



Patentedg[

"Save-Time"

As It Fastens Down

Ask Your Dealer or

write our Agents

or Us

and do it early

As It Comes Flat

C. S. GILCHKIST, President

As It Opens

MANUFACTURED BY
H. W. McPHAIL, Vice Pres. and Treas.

Folding
Berry Box

Made from Pacific

Coast Spruce

Don't Staple. Save Your Time
When You ^Teed It.

Pickers Will Set Up This Box.
It Is So Easy.

Packed Three Bundles to A
Thousand.

Easily Made Up.

No Breakage or Waste.

Solid One-Piece Bottom.

Very Kigid.

No Staples in Contactwith Contents.

Eemains in Perfect Position.

As You Fill It

0. C. FENLASON, Sec. and Mgr.

Pacific Fruit Package Co., Raymond, Washington

DISTRIBUTORS PORTLAND, OREGON, TERRITORY

CHAS. K. SPAULDING LOGGING CO.
Portland, Salem, Woodburn, Oswego, McMinnville, Independence, Newberg

AGENTS SPOKANE TERRITORY

WASHINGTON MILL COMPANY, Spokane, Washington

WHEN WRITING ADVERTISERS MENTION BETTER FRUIT



THE WORLD—OUR ORCHARD

Steinhardt & Kelly
101 PARK PLACE

NEW YORK

The All-America Champions

Hood River

Wenatchee

Boise

Yakima

Sebastopol

Payette

Emmett

The Dalles

Dayton, Wash.

Most important factors

and largest operators

in higU class fruits in

the world.

Purveyors to the most

particular consuming

clientele on both

hemispheres.

Direct Connections in

all leading markets
and producing sections

Spitzenberg

Winesap

NewtownPippin

Rome Beauty

Gravenstein

WinterBananas

Jonathan

Arkansas Black

Golden Ortleys

The Best Nines in the World

THE WORLD—OUR ORCHARD
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